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Montessori School in Kleinburg (MSK) “Home
of the MSK Hawks” established in 2002
Parent Handbook
Welcome to the Montessori School in Kleinburg (MSK) where quality educational standards are bestowed upon
students of all ages.
Our goal is to provide excellence in education while meeting each student’s individual needs
within a safe, nurturing and enriched learning environment.
The primary purpose of the MSK Parent handbook is to promote transparency and support
communication with parents and families with respect to MSK’s school policies and procedures.
This handbook is a digest of information, neither complete nor exhaustive and never a
replacement for dialogue and discussion, which is the heart of communication.
At MSK, we believe in an open-door policy and look forward to your feedback. This in turn helps us do
better and strive to be better each day.
We would like to acknowledge all staff of MSK for their help and support in creating this parent
handbook. We take pride in updating our parent handbook yearly. As a team, we meet and
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review each area and do our best to make it better for you to understand our school’s policies and
procedures. Thank you!
A copy of the parent handbook will be made available on our school website. We will notify you via
email should there be any changes to and/or updates when necessary.
Important information that is not contained in this parent handbook however will be made available
on our school website and to all families via hard copy. These items include some of the following:
1. MSK enrolment package for all prospective parents including enrolment applications, fees,
references, information about each of our programs including Toddler, Casa and Elementary
2. School year calendar

3. Welcome packages will be made available to all parents during the month of
July/August. Parents will receive a password to the parent portal after all tuition is
received.
4. Long range plans and monthly plans (posted outside classrooms)
5. Copy of lunch menu and snacks (provided via email and when in effect of menu change)

6. Playground checks and safety inspections (available upon request and located in a
separate binder)

7. Fire Drills, Hold and Secure and other safety measures (available upon request and
located in a separate binder and recorded)

8. Special emergencies (available upon request and located in a separate binder)
9. Lead and Water Testing Binder (available upon request and in a separate binder)
10. Staff, Division and Department Head Meetings (available upon request and in a separate
binder)
In sharing this important information, rest assured that you are in a great school that cares to keep you
in the know of all that is going on when it comes to your children. If we have failed to share
information with you, please come and see us as it is never done intentionally. We value our “open
door policy.” We value YOU!
PLEASE NOTE FOR THE 2021-2022 SCHOOL YEAR: THERE IS A SEPARATE DOCUMENT THAT OUTLINES
OUR PANDEMIC POLICY. ALSO, NOTE* MSK HAS CREATED A COVID19 EDITION PARENT HANDBOOK
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING COVID-19. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND
ON OUR PARENT PORTAL -WE KINDLY ASK THAT YOU REFER TO THESE DOCUMENTS FOR POSTPANDEMIC PROTOCOLS.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THAT THIS POLICY IS EVER-EVOLVING AND IS FLUID. AS THE GOVERNMENT OF
ONTARIO AND THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION UPDATE THE PROVINCE ON THE STATE OF COVID-19 AND ITS STAGES,
MSK WILL REVISE OUR POLICIES ACCORDINGLY AND WILL INFORM FAMILIES OF SUCH UPDATES AND AMENDMENTS.
MSK’S POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND PROTOCOLS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND REVISIONS AS WE CONTINUALLY
RECEIVE INFORMATION FROM GOVERNMENT AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS.
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LETTER FROM THE PRINCIPALS
Principal Vincenza (Enza) Marzano-Kooner and
Vice Principal Kam Kooner

Dear parents and guardians of MSK,
Thank you for choosing the Montessori School in Kleinburg, where quality education is taught
overlooking the Humber River. We are pleased with your decision to enroll your child in our school and
allowing us the privilege to teach your children the Montessori Method. We look forward to growing
and working alongside you and establishing a lifelong commitment to you regarding the best in
Montessori education for your children.
Since our inception, our school has met many milestones. Not only is MSK physically beautiful, but
more importantly, academically sound. Hundreds of children have graduated since and many future
graduates to come. We enjoy keeping in touch with our past students and their families and hearing
how they are continuing to thrive in their academic journeys after graduating from MSK. We are
confident that in laying the proper foundation, all children will flourish.

th
th
This year also marks the 115 year of Montessori and MSK’s 20 Year Anniversary. We thank Dr.
Maria Montessori for providing us with the wonderful Montessori Method. It is a privilege to teach her
method to your children on a daily basis. We have the opportunity of watching each child grow, learn
and prosper and in turn, they have been our greatest teachers!
Our determination to make this school one of the best schools around, along with the rest of the
Montessori School of Kleinburg staff is not only a dream but a reality. We continue to work daily to
achieve the same goals that you as parents strive for because we too, believe in
teaching children and preparing them for life as they will one day be tomorrow’s leaders.
Learning is a lifelong journey; if one is ready and willing to do so. The staff at Montessori School in
Kleinburg is hardworking, dedicated and committed to this long journey and we are thrilled that you
have decided to join us for the long but enjoyable ride.
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History of MSK (Established in 2002):
This beautiful “Colonial and Georgian Style, heritage level 5” home, nestled in a plateau
overlooking the Humber River, was built in 1925. Gordon and Dorothy “Torchy” MacEachern purchased
it in late 1949. They were looking for a home, which would be sheltered from the constant growth of an
ever-expanding Toronto. The hills were spotted with their flock of sheep and the lower field was used as
a market garden. The “Bush” was left alone for children to explore and, in which to build their forts,
while the beautiful Humber was used as the local swimming hole in the summer and skating rink in the
winter. It also offered some fabulous fish such as Chub, Perch, and Trout for Gordon’s breakfast.
Apart from the beauty of the gardens, which Torchy attended to daily, one of her big interests was
education. In the late 1940’s she was on the North York School Board representing York Mills. She
gave up her seat on the School Board when she moved to Kleinburg, although her concern for the
education of her children still continued. Shortly after she arrived, she co- founded the Kleinburg
Parent Teachers Association together with Mrs. Purvis, wife of the local butcher, and Ms. Rose Rice,
the Principal and the Grades One to Four teacher. Kleinburg, in those days, had a two-room School
House on the back street, which housed grades 1-4 in one room, and 5-8 in the other room.
Torchy would be absolutely thrilled to know that her beloved “Harraby” is now a Montessori
School: a school which is dedicated to the finest in education of our young children.
(written by John MacEachern, son of the late Dorothy Torchy-MacEachern)
This property also traces back to the first Canada Dry and Coke facilities in the area. How cool is that!!??
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Contact Information:
Phone number: 905-893-0560
Website: www.msk2002.com
MSK Administration
Principal – Mrs. Vincenza (Enza) Marzano-Kooner - e.marzano@msk2002.com /
Ext. 112
Vice Principal – Mr. Kam Kooner - kam@msk2002.com / Ext. 111
Administrator – Mrs. Mary Addante - admin@msk2002.com / Ext. 0
Head of Departments
Head of Resource Dept. - Mrs. Pamela Leudke - mskresourcedepartment@gmail.com
Head of Elementary Dept. - Mrs. Lidia Beros - upperelementary@msk2002.com
Head of Casa Dept. - Mrs. Amanda Elliott - a.elliott@msk2002.com
Head of Toddler Dept. – Miss Sara Galati - s.galati@msk2002.com
Classrooms / Teachers / Emails
Upper Elementary: upperelemantary@msk2002.com
Mrs. Lidia Beros
Lower Elementary: lowerelementary@msk2002.com
Mrs. Sharmila Cappa
Lower Elementary: le123@msk2002.com
Miss Stephanie Puntillo and Mrs. Aman Kaur
Casa Yellow: casayellow@msk2002.com
Mrs. Pamela Leudke and Ms. Alba Calautti
Casa Blue: casablue@msk2002.com
Mrs. Amanda Elliott and Miss Tess McPherson
Casa Red: casared@msk2002.com
Mrs. Kiran Pabla and Mrs. Suky Kaur and Mrs. Lora Wright
Toddler Rose: toddlerrose@msk2002.com
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Mrs. Josie De Sousa and Miss Ida Marozzo and Miss Sarah Crone
Toddler Lavender: toddlerlavender@msk2002.com
Miss Sara Galati and Miss Melizza Seballos and Miss Millie Pineda
French & Italian Teacher: French@msk2002.com
Ms. Mina Giordano
Support Staff: Mrs. Anna Marzano
Mrs. Antonella Della Posta
Mrs. Boyland Moma
School Instagram Accounts: MSKVMK and montessorischoolinkleinburg
MSK and the V, M and K School videos can be found on our school website
(www.msk2002.com)
“We come to reason, not to dominate.
We do not seek to have our way, but to find a common way.”
(Lyndon Baines Johnson)
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MSK MISSION STATEMENT
The Montessori School in Kleinburg is an independent, non-denominational school serving a diverse
community of families. Our goal is to give our students access to the best Montessori and Ontario
Ministry of Education curriculum. We are comprised of a dedicated team of professionals that believe
and define education as “the leading of human souls to what is best, and making what is best out of
them.” Our students will learn within a safe, scenic and enriched environment to ensure that they
continue to grow and become an aware, respectful and contributing member of society.
MSK Vision:
To empower our students using a positive and meaningful approach so that they may develop the
necessary skills to reach their potential and become successful contributing members of society.
We are committed to achieving our Mission and Vision by:

➢ Nourishing students’ minds daily and assist in their academic growth using both the Montessori
method and Ministry of Education curriculum guidelines. We will also provide enriched programs
including French, Italian, music, drama and art to supplement our programs;
➢ Providing all students with a program that offers variety that will nurture their individual needs as
they require in each subject area;
➢ Encouraging students to treat one another in a respectful manner and demonstrate this
respectfulness with everyone in our school community;
➢ Celebrating individuality and differences so that each student may reach their potential;
➢ Providing a safe, secure and inclusive environment to all students, staff and MSK families;
➢ Bringing global awareness to the attention of all students in order for them to have a sense of
their role in the world around them; Keeping the lines of communication open between staff and
parents/guardians on an ongoing basis to foster relationships based on trust and putting the
students’ needs first.
“A child is also a worker and a producer. Although he cannot share in the work of adults, he has its own
difficult and important task to perform, that of producing a man.”
Maria Montessori
The Secret of Childhood

What is Montessori?
Montessori is an individualized approach to education for children from toddler through high school
that helps each child reach full potential in all areas of life. It is a student-centered approach that
encourages
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creativity and curiosity lead children to ask questions, explore, investigate and think for themselves as
they acquire skills.
A Montessori environment focuses more on a student's learning than on a teacher's teaching. Specially
trained Montessori teachers guide, coach and facilitate each child's learning through continuous
observation and assessment.
“Our aim is not merely to make children understand, and still less to force them to memorize, but so to touch
their imaginations to enthuse them to their innermost core.”
The Montessori Philosophy:
The Montessori philosophy is a set of principles about the human being from which Dr. Maria
Montessori drew an educational curriculum. As a physician, Dr. Montessori came to be involved with
young children. Through scientific observation, she came to see how children interact with their
environment and the human beings within it. She had a great interest in observing how they learn as
they used the materials she created.

Dr. Montessori discovered that the child’s own psyche has specific needs and dispositions
which determined the pace and direction of his/her inner development.
It is the child who creates his/her unique personality through exploration with materials and activities.
This occurs with the interaction of his/her peers. It is only in an individual's community that one can
realize his/her fullest potential.
Education plays an indispensable role in the development of individuals from birth into adulthood. It
should be an aid, a support, an experience, an adventure and guidance for the child in the task of selfdevelopment.
This development occurs in stages, which correspond to what is called infancy, childhood,
adolescence, and adulthood. These stages show specific needs and psychological characteristics,
which distinctly separate an infant from a child, a child from an adolescent and an adolescent from an
adult.
The Montessori philosophy of education not only deals with the appropriate and opportune use of
developmental stages in children, an updated and rich curriculum, and dynamic and brilliant concrete
materials, but also encompasses an approach to and a preparation for life itself.
Thus, seeking to bring all components into balance.
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The stages of development are pertinent in the Montessori philosophy, as they represent the
difference between the child and the adult. This is the foundation of the Montessori curriculum.
Children are continually changing and developing. Adults have already reached the norm of society’s
demands. Education must complement the changes and development with each child as he/she enters
each new stage of development.
Educators must be aware of and prepare to deal with new sensitive periods and the specific characteristics, as
they become evident. Montessori, therefore, organizes for the child the
means that are necessary for his/her own internal development, in accordance with the child’s
disposition and the characteristics of his/her specific age. Through this, the child’s interest and
concentration are obtained, so that education does not become an external imposition, but a response
to the internal needs and demands of the child.
Dr. Montessori’s philosophy also concerns itself with a development of wholeness through the
combined involvement of hand and mind, body and spirit. Manipulatives play a large role in the
development of the intellect, and in Montessori education; it is unacceptable to develop one at the
expense of the other.
The philosophy of Montessori is to release a spirit in the child that is unique to humankind, which,
through love and education, should bring this generation to a peaceful, interdependent world.
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General Information for Montessori School in Kleinburg
MSK educates children from 18 months to 14 (Grade 8) years of age.
We offer Toddler, Casa (preschool) and Elementary Programs (grades 1 to 8).
MSK is a licensed child care centre as set out under the Child Care and Early Years Act and is also
registered under the Ministry of Education. “The Child Care and Early Years Act, 2014 (the CCEYA) and
its regulations were proclaimed on August 31, 2015. This legislation replaces the Day Nurseries Act and
establishes new rules governing child care in Ontario.” (The Childcare Centre Licensing Manual).
MSK is an inspected facility and has yearly unannounced visits from Ministry Program Advisors, Public
Health and the Fire Department. Our license is posted outside each classroom as well as in our vestibule
area. Visits will be communicated via parent memo when they occur.
Montessori School in Kleinburg is an accredited Montessori school. We were recently reaccredited in
Nov. 2016 from the Canadian Council of Montessori Administrators (CCMA) and will proceed with
reaccreditation in 2021. Reaccreditation takes place every 5 years. Stay tuned for updates. Please visit
the C.C.M.A. web site, www.ccma.ca, for more information.
The Montessori School in Kleinburg is situated on 15 acres. The entire school is 13 000 square feet and
has 4 floors including a gymnasium, library, kitchen and vestibule area. The entire school is fenced in
with a 6 foot fence and has security cameras around the entire premises. There are 4 outdoor play
areas. We also have a playground structure, interactive playground and an entire forest to enjoy. The
elementary children will visit the Humber River during the school year for academic study and fun.
MSK is licensed under CCEYA (Child Care and Early Years Act) and The Ministry of Education and proudly
adheres to all rules and regulations as set forth. Our school is inspected yearly from Building, Ministry,
Fire and Public Health. Parents will be notified of when such visits occur and reports will be made
available for your perusal.
Prior to the start of the school year, a Parent Orientation will be arranged for all new and returning
families where an opportunity to meet and greet the staff, review school policies and procedures and
engage in a question and answer session will be available. We believe in a partnership of learning and
growing along with your children, our students.
Prior to the school year starting and throughout regularly, staff and volunteers engage in various
professional development opportunities, meetings, orientations and trainings that are required and
mandatory as per MSK school policies and procedures. Staff Development is
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crucial as learning is lifelong. We invite parents to learn with us as we proudly host a variety of
different workshops throughout the year.
MSK POLICIES & PROCEDURES
MSK POLICY and PROCEDURES for LATE DROP-OFF/TARDINESS
The Montessori School in Kleinburg’s Late Drop-off/Tardiness Policy has been developed to emphasize
the importance of each student being present in the classroom for the entire teaching period, as well
as arriving on time to school every day. Learning the responsibility of arriving for school on time is an
integral part of MSK’s Standard of Excellence, which prepares students for success. In our school,
instructional time is viewed as a precious resource.
Consequently, we view chronic tardiness as a serious hindrance in your child’s academic
success.
When children arrive late to school, it can be disruptive not only to their own learning but to the
whole school community. When teaching in a class where children come in late, it can be very
disruptive for all. Students and teachers are engaged in a lesson or activity, and the latecomer needs
to be acclimated into what is going on. That student does not have the opportunity to be properly
welcomed by the teachers or have an opportunity to say hello to their friends. Other students may
become distracted, wondering why their friend was late and what happened. One way to minimize
tardiness and also minimize the distractions it causes, is by having a reasonable policy in place.
Thank you for your support in ensuring that our students make the maximum use of their class time
and learn to be punctual.
MSK’s School Policy and Procedures Re: Late Drop-off and Tardiness
School begins at 8:30 a.m. Beginning the day promptly is important and demonstrates commitment
to success. Tardiness to school will be unexcused even though it is the parent/guardian who brings
the student to school. Oversleeping, traffic problems etc. are all unexcused.
Late students are excusable by a school official under the following circumstances:

1. Severe or dangerous weather (eg. ice storm, snow storm), car accident as a result of
dangerous weather

2. Personal illness of student or parent
3. Serious illness in immediate family
4. Student has a doctor/dentist/professional appointment (A note, phone call or email from
parent will be required to verify and inform the school in advance)
5. Family emergencies (approved by Principal/Administration)
6. Religious holidays that require a morning attendance at a ceremony or service
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Recurrent problems with tardiness to school may require adjustments in the family's morning
schedule.
MSK allows for a grace period between 8:00 am – 8:30 am. We understand that the round- about area
does often get congested during this timeframe; therefore, please allow ample time for your journey to
school to ensure that your child is in the classroom by no later than 8:30 am.
We understand that younger children require more time to undress, take off their outdoor shoes and
proceed to their classrooms. Of course, students from the Toddler/Casa age groups will be escorted
down the hallway by a staff member. However, should the student step into their classroom after 8:30
am, they will be marked as late on our attendance records.
Elementary students are expected to be in their classrooms, ready to learn promptly at 8:30 am.
The consequences for tardiness to school are EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY. Please note the following:

● After 8:30 am: Any student who arrives after 8:30 am must be escorted by the
parent/guardian into the school via the Main Office Entrance. The Kiss n’ Ride drop- off time
is now over. Staff members have headed indoors to report to their teaching duties.
● The parent must call the office to let us know you have arrived. Parent’s must escort their
child to the office door. The child will wait in the office until their teacher is able to step
out of the classroom to pick them up from the office.
● Continuous and routine tardiness is subject to further penalties/consequences from the
MSK Administration
The Principal has the right to substitute an alternative intervention for repeated offenders or any
other circumstances.
This will include minimizing a full day program for the Toddler and Casa programs to a part time PM
program from the hours of 12:30 to 3:30 pm., with no decrease in fees, if enrolled in a full time
program.
For Elementary students, suspension will occur.
Late Policy Updated: September 2020
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Parent Evenings/Workshops/Guest Speakers/Zoom Events
Parent evenings are dedicated to the teaching, learning and growing of all. It is an opportunity for
parents to learn about what their child/ren are doing, meet other parents, gain hands-on experience
and partake in a question and answer session. The opportunity of learning about future happenings
and events at the school will also be discussed. A partnership between the school, the parents and the
children is the main area of focus for these parent evenings. Please see the monthly calendar for
scheduled dates. Please note that a minimum of five parents per class is required for the workshop to
take place. Child Care will not be available during these events.
Students’ Birthday Celebrations at School and Class lists
Parents wishing to invite students to parties outside of the school are welcome to do so, provided they
give the teacher the invitations to distribute in the students' backpacks. This will ensure that the
invitations are given and those not invited will not be disappointed. WE CANNOT DISTRIBUTE CLASS
LISTS AS A RESULT OF CONFIDENTIALITY and the respect of the
privacy as requested by all families. WE CAN HOWEVER, SHARE THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN OUR CLASS SO
THAT PARENTS CAN KNOW HOW MANY INVITATIONS TO PREPARE.
Please note we will not be responsible for the distribution of loot bags or gifts and we kindly
ask that you DO NOT bring such items to school. Please also note that we cannot share personal
information such as phone numbers or emails of families.
Outside food is not permitted for birthday celebrations. We encourage celebrations that involve
sharing of personal pictures and special memories to help commemorate the birthday. Please speak
to your classroom teachers for further information.
MSK REMIND APP
Every classroom will share with the parents the “REMIND APP” that can be downloaded onto your
mobile device. Through the “REMIND APP” Casa parents will be notified of any, and all safety alerts at
MSK. Such safety alerts may include alerts such as “school closures, power outages”, etc.
Further information will be made available to you prior to the start of the school year. It is the sole
responsibility of the parent/s to register for this classroom app.
Elementary classes will use the “REMIND APP” to share important reminders with all families of students to
help keep you “in the know” of school events and as friendly reminders.
HIMAMA APP- FOR TODDLER PROGRAM
The Toddler Program will use the HiMama app in lieu of a Communication Folder.
How the Toddler Program Uses HiMama App in their Program
MSK has transitioned over to the use of the HiMama App for the Summer Programs and moving forward, to be
used for the regular academic school year. The HiMama App replaces the “Communication Folder” and “Daily
Log” that was used in the Toddler program. This is to eliminate another point of contact going between home
and school each day.
This synchronous platform provides transparency for families and teachers and offers a clear communication tool in
lieu of paper notes and calendars. The Toddler Program will utilize the HiMama App in a variety of ways and are
outlined below:
Toddler
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Attendance (Check-In & Check-Out)
Food - Snacks and Lunch
Nap/Rest
Diapering/Toileting
Supplies
Messages/Classroom Announcements
Notes (if applicable)
Weather emergency notes to parents or eg. power outage or early closure due to snowstorms
Technology at MSK:
It is our policy to govern the proper use of technology and electronic communication in our schools in
support of student learning that is consistent with our vision statement and guidelines. Such access
shall be understood to be by way of school-owned equipment as well as student personal laptops (with
signed consent). All students and parents/guardians shall sign the grade appropriate Student
Acceptable Use of Information Technology Agreement.
MSK has an interactive board accessible to all staff and students located in the Upper Elementary
classroom. MSK also has computers and IPADS. Appropriate safety and security measures will be
used to ensure that children do not misuse these devices during work and play.

Smoke-Free Environment:
MSK prohibits smoking or holding lit tobacco at all times, in and around our environment. This includes
e-cigarettes. Any individual that refuses to comply with this requirement will be dismissed from our property.
This includes staff, volunteers, visitors, and parents whether, or not children are present. “The Smoke-Free Act
helps protect the health of all Ontarians by prohibiting smoking in all enclosed workplaces and public places.
Under the Act, smoking is prohibited at all times in a child care centre whether, or not children are present.”

● Legalization of Cannabis Policy
The recreational use of cannabis became legal in Canada on October 17, 2018.
Why is Cannabis Legal?
The legalization of cannabis became legal in order to establish rules on the distribution, production and sale
of cannabis across Canada.
What Does this Mean for MSK?
As per the Smoke-Free Ontario Act, 2017, smoking medical and recreational cannabis through the use of ecigarettes is prohibited in the same places where smoking tobacco is already. Also, there are specific places
where the consumption of medical and recreational cannabis by smoking or through the use of an electronic
cigarette is prohibited. This includes:
• A child care centre within the meaning of the Child Care and Early Years Act, 2014.
• A place where home child care is provided within the meaning of the Child Care and Early Years Act, 2014,
whether or not children are present.
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• A place where an Early Years Program or service is provided within the meaning of the Child Care and Early
Years Act, 2014.
• Additional requirements related to the administration of drugs and medication (including medical
cannabis) are set out in section 40 of Ontario Regulation 137/15 under the Child Care and Early Years Act,
2014 (CCEYA).

As such, smoking or consuming cannabis at MSK is prohibited.
For more information, here are some resources you may find helpful:
Government of Ontario — Cannabis Legalization
Government of Canada — Your Cannabis Questions, Answered
Toronto Public Health — Teens, Alcohol & Cannabis: Stay a Step Ahead
Ontario Physical and Health Education Association — Cannabis Resources
School Mental Health Assist/Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) — Cannabis: What
Parents/Guardians and Caregivers Need to Know
Drug Free Kids Canada — Cannabis Talk Kit: Know How To Talk With Your Teen
Ontario Ministry of Transportation — Zero Tolerance for Young and Novice Drivers
Canadian Paediatric Society – Marijuana-what-parents-need-to-know

As you may know, the federal Cannabis Act came into force on October 17, 2018, to provide legal access to
cannabis and to establish rules regarding its production, distribution and sale across Canada. As set out in the
“summary” section of the federal Cannabis Act, the objectives of this Act are to prevent young persons from
accessing cannabis, to protect public health and public safety by establishing strict product safety and product
quality requirements, and to deter criminal activity by imposing serious criminal penalties for those operating
outside the legal framework. This Act is also intended to reduce the burden on the criminal justice system in
relation to cannabis. The Ontario government has established additional laws respecting cannabis in Ontario.
The provincial Cannabis Act, 2017 came into force on October 17, 2018, and provides rules relating to the sale,
distribution, purchase, possession, cultivation and sharing of recreational cannabis. This Act sets a minimum
age of 19 years to possess, consume, purchase, cultivate and share recreational cannabis. Note that this Act
does not apply to medical cannabis; the production and sale of medical cannabis are regulated exclusively by
the federal government. The provincial Smoke-Free Ontario Act, 2017 also came into force on October 17,
2018 and applies to the consumption of both medical and recreational cannabis. This Act prohibits the
MSK is committed to continuing to provide our staff, students and families with safe, healthy, and high quality
child care. Persons that do not obey these rules while on or inside the MSK will be subjected to dealing with
the Police and higher authorities.

All Staff, Volunteers and Student Teacher Placement:
Policies and procedures under CCEYA state that volunteers and placement teachers for the Toddler and
Casa programs are not counted as part of the staff ratio and are never left alone and unsupervised with
the children. The former Behavior Monitoring Policy has been removed from CCEYA as of August, 2015.
The new policy encourages positive practices for adult-child and child-child interactions.
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We are very happy to be a “teaching school” for many future teachers. As such, we try our best to
model at all times the very best to our teachers in training. Please note that ALL MSK policies and
procedures are reviewed prior to the teacher trainee beginning practicum experience at MSK. Parents
will be able to read about the teacher via memo and meet the teacher at a scheduled “meet and greet.”
Confidentiality of all students is paramount and as such, each trainee must sign a confidentiality report.
As well as provide police clearance, proof of First Aid, TB test and other required items prior to
commencement at MSK.
Any students requiring community service hours must also read, review and sign all required policies
and procedures prior to commencing their needed community school hours placement at MSK.

● Positive practices for adult-child and child-child interactions. Policies and procedures are
reviewed with all volunteers and student teachers before they begin providing care or
guidance at the Montessori School in Kleinburg and reviewed annually afterwards.
● Individual plans for children with anaphylaxis or special medical needs are reviewed with
all volunteers and student teachers.
● Criminal Reference Checks are required for all volunteers and student teachers having direct
contact with the children.

● No child is supervised by a person under 18 years of age.
● The teacher trainee and students are never left alone with any of our students.
● Regular meetings are held with the mentors.
Resource Consultant:
MSK is an inclusive school that supports the sense of belonging, well-being of children with special
needs so that each child can be fully engaged in all aspects of their learning environment. This is
achieved by giving each child at Toddler, Casa, and Elementary levels, appropriate support tools,
resources and opportunities to allow the full expression of their personality and achieve their
highest potential of development in all areas of growth: social, emotional, and academic.
Identification of such children is made by the following team: the MSK Resource Consultant, classroom
teachers, and the child’s parents. The following steps are the MSK protocol for support.
1. When identified, the Resource Consultant (RC) develops an Individualized Support Plan (ISP)
that states: the nature of the special need, all support resources and tools to allow the child’s
full engagement and expression in the classroom, and recommendations of other professional
agencies to further assist the child, if necessary.
2. The ISP is developed in partnership with the RC, teacher(s), Department Head, and parents.
Each member of the team must sign the ISP. A copy of the ISP is given to each member of the
team and one placed in the child’s OSR, located in the office.
3. If necessary, all staff involved with the child will receive training on the use of specialized
equipment or resources. This will be done by one of the following: the RC, the child’s
parents, or a Specialist.
4. Regular, follow-up classroom visits are conducted by the RC to support implementation of the
ISP and do on-going assessment of the effectiveness of the ISP. Regular updates are provided
to the parents by the RC and classroom’s teacher(s).
5. The ISP is reviewed and updated each term by the child’s team. If necessary, new or
additional support tools, programming or Specialists may be recommended and
implemented. A revised ISP is written and copies given to each team member, as well as a
copy placed in the child’s OSR.
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The Inclusive Program Plan follows the Montessori philosophy of “help me to do it by myself”; giving
each child what they need to become independent, engaged, and self-actualized learners.

School Tax Receipts:
Such forms will be issued during the month of February for the previous academic year, and after the
summer camp program for the July and August months of that same year. Each family will receive one
letter. Any replacements are subject to an administrative fee of $50.00, made at time of request made
payable to Montessori School in Kleinburg Inc.
School Form Requests by parents and others:
Any requested forms made from parents or other schools will be created and made available once
approved by the Principal. When students are applying to other schools, documentation required by
such schools will be subject to a $100.00 fee made payable to Montessori School in Kleinburg Inc.
Missed or cancelled Appointments:
As a courtesy, we request that parents alert the school if scheduled appointments are to be missed
for whatever reason. All canceled appointments will be rescheduled to conveniently meet
everyone’s schedules.
Animal visits at MSK:
MSK assures all parents that any visits from staff dogs or cats are vaccinated against rabies and are in
accordance with all CCEYA rules and regulations. For all classroom pets including but not limited to
birds, fish, & rabbits, any and all recommendations by Public Health will be adhered to.
Parents will be informed prior to and consent must be made prior to introducing an animal into the
childcare centre.
From time to time, MSK will invite animal educational programs to aid in the curriculum understanding
for the students. Such programs may include Reptilia. Permission forms will be shared prior to the
visit.
Any and all animal contact will be reviewed prior to including but not limited to the following:
-treating the animals gently and calmly;
-no kissing of the animals;
-never disturbing the animals when they are sleeping;
-avoiding to touch their faces;
-proper hand washing after/when animals are touched.

MSK HOURS OF OPERATION, OPEN HOUSES AND PROGRAMS OFFERED:
Montessori School in Kleinburg is open Monday to Friday from 7:00 am to 5:45 pm. A copy of the
school year calendar will be provided to you and located on the parent portal.
As explained on our enrolment forms, we offer a before and after school program. Our before school
program runs from 7:00 to 8:00 am and our aftercare program runs from 3:30 pm until 5:45 pm. This
program is open to all students of MSK. There may be occasions that our before and after care
programs cannot accommodate last minute requests. Knowing ahead of time prepares for child to staff
ratios.
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Open houses are offered throughout the year on scheduled Thursday evenings or Saturdays, generally
once per month (these dates are posted on our website). On occasion they will be offered during the
week and run after school hours in the evening. They are also offered by appointment only throughout
the week during the day by our Principals and Heads of Departments when available. Prospective
families can better understand our school via a visit and tour. A complete informative package including
enrolment forms, fees, letters of reference and other important information about our programs offered
will be made available to them. Alternatively, our website contains all information including policies and
procedures, newsletters and articles of interest to name a few. Information Evenings are scheduled to
better understand our school before the start of the school year and at Curriculum Evening in the month
of September.
It is understood that MSK follows a Mixed-Age Grouping of children in each program offered from
Toddler through to Grade 8. As defined by CCEYA, mixed-age programs are the act of placing children in
a licensed age group who are younger or older than the age range specified for that age category. For
example, including some children who are younger than 18 months in a toddler group.

● Toddler program: As defined by CCEYA, a Toddler is a child who is 18 months or older, but
younger than 30 months of age. A Toddler parent can choose from a 4 or 5-day program
attendance. Hours are from 8:30 to 11:30 am or from 8:30 am to 3:30 pm. The half-day
morning program pick-up time is no later than 11:30 am.

● Casa program: As defined by CCEYA, a child who is 30 months or older, but younger than 6
years of age. A Casa parent understands that a 5-day program with either morning, afternoon
or full day options is available. Morning program hours are from 8:30 am to 11:30 am.
Afternoon program hours are from 12:30 pm until 3:30 pm (drop-off during outdoor recess
time, weather permitting). Full day program is from 8:30 am until 3:30 pm, with hot lunch
program.

● Elementary program: As defined by CCEYA, a child who is 68 months of age or older, but younger
than 14 years of age. An Elementary parent understands that a 5-day program is mandatory.
Hours are from 8:30 am to 3:30 pm.
There is a 20 minute grace period for all arrivals and pick ups. Families can use our kiss n’ ride program
to drop off anytime from 8:00 am to 8:30 am. Pick up will be from 3:30 pm until 4:00 pm. All half day
programs have a 15 minute grace period to pick up (no later than 11:30 am for morning students) or
drop off.

We invite all families to park and walk their children to the main entrance/vestibule area. Pick up at
dismissal time will be as follows:
All Elementary- (Main vestibule)
Toddler Rose and Toddler Lavender- (Main Vestibule)
Casa Red- Outside Classroom Door
Casa Blue- Outside Classroom Door
Casa Yellow- Main Vestibule door
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Aftercare must be picked up using the main vestibule entrance. Parents are not permitted to walk in the
school hallways or in classrooms during after care and MUST wait outside of the vestibule door until an
aftercare staff brings your child to you.
Holidays and other planned disclosures are listed on our School Calendar.
It is the responsibility of the parent/s to inform MSK if your child will not attend school and for what
reason.
The staff of MSK meet frequently throughout the year to improve existing policies and
procedures as well as create new ones when required.
We have several committees that incorporate staff, volunteers and parents of MSK. The following
committees include MSK Anaphylactic and Medical Awareness, Playground Safety, Injury, Fire, Health
and Safety and Severe and Inclement Circumstances. We also have a MSK Fundraising and Community
Building TEAM. Further information about these committees will be discussed throughout the Parent
Handbook. A Binder for each committee with important and up-to-date information is kept in the MSK
office.

MSK PROGRAM STATEMENT
The Montessori School in Kleinburg’s (MSK) interpretation of Montessori pedagogy and programming
is consistent with the Minister of Education’s Policy Statement as set out in “How Does Learning
Happen (HDLH)?”. It is important to note that Montessori pedagogy often describes the students’
activities as “work” where HDLH describes
children’s activity
as
“play”, but
the activities, as experienced by the child, are one and the same.
This Ministry program statement will be reviewed with MSK Teaching Staff and volunteers, annually or
whenever an amendment is made. MSK holds the view that all children are competent, capable,
curious, and rich in potential. This Ministry statement describes our goals for children at MSK and the
approaches that we implement to meet those goals.

a) Health, Safety & Well-Being:
We promote the health, safety, nutrition, and well-being of the children in our care by diligently meeting
all the requirements of Ontario Regulation 137/15. We promote the health, safety, and well-being of the
children by:
1. Encouraging nutritious eating at snack and mealtimes.
2. Teaching the importance of personal hygiene, eg: when hand washing, blowing nose,
sneezing, covering a cough.
3. Enforcing public health guidelines around quarantines for various illnesses.

4. Each child is recorded on the daily attendance, being signed in and out each day.
5. Sensible, solution-based rules and guidelines regarding outdoor play.
6. All staff are CPR and First Aid and Epi Pen trained.
7. Each afternoon, those children who still nap are offered a nap time, and those who are pre- school
and not napping are offered a quiet work cycle in the afternoon

b) Positive Interaction:
Children are redirected in a positive manner at a level that is appropriate to their actions and their ages
in order to promote self-discipline, ensure health and safety; respect the rights of others and maintain
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equipment. Methods of discipline are discussed at staff/department meetings, and consistent
disciplinary measures are agreed upon. The Montessori School in Kleinburg does not permit spanking or
other forms of corporal punishment. The development of inner discipline in a child is always the goal at
MSK.
Self-discipline is fostered in many ways. The classroom environment is organized in an orderly and
logical manner. Children choose work that they are capable of doing and are free to use it as long as
they wish without interference from others. This approach alleviates many problems of discipline that
might arise in another kind of environment. In addition, the mixed age group gives the younger
children an opportunity to emulate the more mature behaviour of the older children.

c) Self-Regulation:
We encourage the children to interact and communicate in a positive way and we support their ability
to self-regulate by:
1. Having mixed-age Montessori communities where children remain with the same adults for three
years, which provides many opportunities for interactions with children older and younger than
themselves, and with adults.
2. Maintaining the three-year age range allows to create and sustain positive classroom
cultures.
3. Offering positive, non-punitive direction to every child to support the classroom
communities. This allows the development of harmonious environments throughout the
school, which allows children to develop their self-regulation and executive functions.

d) Fostering Exploration, Play & Inquiry:
We foster the children’s exploration, work, and inquiry by having fully equipped Montessori
environments in which activities are present for the full range of ages in each room.
There are activities that assist children to become independent or able to assist others in care of the
self, care of the environment and care of others (Grace and Courtesy); activities to explore and refine all
the senses, as well as to discover sequencing and order; activities to increase vocabulary, encourage
discussion, explore sounds, and begin to develop the process of writing and reading activities to
develop number sense, numeracy, understanding of large quantities, the mathematical operations,
geometry, and even rudimentary algebra concepts and lots of activities to introduce all the wonderful
things in our world. In addition, there are activities for cutting, colouring, painting, exploring colour,
shape and texture, pasting, and other artistic endeavors. Children understand where everything is kept
and they are able to choose and return things independently and with their friends.

e) Experiences:
We provide child-initiated and adult-supported experiences. All Montessori materials are introduced to
the children by an adult or by another child, and the Montessori Teachers are always observing children
to see what support each child might need. They are very sensitive to allowing children their own
initiative as this most often results in children being deeply engaged and peaceful in what they are
doing. Adults are always observing to find exactly the right moment to introduce a child to something
new so that they have enough time to master the material, but also are always being gently challenged.

f) Positive Learning Environments:
Choice, respect and responsibility are foundations on which all of our classrooms are built. We plan for
and create positive learning environments and experiences in which each child’s learning and
development is supported by using the Montessori curriculum and materials that have been proven
through research to be effective with children from all socio-economic and cultural groups.
We plan for and create positive learning environments by following the Montessori Method of child
development. Montessori programs have been shown to develop executive function,
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gentle play by connecting to the social, emotional and cognitive developmental needs of the child.
Each class is comprised of a three-year mixed age group which, reflective of society as a whole,
creates a community where children are free to progress at their own pace, learning from each other,
under the guidance of a trained adult.
Additionally, students of MSK are also provided enrichment subjects in the areas of Foreign
Languages (French & Italian), Formal Art theory and appreciation, Music appreciation and Physical
Education class with health & well being discussions.
Indoor & Outdoor Environments:
We incorporate indoor and outdoor play, as well as active play, rest and quiet time, into the day, and
give consideration to the individual needs of the children by allowing them to manage a great deal of
their day. Children can choose to move about the class carrying and constructing with the materials.
They may choose to do their work on a mat on the floor, or at a table.
The children have outdoor time in the school yard throughout their day at MSK. The Toddler and Casa
children have two fenced in natural play areas. Children can choose to have a snack or a drink when
they are hungry or thirsty; they do not have to wait for the whole group. We incorporate indoor play
and active play by allowing the children the opportunity to explore the Montessori materials with
purpose and towards self-development. Outdoor play is encouraged during recess and afterschool. Free
play takes place in a natural setting, which includes large grassy areas, trees, gardens, play structure
and patio areas.

g) Ongoing Communication:
We foster the engagement of an ongoing communication with parents about the program and their
children. During the school year, parent teacher conferences are arranged with the child's teacher.
However, at the parent’s request, the teacher will (be able to) set up a time to meet with them when
there is a need. Progress reports are created and distributed twice during the school year (January &
June). ELEMENTARY HAS 3 FULL REPORTING PERIODS; NOVEMBER, MARCH, JUNE

Administration communication responsibilities:
1. Social Media

2. Direct email
3. Dynamic content web posts
4. Monthly calendar notifications
5. Update and maintain policy and procedure manuals
6. Update and maintain staff and parent handbook
7. Tours and observations for prospective parents
8. Annual orientation for new parents
Staff communication responsibilities:
1. Reports

2. Parent Teacher Interviews
3. Email communication
4. HI Mama App (Toddler Department)
5. Remind App
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6. Parent Education nights
h)

Community Involvement:
We also get involved in local community activities with the children through:
1. Ongoing support with the Olive Branch for Children & The V, M,K Schools
2. Guest Speakers
3. Concerts
4. Fire Safety and Community Police visits (Stranger Danger and Bicycle Safety)
5. Field Trips to Conservation areas, Farms, Theatre and Nature Walks etc…
6. Recycling Programs
7. Food Drives
8. Annual Terry Fox Run, MS Read A Thon & Jump Rope for Heart initiatives
9. Other school events

i) Continuous Professional Learning:
We represent the Montessori community and take support from local professional organizations like
CCMA, NAMTA, TMI & AMS. MSK Staff support and connect with the Montessori community
through ongoing professional development and sharing of resources. For children who need support
(speech, OT, developmental, etc.) we connect with the (this name has changed) services offered
through York Region.
We support our staff and others who interact with the children in relation to continuous professional
learning by offering the staff opportunities to attend conferences or visit other Montessori or nonMontessori environments for observations. We also return to school one week prior to the children, at
which time all staff review and complete all necessary documentation required by CCEYA. At the
beginning of each year, our staff also set goals for themselves in discussion with administration and
together plan for how to support them in the achievement of those goals. Self-evaluation tools have
been put into place to ensure Staff are able to self-reflect throughout the school year. Staff are
supported and have access to funds dedicated for Professional Development, depending on their
particular needs. We have Professional Development days set aside each year. We also meet regularly
to discuss ongoing issues or topics of particular interest. Each staff member is provided an opportunity
throughout the school year to observe in other class environments.
We support the staff who interact with the children by offering mentorship, respect, trust and support.
The professional community we have developed takes pride in being a benchmark Montessori school in
Canada. We use Montessori principles as a frame for our staff community.
We will continue our initiatives in having local and professional consultants provide support and
guidance for our students to ensure our students have the ability to thrive in the Montessori learning
environment.

j) Review & Documentation:
We document in several ways. Logs, records, weekly memos, anecdotes and monthly newsletters, Hi
Mama App - for Toddler program, photos, and videos. We track all lessons given, all work engaged in
and observe and communicate anecdotal information on each child and on the class as a whole. We
observe and discuss concerns regarding social, emotional, developmental or academic challenges and
are determined to support these challenges acutely and in a timely fashion. We have regular staff and
department meetings to encourage strong communication amongst staff members.
Each year we examine our program statement to ensure it remains true to our vision. At each staff
meeting we examine aspects of the program statement to ensure that we are following through on
our vision. This is logged in minutes from the meetings.
MSK intensely believes that all children are competent, capable, curious and rich in potential.
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Montessori pedagogy places the child at the centre of the learning environment with staff and
materials as a means of opportunity for the child to engage in the process of natural development.
We have freedom of choice – within limits. The child is given a lesson and then offered the
opportunity to come to a deeper understanding through their own efforts and engagement.
MSK supports the CCEYA initiatives in creating evidence-based, developmentally rich learning
environments for the children of Ontario.
Equity and Inclusive Education at MSK 2021-2022
“Learn today, Shape tomorrow”
An equitable, inclusive education at MSK is one in which all students, parents, (or guardians/caregivers)
and other members of the school community are welcomed and respected. It means that every
student is supported and inspired to succeed in a culture of high expectations for learning. Equity and
inclusive education are fundamental to a child’s growth and development.
The goals for education at MSK include:
• Achieving excellence: Children and students of all ages will achieve high levels of academic
performance, acquire valuable skills, and demonstrate good citizenship. Educators will be
supported in learning continuously.

• Ensuring equity: All students will be inspired to reach their full potential, with access to rich
learning experiences.

• Promoting well-being: All students will develop enhanced mental and physical health, a
positive sense of self and belonging, and the skills to make positive choices.
Intersecting Grounds of Discrimination
Two or more of the prohibited grounds of discrimination under the Ontario Human Rights Code, and
other factors, can intersect in one individual or group and create additional biases or barriers. For
example, the prohibited grounds of race, religion, and disability can intersect in one individual.

1. Shared and committed leadership by MSK plays a critical role in eliminating discrimination
through the identification and removal of bias and barriers. Achieving equity is a shared
responsibility; establishing an equitable and inclusive school requires commitment from all.

2. Equity and inclusive education policies and practices support positive learning environments so
that all students feel engaged in and empowered by what they are learning, supported by the
teachers and staff from whom they are learning, and welcome in the environment in which they are
learning. Students, teachers, and staff learn and work in an environment that is caring, safe,
inclusive, and accepting of all.
3. Accountability and transparency are effectively demonstrated through the use of clear measures of
success (based on established indicators) and through communication to the public of progress
towards achieving equity for all students. Accountability is necessary to maintain and enhance
confidence in MSK. Equity and inclusive education principles are to be embedded, as part of a strategic
plan, in the school effectiveness, in school improvement plans, and in classroom practices.
Guiding Principles
In reviewing, revising, or refining its policy, MSK will adhere to the guiding principles:
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Guiding Principles of the Equity and Inclusive Education Strategy Equity and inclusive
education:

• is a foundation of excellence; In a diverse society, equity is a fundamental requirement for
educational excellence and high standards of student achievement.
• meets individual needs; Equity does not mean treating all students in the same way but,
rather, responding to the individual needs of each student and providing the conditions and
interventions needed to help him or her succeed.
• identifies and eliminates barriers; All students are supported equitably through the
identification and removal of discriminatory barriers that limit their ability to achieve their full
potential.
• promotes a sense of belonging; Equity and inclusive education contribute to every student’s
sense of well-being.
• builds on and enhances previous and existing initiatives; Sound research and analysis of
successful policies and practices form the basis for the development and sharing of resources.
• is demonstrated throughout the school.
Key Elements on Inclusivity
●
●
●
●

An inclusive classroom – Educators can promote inclusivity by identifying and celebrating racial, gender, and
ability differences in the classroom.
Listen and offer choice – Empower children to choose whatever toys, colours and books they want to work
with based on their interest! This helps them form their own perspective on things.
Involve parents – Invite parents into the classroom to share their experiences (through food, show and tell,
story time) and build relationships from there.
Get curious – Use a child’s natural curiosity to engage in teaching moments. Ask them why they think a certain
way. If you are uncomfortable, there is no harm in looping parents into the conversation!

Useful links:
● Activity Sheets for Diversity
● Books to Talk About Gender with Young Children
● How to Talk to Children About Race
● TED Talk by Beverly Daniel Tatum (Talking to children about race)

Caring and Safe Schools
Every student has a right to learn in a safe, caring and supportive environment. MSK promotes safe,
caring and supportive school and work environments in order to optimize student and staff learning, safety
and effectiveness. MSK focuses on safety, responsible citizenship and civility as defined by the standards of
behaviour for the province of Ontario in the Provincial Code of Conduct. Safe, caring and supportive learning
cultures are at the heart of all of our efforts to promote student achievement and well being, and in turn,
student success.
Discipline of students begins at home with parents who are the first and primary educators for their children.
This includes responsibility for social development, behaviour and discipline. We work in partnership with
parents in the support of students' social, emotional and academic growth.
For most students, effective school discipline is ensured through student engagement in interesting and
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challenging programs that meet individual needs. Clear behavioural expectations support student
engagement and are based on meaningful communication between students, parents or adult students and
the school. In reinforcing appropriate behaviour, staff use a continuum of positive practices that strive to
teach, promote and reinforce positive and productive behaviours while providing predictable and supportive
consequences to behaviours that are identified as being inappropriate. It is the intent in all situations
involving aggression to achieve fairness in consequences for the aggressor and support for the victim.
Information will be shared with the victim and parents of the victim to the extent that legislation allows.
We embrace a progressive approach to discipline in schools. In partnership with parents and the community,
the development of good character, cultural proficiency, and appropriate social skills that build healthy
relationships is the priority.
Policy devised with the use of: http://www.yrdsb.ca/Programs/SafeSchools/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/policyfunding/inclusiveguide.

The role of the Ministry of Education:
“Ontario’s Ministry of Education issues child care licenses under the CCEYA and is responsible for its
enforcement. At least once a year, Ministry of Education program advisors conduct inspections of all
licensed child care centres and home child care agencies to:

• ensure that licensing requirements are being met;
• renew licenses;
• monitor licensees who are having difficulty meeting licensing requirements; and
• support applicants and licensees to achieve and maintain compliance and improve program
quality.
The following required policies and procedures are to be submitted in CCLS and reviewed by the
assigned program advisor:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanitary Practices
Serious Occurrences
Anaphylactic Allergies
Administration of Drugs and Medication
Program Statement Implementation and Monitoring
Staff Training and Development
Criminal Reference Check
Fire Safety/Evacuation
Playground Safety
Sleep Supervision
Supervision of Volunteers & Students

Every licensee shall have a program statement that is consistent with the Minister’s policy statement
on programming and pedagogy issued under subsection 55 (3) of the Act and shall review the
program statement at least annually for this purpose.” (Childcare Centre Licensing Manual).
MSK TODDLER PROGRAM
The Toddler Division Mission Statement: By following the Montessori Method, MSK provides a Toddler
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program that is both rich and stimulating for children ages 18 months to 30 months.
Key characteristics of the Montessori classroom are the beautifully crafted learning materials and the
multiple age-groupings which provide learning opportunities for your child to work independently and
in group settings while also observing peer learning. This Montessori dynamic allows your child to
develop not only academic skills but also equally important, his or her self-esteem, self-respect, self
discipline and self-confidence. We strive to guide your child to meet his or her full potential, while
meeting their individual learning needs. MSK’s Toddler curriculum is consistent with the Montessori
Method and is not a play-based program. Our staff are trained both in the Montessori Method and
Early Childhood Education, with extensive knowledge in child development practices and we strive to
build a strong educational foundation for each student. This ensures a smooth transition to the MSK
Casa program, where both Provincial and Montessori standards are applied and evaluated during the
course of your child’s education. Our school is set on a natural landscape, to not only engage your
child’s senses but also to foster a love for the environment and exploration of the outdoors. The
“prepared environment” indoors is attractive and inviting; kept clean and organized for your child’s
safety and enjoyment. You can rely on our dedicated teaching team to welcome your child to their
“home away from home” and to help them feel part of our MSK family.
DEFINITION of Toddler: A child who is 18 months or older, but younger than 30 months of age (as per
Child Care and Early Years Act, 2014, Child Care Centre Licensing Manual).
MSK MONTESSORI TODDLER PROGRAM vs. TRADITIONAL DAYCARE TODDLER PROGRAMS

Daycare Toddler Programs

MSK Montessori Toddler Program

Theme-based programing

Spontaneous learning based on students’ interests

Teacher directed

Child centered

Commercially sold toys, play

Specifically designed, learning materials, each
teaches a specific skill

Non-real objects (plastic, man-made)

Real objects (glass, wood, porcelain, metals, materials
found in nature)

Learn through play

Learn through purposeful work

Same age class grouping

Multi-age class grouping

Minimal emphasis on social & emotional development of Working and learning is matched to social &
the child
emotional development of the child
Motivation is achieved through a system of
rewards & consequences

Child’s individual development provides its own
rewards and inner-motivation
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Play Areas- dramatic play, blocks/constructive toys,
craft area, puzzles & cognitive games, sensory play
(sand/water table), & Circle Time (songs, fingerplays,
games, stories)- on tables or the rug, preselected & setup by an adult

Curriculum Areas- Practical Life,
Language/Numbers/Cognitive, Sensorial, Physical (Fine
& Gross Motor Skills) Development, Creative
Development & Circle Time (songs, fingerplays, games,
stories)

Movement from one play area to another without
purpose

Purposeful movement in the Montessori
environment is encouraged

Freedom to use any toys from any play area without
limits or purpose, no lesson required before use

Freedom within Limits

Cultural elements are introduced through books,
cooking activities, etc.- no formal Culture curriculum

All Montessori materials in each area of the classroom
are culturally relevant. This is in addition to our full
Culture curriculum area materials.

Adult-set group activities

A focus on child-led exploration, vs.

Messy, noisy environment

Calm, orderly environment

Revolving door daycare providers

Trained, experienced Accredited Montessori teachers &
RECEs

Administrative Management

Program is overseen by dual-trained Department
Head (Montessori & RECE), Principal & Administrator

Play, all day

A deliberate, educational program

Group conformity

Grace & courtesy lessons

Obedience training

A focus on developing inner-discipline

Often a small, designated play area

Sprawling outdoor environment, overlooking a
beautiful natural setting, play structure, grassy areas,
exploration of nature- while safe, fully fenced,
security, away from noise & traffic

Many parents thinking about child care for their Toddler aged child need to consider the advantages of
sending their child to Montessori school instead. Montessori is a popular choice among parents for
their child's early years, and it's important to know the advantages of Montessori school over daycare
programs. Many day care settings offer a program that may claim to be - in some ways, - focused on
early childhood education. These are structured learning environments for children before they begin
kindergarten. However, Montessori is an entirely distinct alternative complete with its own learning
style, methods, and philosophy.
Both types of programs offer options for our young learners. Examine both to determine the best fit for
your Toddler-aged child. Full-day or half-day learning for young children is offered by most Early
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Childhood Education settings but there are distinct advantages to enrolling in a Montessori program:
● Programs focus on learning

● Offer children a head-start on their education
● Gives children taste of what school will be like
● In contrast to public day care programs, Montessori offers a child-centred learning environment
(whereas the teacher is the center of the classroom in any other environment).
● Teachers don't direct, but guide in Montessori. They assist children with discovering their true
potential through challenging experiences to be completed uninterrupted in a learning
environment
● Student-directed learning is emphasized, as well as your child’s health, well-being and
social/emotional development
● Montessori methodology promotes a hands-on approach to learning

● Montessori philosophy aims to develop all aspects of child's psyche – emotional,
spiritual and intellectual – to develop well-rounded individuals
Montessori Toddler Compared to Preschool
Many parents choose to send their children to Montessori for the Toddler & preschool years, as an
introduction to the private school system or even versus traditional (and equally costly) daycare.
Montessori programs are synonymous with the Montessori Casa program, where all aspects of the
environment were created specifically for preschool age children to facilitate the education of young,
curious minds. This is also the case in a Montessori Toddler environment.
The materials used and manipulated by the Toddler students are specifically designed for this agegroup to teach skills and satisfy the Toddler child’s SENSITIVE PERIODS of DEVELOPMENT. As opposed
to the way school classrooms are centered around teachers, Montessori classrooms are centered
around children.
In Montessori Toddler:
● Each child learns at his or her own pace

● Children learn social skills, daily living skills, self-help skills, fine & gross motor development,
sensorial exploration, numbers, language enrichment, phys-ed, cultural exploration (french
language instruction) and creative skills.
● In the MSK Toddler program, children interact with others of different ages, creating an
environment where younger students can learn from the older children, and older children
have the opportunity to take the lead
● Students are guided by Montessori Directresses who are trained in the Montessori
philosophy, alongside Registered Early Childhood Educators.
● The child learns in a prepared environment. The classroom is a beautiful and natural setting.
All furnishings are to the child’s height and size. The environment is set up in a way that
allows the child to succeed.
1) Building, Equipment and Playground:
Educational and Play Materials
MSK shall ensure that educational and play materials in the Toddler Program (2
classrooms, namely Toddler Lavender and Toddler Rose) are:

● provided in numbers that are adequate to serve the licensed capacity of the child care
centre;

● of sufficient variety to allow for rotation of the play materials in active use;
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● available and accessible to the children throughout the day;
● of such type and design to allow the children to make choices and to encourage
exploration, play and inquiry; and

● appropriate to support the learning and development of each child.
*Intent
The intent is to ensure that all children have the opportunity to engage in exploration, play
and inquiry using materials that spark their curiosity and promote learning and development
in all areas (social, emotional, cognitive, communicative and physical).

*Indicators
● There are enough educational and play materials to serve the licensed capacity.

● The educational and play materials are available and accessible to children
throughout the day (e.g., stored on shelves that children can reach).

● There are alternate educational and play materials available on site for rotation.
● The educational and play materials are of a nature that they: provide for choice; support
exploration, play and inquiry; and align with the program statement (e.g., different options
are available, open-ended toys are present, children are observed using toys/educational
materials from different areas, such as cars with blocks).
● The children are engaged when utilizing the educational and play materials.

● There is evidence of adaptations to toys/equipment/materials to meet each child's needs.
(e.g., left-handed scissors/chubby markers, paint brushes).
● The educational and play materials are rotated to meet the children's needs and interests.
● The nature of the educational and play materials support the implementation of the program
statement.
MSK’s Toddler Program shall ensure that the following equipment and furnishings are
provided:
● A table or counter space next to a sink for every group of 15 toddlers (1 in each class).
● Laundered bedding (supplied by each child’s parent), to be provided during rest periods
for each child who receives care for six hours or more.
● A sleep cot for every child in the toddler groups.

● Educational and play materials, equipment, and furnishing that are free of hazards that could
potentially endanger the health and safety of children.

● MSK shall ensure that the educational and play materials, equipment and furnishings in the
Toddler classrooms are maintained in a safe and clean condition and kept in a good state of
repair, and that there is adequate storage available for the play materials.
*Intent

● The intent is to ensure that the furniture for dressing, diaper changing and rest periods is
sufficient and suitable for the number of children in our care. The provision for bedding is
intended to ensure that each child rests comfortably and that bedding is not shared between
children.
Location of Toddler Room
MSK ensures that the rooms that are used for our licensed Toddler Program are on or below the
second story (ground floor level).
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*Intent
The intent is to ensure the safety of the children and staff in the event of an emergency
requiring evacuation.
Windows, Glass and Illumination
The CCEYA has made provisions to ensure that children enrolled in full-day child care programs must
be in rooms and spaces where they are exposed daily to natural light and where the artificial
illumination is appropriate for the types of activities conducted in a child care centre.
Work/Play Activity Room/Space
MSK’s licensed Toddler Program has its own separate indoor play/learning space and rest/sleep
space. The Toddler students are kept separate from the older age groups during outdoor play. These
provisions ensure that each group of children has its own space and will help prevent the negative
effects of crowding when too many children and adults are in one play environment. Children are
grouped by age so that broad developmental similarities in interest, skills and attention may be
considered in program planning, physical space and equipment.

●
●
●
●
●

Outdoor Play Space and Program Requirements Re: Outdoor Play
MSK recognizes the importance of outdoor play and natural environments to children’s healthy
development, well-being and learning. MSK ensures that the space available for active outdoor
play is sufficient to accommodate the licensed capacity of our Toddler program.
Full staff to child ratios must be met on the playground at all times in accordance with the
Ministry of Education Playground Safety Policy.
The students of TODDLER LAVENDER and TODDLER ROSE DO NOT use the fixed play
structure.
Prior to heading outdoors for play and/or exploration, a safety inspection is performed by a
staff member.
Our outdoor play spaces are inspected daily and meet the safety requirements set out in the
Ministry of Education Playground Safety Policy.
Toddlers are kept separate from other age groups during outdoor play times/cohorts separated.

●
● The outdoor play space used by the Toddler Program is fenced to a minimum height of

1.2 metres and the fence is furnished with one or more gates that are securely closed at all
times.
● MSK’s outdoor play spaces are at ground level and adjacent to the building to facilitate access
to first-aid, telephones, washroom facilities, shelter and flexible indoor-outdoor programming.
● MSK’s Toddler program ensures that each child who receives child care for six hours or more
in a day spends time outdoors for at least two hours each day, weather permitting, unless a
physician or parent of the child advises otherwise in writing (where a child is kept indoors
during outdoor play, there is written instruction from a physician or parent on file).
2) Car Seat Safety – Highway Traffic Act
Under Regulation 613 of the Highway Traffic Act, drivers of motor vehicles are required to
ensure that children are secured in the appropriate child restraint system.

● The requirements of the Highway Traffic Act are intended to enhance the safety of
children being transported in a vehicle.
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● The requirements are applicable to drivers who transport children in a motor vehicle,
●
●
●
●
●

●

including parents/guardians, babysitters, caregivers, employees of a child care centre, home
child care agency staff and home child care providers.
Drivers of taxicabs, buses or public vehicles are exempt from these requirements while
transporting passengers for hire.
MSK does not have a student transportation vehicle, nor do MSK staff members
transport students in personal vehicles.
MSK does monitor whether or not drivers who pick up/drop off students are using proper car
seats and restraint systems based on the birth date, age, height or weight of the child being
released to the driver.
It is recommended that the child car seating and restraint system equipment used is not older
than ten years.
If upon noticing that there is no child car seat or restraining system installed in a vehicle owned
by a driver who intends to pick-up a student of MSK, staff members of MSK shall state
Regulation 613 of the Highway Traffic Act and urge the driver to obtain and return with a
properly installed child safety car seat or restraining system before releasing the student to the
driver for dismissal.
An alternate pick-up person, emergency contact or parent may be called and informed of the
lack of child safety car seat or restraint system as monitored by MSK staff.
Resources:
Keep Kids Safe - Transport Canada
Choosing the Right Car Seat – Ontario Ministry of Transportation
Install a Car Seat – Ontario Ministry of Transportation

3) Daily Routine for the Toddler Program
A Typical Day in the Toddler Lavender and Toddler Rose Classrooms: See below updated (July 2021) schedule
*** Note- This schedule is subject to change
Time
7:15 – 8:00 am
8:00 am – 9:00 am

9:00 am – 9:15 am
9:15 am – 10:15 am
10: 15 am – 10:30 am

10:30 am – 11:30 am
11: 30 am
11: 30 – 12 pm

Activity and Notes
● Before School Program
● Health Disclosure Form to be submitted prior
to arrival, and temperature check taken
● Student encouraged to undress independently
and enter classroom for Handwashing and
Diapering/Toileting routine
● Handwashing
● Snack
● Outdoor Play
● Handwashing
● Morning circle – National Anthem, Days of the
Week, Months of the Year, Letter/Number of
the Week, Group Lesson
● Montessori Work Period
● Half Day Dismissal
● Temperature Checks
● Handwashing
● Lunch
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12:00 pm – 2:00 pm
2:00 pm – 2:15 pm
2:15 pm – 3:15 pm
3:15 pm – 4:00 pm

4:00 pm – 5:45 pm

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Handwashing
Nap
Snack
Handwashing
Montessori Work Period
Diapering/Toileting
End of Day circle
Temperature Checks
Dismissal – outdoor weather permitting
After Care Program

4) Napping/Rest
For Full Day Toddler Students
MSK’s Toddler Program ensures that:
● Each child in its licensed toddler group who receives child care for six hours or more in a day
has a rest period not exceeding two hours in length; and
● A child in its licensed toddler group is permitted to sleep, rest or engage in quiet
activities based on the child’s needs.
● Rest time will be from 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm

● Bedding must be provided by each child’s parent. Bedding will be sent home for laundering
weekly or when visibly soiled. MSK prefers bedding to be a roll-style blanket/pillow- eg. Urban
Infant Tot Cot Mat. Bedding must be brought to school in a portable bag which will be sent to
and from home each week. If an incident (such as bed wetting, mucus or vomit spatter on the
bedding) should occur prior to the end of the week, the bedding will be sent home on the day
of the incident for proper sanitation/laundering. Bedding must be free of stains and odors.
● MSK will provide a labelled cot for each student to rest on.
● All children are supervised by an adult/staff member at all times.

● The naptime cots are set-up in MSK’s 2 Toddler classrooms in a way which promotes
easy visual checks of sleeping children.

● A head-to-toe visual check of each student is conducted every 20 minutes; this is documented
as is any pertinent information about the students’ rest period behaviours or habits (eg.
excessive coughing while resting, non-sleeping, restless activity, etc.)
● Nap/Rest will be documented on HiMama
● Lighting in the two Toddler classrooms during rest time must allow for visual
monitoring. Lights can be dimmed, but staff must be able to see children clearly.
● As younger children sleep for a greater length of time than older children, the separate
sleep/resting space for Toddlers ensures that safe and peaceful sleeping accommodation is
provided.
*Intent
While not all children need a mid-day nap, young children benefit from periods of quiet relaxation to
balance their active play. Some children who are tired may take a relatively long time to relax and
sleep, while others only require a short rest period. Children’s needs may also change from day to day
or week to week. The need for rest and sleep varies greatly at different ages, and even among children
of the same age; however, rest is an important part of the day for all children. This provision allows for
a period during which quiet activities are encouraged and children can nap if required.
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Name of age
Category
Toddler
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Age range of age
Category
18 months or older but
younger than 30
Months

Ratio of employees
to children
1:5

Max number of
children in group
15

● Children are grouped by age so that broad developmental similarities in interest, skills and
attention may be considered in program planning, physical space and equipment.

● The number of program staff required is the minimum number needed to supervise and care
for the children and provide programming which fosters learning and healthy development.

● Parameters around ratios and maximum group size ensure that there is appropriate adult
supervision and care for the number of children in the room.
● Staff-child ratios must be maintained at all times during outdoor play.
Reduced Ratios
During the periods of arrival and departure of children and during the rest period, the ratio of
employees to children at MSK may be reduced to less than that required under this section, if the
observed ratio is not less than two-thirds of the required ratio.
*Intent

● In most programs, children arrive and depart at different times and attendance may fluctuate
greatly during these time periods. This provision allows for flexibility in staffing requirements
during arrival and departure.
● As the Toddler children are not active during rest periods, a reduced staff-child ratio can also
be scheduled
● For programs that operate for six hours or more, during periods of arrival (i.e., first two
hours), departure (i.e., last two hours) and the rest period (i.e., up to two hours):
• Toddler Ratios are no less than 1:8
Additional Information on Reduced Ratios
Using reduced ratios during the rest period may provide some staff with an opportunity to leave the
premises during the operating hours of the centre, and still leave the required number of staff on site
to meet reduced ratio requirements.
For example, in a group of 15 Toddlers where all children are resting or sleeping on cots, one staff
must be in the room, one staff may be on the premises and readily available (i.e., in the staff room),
and one staff may leave the premises so long as another staff is designated to take their place in the
case of an emergency.
MSK ensures that the appropriate number of adults are on site, available and accessible to each
classroom operating at a reduced ratio.
*Reduced Ratios Reference Chart
Name of age category
Number of Children in Room
Toddler
1-8
9-15
6) Toddler Transition to the Casa Program

Number of Staff Required
1
2
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Students enrolled in MSK’s Toddler Program make the transition to the Casa Program, after evaluation
and at the discretion of MSK Administration, pending the availability of space in the Casa classrooms:

● At the start of the school year in September and/or in January (after the winter break) only.
TRANSITIONS TO THE CASA PROGRAM WILL NOT HAPPEN AT ANY OTHER TIMES DURING THE
SCHOOL YEAR.
● The child must be at least 2 years, 6 months of age and;

● Must be fully toilet trained before transitioning to the Casa Program. Meaning (please refer
to our policy entitled, Definition of a Toilet-Trained Child):
o The child must be able to use the toilet independently, push down own
clothing/pull up own underwear with minimal adult assistance;
o The child must be in underwear (pull-ups are not permitted in the Casa Program)
o The child must be able to verbally communicate his/her need to use the toilet;
o The child must be capable of cleaning/wiping self independently;
o The child must be able to perform proper hand washing with minimal adult
assistance.
● The child must be developmentally, socially and emotionally ready for the transition.

● The child must be verbally able to communicate needs to his/her teachers.
● The child is consistently demonstrating traits of independence, confidence and an ability to
concentrate on a short task and demonstrates attention at circle times.

● The child must be able to self feed using a spoon/fork and can drink from a small cup.
● Once all forms, tuition and necessary documentation for the transition have been
submitted to MSK Administration.
● After having a minimum of 3 opportunities to visit and spend time in the Casa classroom in
which they will be placed.
● Parents of students transitioning from MSK’s Toddler Program to the Casa Program will have
an opportunity to have a Casa Parent Orientation with the Casa Teachers prior to
the child’s first day in the Casa Program
Daily Reports in the TODDLER PROGRAM – HiMama App
1. What is logged and reported on the HiMama App?

● Snacks, lunch and eating patterns observed/lack of eating
●
●
●
●

Washroom reports (bowel movements, pee, accidents, toilet-training progress)
Sleep- how long?
Attendance
Reports are sent to all students at end of day for parents to view daily report

2. Why do we use Daily Reports in the TODDLER PROGRAM?
● Between the age of 12-30 months, children grow and develop rapidly. It is important
for teachers to note any changes they observe and share with parents
● Documentation- it is policy that Toddler staff must document any and all information
pertaining to the students’ health, wellness, nutrition and safety (as outlined by the
Child Care and Early Years Act), and share such information with the parents of
Toddler aged children in their care.
● Toddler -aged children do not usually have the articulation, or vocabulary to verbally
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express, describe or accurately communicate the events of their day at school.
Transition from the MSK Toddler Program to the MSK Casa Program
In the Casa Program, daily reports are not written for the individual child. Documentation on daily
wellness, nutrition, nap, health and safety details is recorded in our Classroom Log Book. We strive to
foster independence, spark an interest in language and numeracy skills, enrich the students’ cultural
awareness and building a strong academic foundation are our primary goals. Teachers keep
individualized, detailed records on the child’s academic progress and the lessons they have received
from the five curriculum areas.
In a preschool/Casa program, it is not common practice to provide parents with daily written reports
about toileting, nutrition, nap, etc. and it is not a requirement from the Child Care and Early Years Act
for this age group. Teachers will provide a general, verbal summary of your child’s day at dismissal
time. Specific concerns/observations about health, wellness, nutrition, nap time and toileting may be
privately discussed with a parent via email, a phone call or in person.
Casa-aged students have a richer vocabulary, better verbal articulation and can communicate to
parents about the details of their day. Conversations about school are always encouraged. Should
you have a specific question or if your child has a medical concern that would impact his/her
lunch/snack routine, would affect their washroom needs, or if their sleep patterns are in question,
please contact your child’s Casa teachers to discuss.

Definition of a Toilet-trained Child
At MSK we strive to help each child reach every milestone including toilet training.
A potty-trained child is a child who can do the following:

1) Be able to TELL the adult they have to go potty BEFORE they have to go. They must be able to
say the words “I have to go potty” BEFORE they have to go.
2) Be able to pull down their underwear and pants and pull them back up without assistance.

3) Be able to wipe themselves after using the toilet and follow verbal directions to clean
themselves.
4) Be able to get off the toilet by themselves (small stool available).

5) Be able to wash and dry their hands independently.
7) Be able to postpone going if they must wait for someone who is in the bathroom or if we are outside
and away from the classroom (eg. outdoors for recess)
The first point above is the number one key to successful training. Children who are ready to train
have the ability to perceive events that are going to happen before they happen. Because we cannot
allow children to go in and out of the room to freely use the toilet, they MUST learn that they have to
tell a teacher so that she can accompany them to the washroom area and supervise. Because of this
they need to learn that they must tell the teacher they have to go BEFORE they have to go. We do not
accept body language signs that the child has to go or nonverbal behavior. It must be communicated
with words eg. “I have to go to the bathroom”
Is your child ready to begin training?
Sometimes parents feel that if their child is able to actually pee on a potty at home when the parent
places them on the potty that this is the sign they are ready to train. From our experience as Early
Childhood Educators this is not the sole indicator. Many children who are able to do this, are actually
not properly trained until more than a year later. Potty training is five percent ability to get their clothes
on and off, five percent ability to go pee or have a bowel movement in the potty and NINETY percent
being able to identify when they have to go and telling the adult BEFORE they have to go.
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Another misconception is that if a child tells you that they have peed or had a bowel movement
in their diaper that it’s a sign that they are ready to train. This usually does not have ANY
correlation to a child’s awareness AFTER they have gone to their ability to recognize and act
BEFORE they have to go.
Some things MSK does at school to get our students ready to potty train:

1) We start reading potty books and talking about going potty
2) We have them use the toilet during natural transition times (before and after meals, before and
after naps, and diaper changes)
3) We practice with them getting their pants up and down on their own and hand washing.

4) Teachers will supervise them and watch for signs that they have to go or are going and take them
to the toilet and provide vocabulary for the child to learn and understand their bodily functions and
be able to verbally communicate this to an adult.
5) We keep close communication with the parents about any indicators suggesting the child is ready.
Some things we do not do at MSK:
1) We do not put kids on a schedule where they are asked to use the toilet every half hour or hour. It’s
very time consuming with little to no benefit. From experience, we have seen this cause many
problems with children not being able to hold much urine and having to constantly go to the potty
further along down the line.
2) We do not limit food or drinks to only be given at certain times. We maintain the same food and
snack schedule during training.
3) We do not clean out BM soiled underwear. We will bag pee-soaked underwear and return it to the
parent at the end of the day but we will not do this with soiled underwear. We must dispose of that
immediately into the garbage.
4) We do not do laundry of any soaked or soiled clothes. They are bagged, put into the child’s
backpack and returned to the parents at the end of the day.
Some helpful hints to help you at home:
There are some easy daily things you can do at home that will positively benefit your child’s
progression.
1) Be positive about toilet-training. A happy experience each time they are on the potty will
translate into quick training at home.
2) If there are two adults in the house, have each adult “ask” the other adult if he/she can go to the
potty at least four or five times a day. Your child seeing and hearing you “ask” if you can go will get the
idea in their head that they need to do that too.
3) Praise the child on success for every step of the process but do not overdo it. A “way to go” or a
“thumbs up” and big smile will let them know you are proud.
4) Use incentives. Use stickers or small treats (like gummies, jelly beans, teddy grahams) ONLY
after potty success.
5) Let the child in the bathroom with you when you are using the toilet. This is really important for the
same sex parent. Let them see the procedure and you washing up afterwards.
6) Do not allow your child to play with toilet paper.
7) If you see them mid way trying to pass a BM or pee scurry them off to the potty to finish up.
8) Give your child three or four minutes to get the job done. It shouldn’t take more than a few
minutes. Don’t let it turn into an attention seeking time. It’s only about going potty. If they don’t go in
a reasonable time tell them it’s time to get off and we will try again another time.
9) Don’t allow potty time to be a stall tactic to avoid doing something the child doesn’t want to do.
This could be at tidy-up time or at nap time. Some kids will claim they have to go potty to avoid having
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to go to bed. If you see a pattern of avoidance, have the child do the potty a little bit before you want
them to do whatever they are avoiding so it doesn’t interfere.
10) Train boys sitting down first. Then switch them to standing up when they are tall enough to reach
over the seat and are adept enough to aim.

Children may not perform their Potty-training at school the same way they do at home:
1) At home, children are not trained to tell the parents they have to go BEFORE they have to go but
rather are allowed free access, unsupervised, to the bathroom in their home. Again, here AT MSK they
must tell us BEFORE. They can’t leave the classroom without an adult and go into the bathroom
without supervision.
2) There are many more distractions AT SCHOOL with a larger group of children, toys, and
bustling activities.
3) They need one to one attention throughout the day in order to keep up with the toileting. At school,
we have multi-level aged children who have various needs and supervision requirements. We cannot
focus on one particular child at all times; we must divide our attention with all our students. This is
another reason your child must tell us he/she has to go. They need to bring it to OUR attention. We
can not focus only on them to pick up cues, sign language, or specific behaviors to tell us it is time.
4) At home, parents are putting the child on the potty in small time increments. We don’t do
this here at school.
There are also times when students who are successful at school will not do it at home.
This can happen if:
1) The child is always engaged in activities in the evenings and weekends making it difficult for the
parent to do toileting practice at home.
2) Children are with different caregivers on the weekends who do not continue or follow the same
routines.
3) Parents want the training to be done at school during the day and do diapers and pull-ups at home
on the weekends.
MSK’s Use of Underwear Policy
Children must be accident free for a period of 2 full weeks at school before we allow underwear use.
This is an absolute non-negotiable policy. Having potty-trained many children over the years, our staff
have found that once a child is successful for two full weeks HERE at school, it is rare for them to have
accidents thereafter.
The reason for this policy: MSK must maintain infection control standards as outlined by the Child Care
and Early Years Act (CCEYA) and Public Health Regulations, in addition to protecting the carpet,
furniture, and inventory of our classrooms. As a licensed child care setting, we are required to have
higher standards of cleaning and sanitation than in a typical family home to avoid having to do
frequent carpet and furniture cleaning and replacements.
Often when students have accidents it isn’t discovered immediately and they end up wetting down
their leg and soaking their socks/clothes. Once the child sits down or walks around in the classroom,
we quickly have an entire classroom with urine-soaked footsteps and big soaked spots from the child
sitting. It only takes a few minutes of free playing to cover the room completely. The toddlers play and
work directly on those surfaces, which creates an unsanitary classroom environment.
Once an accident is discovered, we have to have the entire room cleaned. Once urine gets into the
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carpet, it is nearly impossible to clean it down to the pad with regular carpet cleaners.
Having the carpet done professionally is very expensive and hard on the carpet.
When children soil their underwear, it is difficult and time consuming to clean up. Often the BM will soak
through their clothes and cause the same problems the pee accidents cause. It can require professional
cleaning and it takes up more staff time to deal with the clean up.
Naptime training: Sometimes children nap train right away. Most children are not able to do this and
it is many months and sometimes years before they are nap trained. We require nap diapers until the
child has slept through nap for one full month without a pee accident.
What to Wear During Training:
Children should wear easy on and off pants during training. We prefer sweat pant like bottoms or elastic
waist-band pants until they are physically capable of doing snaps and buttons. Please do not send them
in any clothing items that require us to remove the top to get to the bottom. We do not allow one-piece
clothing or jumpers or shirts with snaps at the crotch area. Belts and suspenders should also be avoided.
Diapers and pull-ups are permitted for training. We do not permit cloth diapers or underwear with
plastic pants. If you have had great success at home, we can do the training with the underwear and a
pull-up over the underwear during the training. If the child has regular accidents in the underwear we
will switch them back to regular diapers and try again at a later date. Use of thermal (thick) underwear
has also been a successful option in our experience. Please speak with your child’s teachers about these
options when you have the conversation with them about commencing the toilet-training process.
Finally, our staff have found that a number of children are easily toilet-trained during long vacations and
holiday breaks. Their parents have the consistent, focused time to do the intense work and supervision
required. Parents can allow the child to be in underwear for many consecutive days. If they are
successful at home, then we can proceed accordingly at school upon their return.
What to do about wiping/cleaning themselves after a Bowel Movement
Toilet training is an expected undertaking when you're the parent of a toddler. But you might not have
given much thought to how to teach your child another toilet task — how to wipe their own bum. By the
time a child transitions from our Toddler Program to our Casa Program, it is expected that he/she should
be able to wipe/clean themselves after a bowel movement. Here are some suggestions to help your child
learn to wipe independently.

1. Explain Why We Wipe
Besides understanding that you — and your toddler's teachers — won't always be there to wipe his bum,
there are other reasons your child needs to know how to take care of his own
business. Explain in terms your child will understand. Ex. “Bottoms that are not clean are not
fun, and when your bottom is not clean you may get an itchy bum”.
But more importantly, your child should know that if he makes a mess while wiping and doesn't wash his
hands well afterward, he/she could get sick.

2. Demonstrate Correct Technique
To get your toddler on the right track to helping him/herself, explain what needs to be done, including
measuring the right amount of toilet paper, wiping from front to back to avoid infections, flushing, and
washing hands.
As a parent, you can use yourself as a model to show your child what to do. You can also try
teaching your toddler on a teddy bear or doll.
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3. Talk About How to Use Toilet Paper
Wiping well, of course, requires using the right amount of toilet paper.
At first you may want to measure off the correct amount of toilet paper for your child. A good way
to measure the right amount of toilet paper is to use a length measuring from your toddler's fingers to
their elbows. And show your child how to fold it. Perhaps when he/she is not even using the toilet, you
can take a roll of TP and sit with your child and teach them how to do this.
Then, just as you demonstrated on the doll or teddy, insist he/she try it on themselves. Tell him/her to
do this over and over until there is no more “BM” on the toilet paper. Have your child wipe, check the
paper, and if it's not clean, to wipe again. If it's done three times and still isn't clean, flush the toilet (so
it does not plug), then start again. Then, follow up with a wipe to make sure he/she got it all.
Make sure that he/she is really getting between his/her bottom cheeks because if he doesn't,
there won't be any “BM” on the toilet paper and he or she will think he/she did a good job when he/she
really didn't even get it.

4. A Word about Wipes
Until your toddler gets the hang of toilet paper, we recommend flushable wet wipes. It is a lot easier
with wipes because they are moist so it helps them to completely wipe themselves.
Use flushable wipes to give your son or daughter extra encouragement. Take your child to the
supermarket and make him/her choose some wet wipes they like. After that, tell him/her to make
sure he/she cleans him/herself every time, using the wipes that they chose.

5. Offer Incentives and Praise
If you believe that good behavior needs encouragement, then by all means offer a reward for good
wiping behavior.
Ex. You can put stickers on a chart each time your child wipes, and when he/she gets ten stickers you
can give him/her something special. If the child can see his/her progress, he/she is more likely to wipe
and flush.
Also, leave your child’s wipes by the toilet so he/she can easily reach them. Make sure there's always a
stool near the sink so he/she can reach the towel, soap and sanitizer. And remind your child that he/she
is “such a big kid now” and that you are proud of him/her.
Providing these words of encouragement might sound like a small thing, but they really can get your
child to the point where he can take care of him/herself faster.
It sincerely is a big relief to a parent once your child is able to independently care for their own needs
when using the washroom.

MSK CASA PROGRAM
The Casa Division Mission Statement: Provides a nurturing academic environment using the Montessori
Method to foster independence, confidence, respect and a love of learning.
Definition of Casa
The Casa Program at MSK is a Montessori based program for children who are 2 ½ to 6 years of age. The
program is offered as a mixed age grouping of students that covers the scope of Preschool, Junior and
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Senior Kindergarten learning. The Casa classroom uses the Montessori approach and manipulatives to
provide an engaging and rich learning environment for the mixed age grouping. The classroom materials
cover 5 main curriculum areas: Practical Life, Sensorial, Language, Mathematics and Culture. More
information regarding the Casa Program is outlined in our Program Statement (in this document). The
Casa Program is offered as a 5-day program in two formats; Full Day or Half Day program (a.m. or p.m.)
Toilet-Training: Children who begin in the Casa Program must be completely Toilet-trained and
independent in using the washroom. This is non-negotiable. Please refer to the Definition of a Toilet
Trained Child in the Toddler section of this handbook.
Ratio
The Casa program maintains a ratio of 1:8, following CCEYA & licensing requirements, maintaining a
maximum class size as determined by the square footage space of the classroom learning
environment. Each Casa classroom has 2 qualified Teachers with credentials from one or more of the
following: (MACTE- Montessori, RECE- Early Childhood, OTC- Ontario College of Teachers)
Additionally, each classroom has an assigned Assistant.
Napping & Rest Period
All Preschool and Kindergarten age students who attend the Casa program for six hours or more in a
day will have a rest period not exceeding two hours in length; and are permitted to sleep, rest or
engage in quiet activities based on the child’s needs. Napping and/or Resting is provided in the
afternoon for a 1-hour period. The Nap/ Rest period is held in the child’s classroom.
Parents, who choose to have their child rest, must provide: a bed roll. MSK provides and assigns each
resting student a cot. The cots are disinfected and cleaned daily. Students will nap/rest in their
assigned classroom space.
Important Note:
● All bedding is sent home for cleaning & laundering on each Friday/last day of school for the week unless
soiled before then.Clean bedding is to be returned for the next school day.
● Please provide a roll-style blanket-pillow eg. Urban Infants carry these
● Bedding must be transported in a portable bag to and from home.
● Should bedding become soiled before the end of the school week, it will be bagged and sent
home. Clean bedding is to return for the following day.
A TYPICAL DAY AT MSK (CASA): Please note*** this is a sample schedule/ it may change as updates to
the program occur and to accommodate various circumstances and the needs of individual class
groups/cohorts.
7:00-8:00 am
Before School Program which consists of morning snack, singing songs, stories,
and play activities (outdoors if weather permitting).
8:00-8:30 am
Staff members assist arriving children in the vestibule/designated classroom
door, with their outerwear and entering into their appropriate classroom. Children place their
Backpacks and water bottles in the designated places upon entry, greet the teachers, and choose an
activity to work with. Attendance is noted upon the child’s entry to their classroom.
8:30 – 11:00 am
Montessori work cycle, including new lessons and morning snack. Specialties
are taught if scheduled during this time as well.
11:00 am The children put away their activities and prepare for lunch. A short circle is held and
O’ Canada is sung. Morning students are dismissed at 11:30 am from vestibule/ designated
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classroom door.
11:30 am-11:50 The children have their lunch in their classroom upon finishing students assist in
cleaning up from lunch, attend the bathroom, and get dressed for outdoor recess
12:00-1:00 pm
Outdoor recess held individually by classroom (weather permitting) is held in
one of the two playground areas, or in the closed gated paved area (Round-About) due to ground
conditions. ----- please note*** Some classes may have their outdoor recess time at a different time
to prevent mixing of cohorts/classrooms.
1:00 pm

The children come in from outdoor recess and return to their appropriate classroom.

1:10-3:00 pm
The children use the washroom and wash hands, then engage in an afternoon
work cycle with Montessori activities. The opportunity for a snack will be provided during the
afternoon time. Rest time is available for all children who require it for a 1-hour period in the pm in
a designated rest area in the classroom.
Specialties are taught if scheduled during this time as well.
3:00 pm

The children clean up their work and gather as a group to prepare for dismissal.

3:15 4:00 pm
The children enjoy outdoor play and dismissal from the playground (weather
permitting) or are dismissed from their designated exit door.
3:30-5:45 pm
Aftercare Program consisting of play activities, reading, songs, etc. with snack
is offered to children in the child’s classroom or a designated classroom for those students
registered. (outdoor time provided if weather permitting).
●
●
●
●
●

NOTES:
Monthly nature walks may be scheduled to allow for additional outdoor time.
A half-hour Gym session is held each week either in the gym, outdoors or in the classroom.
Art theory lessons are conducted each week.
The weekly Music theory lesson is conducted each week.
The specialty classes of French and/or Italian are shared on an alternating bi-weekly basis as a
pre-recorded video or as a circle time format consisting of songs, stories, games and group
activities.

Casa Transition to Lower Elementary, Gr. 1
At MSK, when a child enters their third year of the Casa program, at age 5, they are considered a
st
‘Graduate’ student. Preparation to transition into Lower Elementary, (Gr. 1), begins in the 1 term, to
allow time for a smooth transition for the child, teacher and parents. Following the
Montessori philosophy, the child’s progress in all areas of development is closely monitored, by both
the Casa and Lower Elementary teachers throughout the year. At the end of the school year, teachers
meet as a team to review final achievement levels, learning strengths, interests, and needs of the
children who are returning to MSK for Gr. 1. The child’s individual academic program can then be
developed for the upcoming new school year to ensure a smooth transition from the Casa to
Elementary program.
MSK’s Casa curriculum meets and goes beyond all Ministry of Education requirements for Senior
Kindergarten. Casa Graduates are prepared to their highest individual potential for Gr. 1, for whatever
educational setting they attend next. Thus, no ‘special’ preparation is given to children who will not be
returning to MSK for Gr. 1.
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The following is a general outline of the transition process:
Scheduled and ‘drop-in’ informal visits begin in Term 1 and continue throughout the year.
Children spend either ½ day or full day in the Lower Elementary classroom and these visits are
called ‘A Day in the Life of an Elementary Student’. They allow the child to become
familiar with the Elementary program, participate in any lessons or specialty classes that occur during
the visit, the classroom environment and give an opportunity to begin to make social and emotional
connections with the teacher and peer group.
Parents are notified prior to a Full Day visit so the child can bring their own lunch and snacks
for the day.
Feedback is given to parents after a visit by teachers in both levels.
●

Casa Graduate parents are encouraged to schedule an Observation in the Lower Elementary
classroom to become familiar with the program at any time during the school year. This may be
scheduled directly with the Lower Elementary teacher via email, personal note or phone message.

MSK Sleep Policy
Montessori School of Kleinburg ensures that all children that sleep are placed in a manner
consistent with the recommendations set out in the Joint Statement of Safe Sleep, unless a child’s
physician recommends otherwise in writing and proof is provided to the school. Nap/Rest is
required for children aged 3.8 and younger as set out by the Ministry of Education.
We also ensure that our staff members are periodically performing direct visual checks of sleeping
children by being physically present and checking for indicators of distress or unusual behaviours.
We have ensured that there is sufficient lighting in the sleep room or area to conduct the direct visual
checks with the use of flashlights or classroom lights when required to check often throughout the
sleep period.
Please refer to the section on Nap/Rest stated in the Toddler & Casa Sections of this Handbook.

Regarding: Communicable Diseases Policy: Doctor’s Note
NOTE*** AS OF SEPTEMBER 2020- PLEASE REFER TO MSK’S COVID19 EDITION PARENT HANDBOOK FOR
HEALTH AND SAFETY RULES SPECIFIC TO THE NEW REGULATIONS RELATED TO POST-PANDEMIC SCHOOL REOPENING GUIDELINES
MSK strives to maintain a healthy learning environment for the students and staff in our school.
Working together we will maintain and encourage good health and keep germs away, thus providing
your child a safe and healthy learning environment.
When Communicable Diseases appear in the classroom/school; we immediately notify families and
send home information to inform you and provide knowledge on what to do. This is how we protect
you and your families in order to stop the spread of contagious diseases.
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How can you keep Communicable Diseases out of MSK?
MSK requires a Doctor’s note if your child has been diagnosed with a Communicable Disease. This
policy was implemented as of December 2017. A Doctor’s note makes us aware that you went to
see a Pediatrician or Family Physician and they have deemed your child healthy to return to
school.
The staff of MSK thank you for working as a team in helping keep MSK a germ - free zone. suggest replacing germ
free - with Healthy & Safe Community?)
What is categorized as a Communicable Disease?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Amebiasis
Bacterial Meningitis
Botulism
Brucellosis
Campylobacteriosis
Candidiasis
Chickenpox
Cholera
Congenital
Rubella
Syndrome
CreutzfeldtJakob Disease
Common Cold
Croup
Cryptosporidiosis
Cyclosporiasis
COVID-19
Dengue Fever
Diphtheria
E. coli
Encephalitis
Fifth Disease
Fifth Disease
and Pregnancy
Filariasis
Giardiasis
Group A
Streptococcal
Disease
Group B
Streptococcal
Infection

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Haemophilus
influenzae type b
Hand, Foot and
Mouth Disease
Hepatitis A
Hepatitis B
Hepatitis C
Impetigo
Influenza and
Influenza Vaccine
Japanese Encephalitis
Legionellosis
Leprosy
Listeriosis
Lyme Disease
Measles Measles
(French)
Malaria
Meningococcal
Disease and Vaccine
Mononucleosis
Mumps
Norovirus
Pertussis
(Whooping Cough)
Pinkeye
Pneumococcal
Poliomyelitis
Psittacosis

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ringworm
Roseola
Rubella
Salmonellosis
Scabies
Schistosomiasis
Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS)
Shigellosis
Shingles
Smallpox
Strep
Throat/Scarlet
Fever
Tetanus
Travellers Diarrhea
Tularemia
Trichinosis
Typhoid &
Paratyphoid Fevers
Viral Meningitis
Warts
West Nile Virus
Yellow Fever
Yersiniosis

MSK Safety & Security Policies:
Safety and security at MSK are paramount to everyone. We appreciate the trust and support that you instill
in us. Please note that security cameras are always on and that our doors are always locked. We have a
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doorbell and buzzer system to alert us when visitors arrive. We also teach all of our students to always wait
for a staff member to allow anyone inside.
Should you be suspicious of any activity or anyone on the premises please alert MSK right away.

Before school policy:
MSK’s Before School Program commences at 7:00 am. The before school teacher will be
present to open the main vestibule door and invite your child inside.

Morning Policy
MSK staff will greet you and log all drop offs starting at 8:00 am. We will be using the “KISS N
RIDE” for families in the morning. A staff member will be at the Round About to take the child(ren)
from your vehicle and escort them indoors.
End of Day Policy
ALL children will be escorted to the pick-up vehicle by a staff member between 3:30 and 4:00 pm.
MSK staff members are not to open vehicle doors/close vehicle doors and you or the person picking
up the student is required to buckle up the child(ren) before leaving the MSK parking lot.
For any parents wishing to escort their child(ren) back indoors for any reason at dismissal time: MSK
kindly asks that you please park your vehicle in the parking lot near the school entrance and walk up
the driveway---- you will need to call the office to let administration know that you are coming back
and will need to be let in. There is no passing of vehicles or three-point turns allowed.
Safe Arrivals and Departures at MSK Policy: Montessori School in Kleinburg Inc. Arrivals/Dismissals
Health and Safety, Kiss n’ Ride Rules--- Post-Pandemic 2020
Dear parents and friends of MSK,
We are writing to remind you of the important rules and routines we have in place regarding pick up and drop
off.
In light of the COVID19 PANDEMIC, it is important that we take the time to reflect on this unprecedented time,
and use it to better our understanding of procedures enforced by our school as directed by York Region Public
Health.
It is important that we ALL follow the rules established so that all students, staff and families of MSK stay safe
and healthy to prevent the spread of COVID19. Please note that every facility is mandated by government
authorities to establish and implement the following safety and health procedures.
Please understand that the staff members of MSK are on duty and present at arrivals/dismissal times to ensure
the safety of your child and they MUST be respected at all times. Here are the rules below for all to review.
COVID19 SAFETY FIRST PROCEDURE:
●
●
●
●

SPEED LIMIT IS 10KM/HR. PLEASE DRIVE SLOWLY AND CAUTIOUSLY. NO TEXTING AND DRIVING.
Pick-up & Drop-off is a ONEWAY ZONE. You do not exit from the entrance gate or vice-versa.
The first car entering the roundabout must STOP and wait for a PRELIMINARY HEALTH SCREENING.
A staff member (dressed in full PPE) will be stationed at the BLACK GATES, outside of the entrance to the Roundabout.
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●
●
●
●
●

The staff member will take your child’s temperature at your vehicle- please do not exit the vehicle at this point.
Once pre-screened, if given the Green-light, you may proceed with caution into the Round-about.
Please park in a designated spot or proceed and stay in line.
Cars entering the roundabout must always stop for anyone crossing.
No vehicle is permitted to pass or arch in front of the first vehicle in the line without permission by a staff
member. When entering the pick-up/drop-off area, keep vehicle as close as possible to the yellow line on your
right (Unless Parking).
● There are parking spots available within the roundabout; however, parents are asked to stay at your vehicle.
● Once pre-screened, a Staff member will approach your vehicle and escort your child(ren) to their designated
class entrance. Please directly hand the Health Screen Form to the staff member so they can pass it on to the
classroom teacher.
● Once escorted to their classroom, your child’s teacher (dressed in full PPE) will reassess your child and write
his/her temperature on his/her Health Screening Form. The child’s Health Screening Form must be filled out
PLEASE ALSO NOTE:
● Ensure that a staff member has acknowledged you, so that they know to bring your child to your vehicle. (Staff
might not know who is in the vehicle if you have tinted windows, rental cars and odd vehicles).
● Vehicles with tinted windows must make sure that staff recognizes you. (Make sure the staff know who you are).
Same applies if you are driving a different vehicle that we may not recognize.
● If you are in the waiting line for pick-up/drop-off, we advise you to stay in your vehicle until your child is brought
to you.
● Please leave enough space between cars so that you can see the rear tires of the vehicle in front of you.
● As a courtesy to others; while loading/unloading children from your vehicles, please do it promptly (keep
conversations with others to a minimum).
● Children are to be supervised by an adult at all times.
● Note that there is NO PASSING unless authorized by a staff member. And remember passing is only permitted
from the inside. (Staying close to the right-side yellow line allows vehicles to pass safely) if granted by a staff
member
● Do not “back-up” without the permission of staff supervising and allowing you to.
● Please note that staff will not buckle or unbuckle your kids from their car seats. Staff will only assist in opening
the doors to allow the child to enter or exit the vehicle. Parents are responsible for buckling up their children
properly.
● NEVER leave your vehicle, kids or animals unsupervised
● Always hold your children’s hands when in the parking lot. NO RUNNING OR LEAVING CHILDREN UNATTENDED.
● If using the parking spaces to exit, please ensure that you do not proceed without the permission of a staff
member. Many times, children are being loaded and unloaded.
● If your child forgot something in the vehicle, you must park in a parking spot and call the office to inform Mrs.
Addante that you will need to enter the school office to drop off the item
● Share these rules and routines with all emergency pick ups and those authorized to pick-up or drop-off on your
behalf.
● All irregular pickups must park and call/notify the office before arriving. You must wait in your vehicle as you will
not be permitted to wait in the office.
● MSK staff reserves the right to approach any vehicle at any time that is not following the rules. A strict warning
will be given. If rules are continued to be dismissed and not followed, MSK reserves the right to tell the person
to leave the property immediately.
● Please note that at any time, changes to our safety rules may be implemented. Updates will be made at our
discretion and shared with all of you at the time.
After School Policy:
In order to help better serve the children and families in our aftercare program, we have
developed this MSK After Care Rules and Etiquette letter.
Please read and review the following rules and courtesies in regards to our Aftercare Program
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from 3:30-5:45 pm
SNACK:

● Snack in the aftercare program is served by 4:15 pm. Should a parent arrive earlier than 4:15
pm to pick up their child, MSK will not provide a “take-out snack” for the child to take. Snack
time is provided not only for nourishment, but also to foster proper table manners and a sense
of community. Taking snack “to go” is not a service that MSK provides.

● If a parent arrives and snack is in progress:
● the child will be encouraged to finish his/her snack
● Parents will be asked to wait in the vestibule while their child finishes up; waiting
for your child by the classroom door is discouraged

● A teacher will dismiss the child to the parent waiting in the vestibule once they are
done with their snack
Although Toddler teachers try their best to update HiMama, at times it may not be possible to include
the afterschool snack in your daily report, depending on how busy it is on any particular day in the
aftercare program. The teachers will however, update you verbally and record it on the following day,
or when possible.

● Elementary students have their own snack in their classroom prior to coming into the Aftercare
Room. They do not participate in the MSK After Care Snack program. During the Snack time
the students continue doing homework or After Care activities.
HALLWAY/VESTIBULE ETIQUETTE:
● Once a student is dismissed to his/her parent/guardian, the child is in the care and
supervision of their parent/guardian
● The following actions are not permitted in our MSK hallways, vestibule, round-about,
driveway or stairways for safety reasons:
● Running
● Climbing- on the stairs or benches

●
●
●
●
●
●

Chasing
Pushing
Screaming or yelling

Touching other students’ personal belongings
Touching work/projects/art work hanging on walls or bulletin boards
Entering classrooms other than the Aftercare Room(s)
PLEASE KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR CHILD in the round-about/parking areas. Once a child is picked up, they
are not permitted to:
● Play with toys or balls that may have been left out at recess

●
●
●
●

Access the toy bin outside
Play, climb on benches
Run in the round-about area or near cars
Use the play structure

Parents are asked to please advise their child(ren) of these dangers and proceed getting their child ready
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for home in a quick and safe manner.
VESTIBULE RULES:
● Please see above for safety in the vestibule
● PARENTS- PLEASE DO NOT LET OTHER PARENTS INTO THE VESTIBULE. Our staff need to monitor
the doors and we cannot see the parents entering the vestibule if they are let in without our
attention/knowledge.
PICK-UP ETIQUETTE:
● Vehicles are not to be parked near gates, blocking the entrance to the Roundabout. Vehicles
picking up children need to go around and NOT PARK IN FRONT OF VESTIBULE DOORS.
● Alternatively, please use a designated parking space that is located in the Roundabout area.
DURING WARM WEATHER DAYS WE LIKE TO SPEND TIME IN AFTERCARE OUTDOORS
BETWEEN 5-5:45 PM. If the aftercare staff and students are outdoors during after care time, please do
not allow your child to “stay and play longer”. Once you arrive, your child is in your care and must be
picked up immediately.
Staff will ensure that the snack dishes are washed prior to going outdoors so that ratios are maintained for safe
outdoor play supervision.
The vestibule door will remain locked when we are playing outdoors between 5-5:45 pm. Parents,
please do not ring the vestibule bell- we will be outdoors, usually in the playground/play structure
area. You can find us there. Your child’s backpack and belongings will be outdoors so that they are
ready to go upon your arrival.

Release of Child Procedure to Persons Other Than on Contact Form
Parents are to contact the office in advance at (905) 893-0560 and send a written note or email to advise
the school if someone other than the regular person(s) will be picking a student up after school.
Students will not be released to anyone other than those specified on the application with a photo of
the individual on file. A letter or email must be submitted to the teacher no later than the morning of
the day in question and must be signed by the parent. Please understand that last minute notification
may present difficulty.
Picture identification must be shown to staff from anyone picking up a student that is not familiar to
them or any other staff member within the school at that time. This identification is to be checked
against the application on file for verification. We thank you for your cooperation.
Also, please ensure that your emergency contacts are equipped with the proper car seat when picking
up your child. We have the right to report any unsafe conditions to Children’s Aid should we note car
seats not being available or suitable.
It would be most helpful if you could explain dismissal procedures to all irregular pick up
persons prior to pick up.
Parking
When visiting at MSK, please note that designated parking spots are available. Please avoid parking in
the roundabout near the school building. Do not park, leave your car idling. We also ask that you do
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not litter.
Report Cards and Parent-Teacher Interviews:

Toddler and
Casa

Elementary

Report Cards
● Report Cards for Toddler and Casa will
be distributed at the end of each term
● Term 1- (September to January) - Report
card distributed late January
● Term 2 - February - June
Report Card Distributed in June/end of the
school year
● Term 2 (February to June)- Report card
distributed on the last day of school.
● No interview at this time.
Report Cards for Elementary child will be
distributed at the end of each term:
● Term 1 (September to November) –
Report Card distribution in November
● Term 2 (December to March) – Report
card

Parent Teacher Interviews
●

TERM 1 Interim Interview:
late November/ early
December

●

TERM 2 Interim Interview:
late March/early April

●

No interview at end of the
school year

●

TERM 1 interview will be
held in late
November/early
December.
Interview will be in late
March/early April.
No interviews at the end
of the school year.

●
●

● Term 3 (March to June) – Report card
distributed on the last day of school.
Throughout the year your child/children’s teacher(s) may invite you to attend a
parent/teacher/student interview. Please note that you will be given a
parent/teacher conference form to sign. We recommend that parents attend all
interviews and respect the allotted time and date of interviews set aside at MSK by
your child’s teacher(s).
All report cards require a signature from the legal guardian upon receipt. A copy of the report
card will be kept in each child’s O.S.R.
Parent Communication, Monthly Contacts and Updates:
Communication regarding the progress of your child or any school issues can be discussed with the
teacher or principal at a scheduled meeting convenient to both staff and parents. Teachers will have
courteous pleasantries at pick up and drop off times only, as it takes their attention away from the
child(ren) in their care. It is our policy to return your call within 24 hours of receiving your message.
School memos, monthly calendars, classroom newsletters, emails and the Remind app are
excellent ways in which we will keep you “in the know” of what is happening at MSK.
Fire Drills, Recess Emergency Whistle, Hold and Secure:
As per CCEYA as well as the Ministry of Education, it is required that MSK has a written procedure
approved by the local fire chief as well as each staff member is instructed as to his or her
responsibilities in the event of a fire before commencing work for the first time.
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Each year prior to the commencement of the new school year, the staff and volunteers are expected
to read and review MSK’s policies and procedures re: fire safety. The fire?Emergency Safety
Committee reviews and revises the Fire/Emergency Safety policy to meet all requirements as per
CCEYA, Ministry of Education and York Region Fire Department. Throughout the year updates are
made when required and reviewed by all staff. Parents are made aware of changes via memo and or
newsletter, if applicable. The committee sets monthly fire drill dates and inspects all fire
extinguishers and emergency exit lights each month.
A written record is kept of all fire drills, all tests of the fire alarm system. All inspections of fire
protection equipment.ach records are kept for at least 12 months from the date of the drill or test in
the Fire/Emergency Safety Master Binder kept in the Office. There is a designated place of emergency
shelter in the event the child care centre must be evacuated due to an emergency. Our designated
emergency shelter is located North of the school called Villaggio Restaurant.

MSK RESPONSIBILITIES & PROCEDURES IN CASE OF A FIRE/EMERGENCY
RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEACHERS AND STAFF
● Instruct students at the beginning of the school year on fire drill and emergency procedures. Fire
Drills will be conducted on a monthly basis. In Sept. and Jan. fire drills will be held weekly.
● It will be the Principal’s responsibility to inform all volunteers, parents and visitors of the
Fire/Emergency procedures.
● Ensure that the emergency procedures and map contained in the Fire Safety Plan are prominently
displayed in the classroom.
● essential to have the attendance book and Recess/Emergency backpack with them at all times
when leaving the classroom.
● Keep the classroom safe from the fire hazards and report any potential fire hazards to the
Principal.
● At the end of each day, ensure that all machines and equipment have been turned off and that
any flammable liquids are properly stored.
** NOTES
1) In the months of Sept. and Jan., a manual school bell may be used in lieu of the alarm to reduce
the noise level in order to minimize the anxiety of the younger students. Upon Ringing the bell,
teachers will shout ‘Fire, Fire’ to alert students about the purpose of the bell and follow
evacuation procedures.
2) Fire Drills will be conducted monthly in the Before and After School programs. Teachers will
follow exit procedures posted for that classroom. All available staff will go to the classrooms to
assist.
3) In the event of inclement weather for a scheduled Fire Drill practice, staff and students will
follow all exit procedures but only go to the designated exit door and and review the rest of
the fire drill procedure. They will not go outside.
4) During on-site Special Events, all staff, students and guests will be informed of all Fire Safety
procedures prior to the commencement of the event.
FIRE DRILL PROCEDURES
UPON DISCOVERY OF FIRE/EMERGENCY, PLEASE FOLLOW THESE PROCEDURES:
1. STOP ALL WORK
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Teachers in charge of pupils should not attempt to extinguish any fires.
Assemble students for evacuation to the “SAFE AREA” (SEE SITE MAP).
Announce “FIRE” and continuously ring hand bell! Instruct a staff person to call 911.
2. Instruct students on the appropriate exit route to be used. These routes and alternates are as follows:
Exit Routes
Toddler Lavender: exit out Toddler Lavender classroom door to corridor and proceed to the
Vestibule Door Exit. Alternate: proceed to alternate exits via vestibule or through office.
Toddler Rose: exit out Toddler Rose classroom door to corridor and proceed to the Exterior
Vestibule Exit Door. Alternate: proceed to alternate exit via corridor or through office.
Casa Yellow: exit out Vestibule Exit Door onto round-about driveway. Alternate: exit out classroom
division door, proceed via hallway to Back Door Exit to back playground, exit playground gates.
Casa Blue: exit out Casa Blue to the corridor and proceed to the Exterior Vestibule Exit Door or to
the Back Door Exit. Alternate: exit out the Casa Red exterior Exit Door.
Casa Red: exit out Casa Red/Casa Yellow’s Exit Door onto round-about driveway. Alternate: exit out
classroom division door proceed via hallway, to Back Door Exit to back playground, exit playground
gates.
Lower Elementary 1: exit classroom door, proceed to the side Playground Exit Gate. Alternate: exit
out via exit door at top of gym stairs.
Lower Elementary 2: exit classroom door, proceed down hallway to stairs to the Vestibule Door exit.
Alternate: exit out via the exterior fire stairs.
Upper Elementary: exit classroom door, proceed down hallway to stairs to Exterior Vestibule Door
exit. Alternate: exit out via the exterior fire stairs
Gym: exit out of door in the gym, proceed upstairs onto back playground, exit playground gates.
Alternate: exit gym doors, proceed upstairs to main hallway and to exit doors in office Kitchen: exit
out the Back Door Exit to back playground, exit playground gates. Alternate: Proceed upstairs to
Boardroom Office Exit Door.
3. Students are not to be delayed by getting dressed in outdoor clothing or collecting personal
belongings but MUST have shoes on, with laces tied.
4. Students must keep in line, avoid crowding, no running and refrain from talking.
5. Ensure that any student who may be physically incapable of walking out with the class has a
designated person who will be responsible for helping the child exit from the building. All
additional available staff will assist Toddler Lavender and Rose classrooms.
6. Students or staff who are away from their classroom for any reason are to evacuate the building
with the nearest class. The student or staff will rejoin his/her class when safely outside.
7. Remember to check the washrooms and cubby areas for children

8. Exit through appropriate exit, as indicated above, and on your classroom Fire Evacuation
procedure plan. Proceed to the “SAFE AREA” (see below) away from the school.

9. After the class has left the room, the teacher shall ensure no students are left behind, and take
the Attendance Register and join the students.
10. The last Teacher to leave the room must close all windows, turn off lights, take the First Aid
box if it contains medication, close and latch the door behind them.
11. If you encounter heavy smoke in the hallway, exit through an alternate safe exit.

12. Walk briskly to the “SAFE AREA”, ensuring the children remain calm and orderly. Toddlers will
be loaded into available cars & driven either to the Safe Area or Emergency Area if weather is
inclement.
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13. Take attendance and report any unaccounted student(s) or medical items to the Principal who
will inform the responding Fire Department Officer.
14. Do not return to the building until it is declared safe to do so by a fire official and instructed to
return.
SAFE AREA:
The “SAFE AREA” is the grass area on the south side of the driveway at the entrance into the school,
between the garbage disposal bin and the fence facing Hwy. 27. (SEE MAP INDICATING EXIT
ROUTE). Ensure that the children walk along the south side of the driveway, in the yellow safety
zone, toward the main entrance. The Toddler class will walk on the north side of the driveway
toward the main gate entrance. One staff should stand at the front gate (where turnaround
driveway begins) and another staff further down the driveway to ensure all students stay in the
safety zones and away from any emergency vehicles. Staff will remain at these areas until all
students have walked down the driveway and are safely on the grass area.
Once on the Safe Area the students sit or stand with their class and remain calm and quiet.
Attendance check is done by a teacher to ensure all students are accounted for and confirm with
the Principal.
In the event that a child is missing, teachers and assistants are to remain with their students and
the Principal or Administrator will go back in the building or inform the fire officer
Remain in the Safe Area until Administration has informed you that all is clear to go back into class
or to proceed to an Emergency Shelter: Villa Colombo (10443 Hwy. 27), or Villagio Restaurant (110
Nashville Rd.) See Map for location.
IF YOU CANNOT SAFELY LEAVE YOUR AREA:
• Close and latch the door, unlock the door for possible entry of Fire Fighters.

• Seal the base of door(s) & all openings where smoke can enter – use tape, carpet,
•
•
•
•

towels, etc.
Crouch low to the floor if smoke enters the room.
Wait to be rescued. Do not panic.
Signal for help by waving something from the window.
Listen to instructions of information from authorized personnel.

Intent of Fire Safety
The intent of these provisions is to ensure that staff responsibilities are clearly outlined, staff and
children are familiar with the evacuation procedure involved in the event of fire or other emergency
and regular drills are conducted to reinforce required emergency procedures.
A designated place of shelter provides a point of assembly where children and staff can be accounted
for and temporary care can be given if the child care centre must remain vacant for an extended
period of time.
This provision also requires current records of all testing of fire protection devices and drills. These
records should reveal the status of these devices and ensure that they are kept in working order.
At MSK, we practice fire drills once a week until children and staff are familiar with the procedures and
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monthly thereafter. The MSK high decibel fire alarm is set off expectedly (with warning) and
unexpectedly (without warning) when we practice throughout the year.
There have been times where we have practiced without the alarm (shouting Fire! Fire! and ringing a
manual bell). This has been set in place for extreme circumstances whereby there is a power outage.
When the children are able to respond promptly and correctly to the fire drill signal, we then practice at
different times during the day which may affect using alternate exit routes. The time limit for
evacuation suggested by the fire department can be used as a goal during all practices. Drills include
evacuation from all areas including the sleep rooms, although not at sleep time. We also practice on
different days throughout the week and involve any Specialty Staff or Extra Curricular Staff or
Volunteers that may be present.
Newly enrolled new staff or volunteers must learn the fire drill and fire safety procedures prior to
starting at MSK.
We also practice drills in our Before and/or After-School Programs in Schools.
MSK has a written fire safety plan and has outlined policies and procedures for special events and
scenarios and has been approved by the local fire chief. It outlines all duties of each member of the staff
in the event of a fire. The written procedures are posted in each classroom and are reviewed with all
staff each year. A review of use of fire extinguishers is available yearly to all staff prior to the beginning
of each school year. We record all fire drills and complete a minimum of one per month. In September
and January of each year we complete one per week or more and at various times until all children and
staff are comfortable and confident with evacuation. It is imperative that the children learn what they
are to do at all times. We will inform parents via memo when we have practiced our fire drills. The
Fire/Emergency Safety Committee reviews and updates policies and procedures when needed and
informs the rest of the staff and parents. A complete Fire Safety Binder is available upon request to
review. Our emergency shelter is Villaggio Restaurant.
Stranger Danger, Hold and Secures are also practiced weekly until all students and staff are comfortable
and confident with protocol. As a school, we have established two types of Hold and Secures. They are
“Hold and Secure IN” and “Hold and Secure OUT”. Hold and Secure “in” invites all students to remain
inside of their classrooms and lock the classroom doors. Each classroom has indoor locks on the doors.
The students are instructed to remain inside the classrooms, remaining out of sight. Each door window
also has curtains that block any stranger from access to look in. Hold and secure “out” invites all
students to line up and exit the classrooms into the hallways of MSK. They are to remain quiet and
staying low, with their heads tucked into their laps as they sit cross-legged. Children know that when
they hear “HOLD -AND SECURE OFF” that they can then go back to regular routine.
If students are outside, the staff members use a 3-whistle blow. Students are taught to line up
promptly and enter the school through the closest entrance door quickly and safely. We practice
during various times using a variety of scenarios. A discussion usually follows each practice and after
each time, students are made aware that they are just practicing to ease any concern.
Throughout the year, we will invite the Police and Fire Departments to conduct talks to the students.
This aids with their overall learning of school fire drills and Hold and Secure practices.

MSK ELEMENTARY PROGRAM
The Elementary Division Mission Statement: The Montessori School in Kleinburg’s Elementary program
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is designed to allow the child to learn with freedom within a prepared, structured environment. A solid
foundation facilitated through hands-on learning, student centered approach, and teacher facilitated
direction allows the child to reach his or her full academic, social and emotional potential. Continuous
dedicated learning and commitment from the student, teacher and parent ensures each child is
working to their full potential to become a life-long learner and a Stewart of the world.
Ratios
The Elementary program maintains a ratio of 1:19. If a classroom exceeds the ratio a second teacher
will be added. Alternatively, if numbers indicate, a new classroom may be opened up and students will
be placed in a specific classroom by Administration. Parents cannot request a specific class. Each
Elementary classroom has 1 fully qualified Teacher from either MACTE- Montessori, or OCT- (Ontario
College of Teachers). Each secondary teacher also has at least one aforementioned degree(s).

●

Typical Elementary Day:
Please note: Due to COVID-19 -please refer to elementary mini-handbook/distance learning for typical day
scheduling.
7:15a.m. to 8:10a.m.
Before School Extended Care: morning snack, puzzles, reading, songs,
social time, movies, show and tell, painting and outdoor
fun.
8:10a.m. to 8:30a.m.

Students can continue with previous day work or read quietly.

8:30a.m. to 8:45a.m.

Morning announcements

8:45a.m. to 11:30a.m.

Core classes and specialties

11:30a.m. to 12:00p.m.

Lunch

12:00p.m. to 1:00p.m.

Recess

1:00p.m. to 3:30p.m.

Core classes and specialties

3:50p.m. to 5:45p.m.

After School Extended Care: homework period, afternoon snack, puzzles,
reading, songs, social time, movies, show and tell,
painting and outdoor fun.

Hot Lunch
Elementary students will have the option of ordering hot lunch every Tuesday and Thursday. The hot lunch provider is
Just Catering For Kids.

How it Works- A Note From Just Catering For Kids
Our lunches are prepared fresh each day and delivered to your child’s classroom.
Please let your child know that we always stay at their school right by their office so that if they are missed
or there is a mix up, we can make it right for them. We are there to help your child with any concerns.
• If your child is ill, just call our hotline at 905-857-1061 before 8:00am to receive a full
credit • Call us before 8:00 am, any day, if you would like us to deliver lunch to your child
that day • If your child wishes to change a meal, just call and we will make that change.
• For snow days, if the school cancels buses - lunch will be cancelled and re-scheduled by Just Catering
for Kids
• Please remember for all late orders or cancellations, contact Just Catering for Kids directly. Please do
not contact your school
Student Learning Skills and Work Habits
Students will be assessed according to their learning skills and their work habits in the
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classroom. Sample Behaviours and Responsibilities are:
Responsibility
The student:

• fulfils responsibilities and commitments within the learning environment;
• completes and submits class work, homework, and assignments according to agreed-upon
timelines;
• takes responsibility for and manages own behaviour.
Organization
The student:

• devises and follows a plan and process for completing work and tasks;
• establishes priorities and manages time to complete tasks and achieve goals;
• identifies, gathers, evaluates, and uses information, technology, and resources to complete tasks.
Independent Work
The student:
• independently monitors, assesses, and revises plans to complete tasks and meet goals;
• uses class time appropriately to complete tasks;
• follows instructions with minimal supervision.
Collaboration
The student:

• accepts various roles and an equitable share of work in a group;
• responds positively to the ideas, opinions, values, and traditions of others;
• builds healthy peer-to-peer relationships through personal and media-assisted interactions;
• works with others to resolve conflicts and build consensus to achieve group goals;
• shares information, resources, and expertise and promotes critical thinking to solve problems and
make decisions.
Initiative
The student:

• looks for and acts on new ideas and opportunities for learning;
• demonstrates the capacity for innovation and a willingness to take risks;
• demonstrates curiosity and interest in learning;
• approaches new tasks with a positive attitude;
• recognizes and advocates appropriately for the rights of self and others.
Self-regulation
The student:

• sets own individual goals and monitors progress towards achieving them;
• seeks clarification or assistance when needed;
• assesses and reflects critically on own strengths, needs, and interests;
• identifies learning opportunities, choices, and strategies to meet personal needs and achieve
goals;

• perseveres and makes an effort when responding to challenge
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Assessment and Evaluation:
The main purpose of assessment and evaluation is to improve student learning. The following seven
fundamental principles lay the foundation for rich and challenging practice. When these principles are
fully understood and observed by all teachers, they will guide the collection of meaningful information
that will help inform instructional decisions, promote student engagement, and improve student
learning.
Fundamental Principles To ensure that assessment, evaluation, and reporting are valid and
reliable, and that they lead to the improvement of learning for all students, teachers use practices
and procedures that:
• are fair, transparent, and equitable for all students;
• support all students, including those with special education needs, those who are learning the
language of instruction (English or French), and those who are First Nation, Métis, or Inuit;
• are carefully planned to relate to the curriculum expectations and learning goals and, as much as
possible, to the interests, learning styles and preferences, needs, and experiences of all students;
• are communicated clearly to students and parents at the beginning of the school year or
course and at other appropriate points throughout the school year or course;
• are ongoing, varied in nature, and administered over a period of time to provide multiple
opportunities for students to demonstrate the full range of their learning;
• provide ongoing descriptive feedback that is clear, specific, meaningful, and timely to support
improved learning and achievement;
• develop students’ self-assessment skills to enable them to assess their own learning, set
specific goals, and plan next steps for their learning.
For Grades 1 to 8, student achievement of the overall curriculum expectations will be evaluated in
accordance with the achievement charts in the provincial curriculum and will be reported using letter
grades. In the Intermediate levels a percentage mark is given. The following conversion chart shows
how the four levels of achievement are aligned to letter grades and percentages.

Achievement
Level
4+
4
43+
3
32+
2
21+
1
1-

Letter
Grade
A+
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
D-

Percentage
95-100%
87-94%
80-86%
77-79%
74-76%
70-73%
67-69%
64-66%
60-63%
57-59%
54-56%
50-53%

Level 4 identifies achievement that surpasses the provincial standard. The student demonstrates the specified
knowledge and skills with a high degree of effectiveness. However, achievement at level 4 does not mean that the
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student has achieved expectations beyond those specified for the grade/course.
Level 3 represents the provincial standard for achievement. The student demonstrates the specified knowledge and
skills with considerable effectiveness. Students achieving at level 3 can be confident of being prepared for work in
subsequent grades/courses.
Level 2 represents achievement that approaches the provincial standard. The student demonstrates the specified
knowledge and skills with some effectiveness. Students performing at this level need to work on identified learning
gaps to ensure future success.
Level 1 represents achievement that falls much below the provincial standard. The student demonstrates the specified
knowledge and skills with limited effectiveness. Students must work at significantly improving learning in specific
areas, as necessary, if they are to be successful in the next grade/course.

R- In Grades 1-8, the code "R" represents achievement that falls below Level 1 and is used in the evaluation and
reporting of student achievement.
I-In Grades 1-8, the code "I" may be used to indicate that insufficient evidence is available to determine a letter grade
or a percentage mark.

Late and Missed Assignments
It must be made clear by the teacher early on in the school year that the student’s behaviour in the classroom
and the school, as well as for providing evidence of their achievement of the overall expectations within the
time frame specified by the teacher, and in a form approved by the teacher. Students must understand that
there will be consequences for not completing assignments for evaluation or for submitting those assignments
late. Where in the teacher’s professional judgement it is appropriate to do so, a number of strategies may be
used to help prevent and/or address late and missed assignments.
They include:
•
asking the student to clarify the reason for not completing the assignment;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

helping students develop better time-management skills;
collaborating with other staff to prepare a part- or full-year calendar of major assignment dates for every
class;
planning for major assignments to be completed in stages, so that students are less likely to be faced
with an all-or-nothing situation at the last minute;
maintaining ongoing communication with students and/or parents about due dates and late
assignments, and scheduling conferences with parents if the problem persists;
taking into consideration legitimate reasons for missed deadlines;
setting up a student contract;
holding teacher-student conferences;
reviewing the need for extra support for English language learners;
reviewing whether students require extra support from MSK team or outside support;
for First Nation, Métis, and Inuit students, involving Aboriginal counsellors and members of the extended
family;
understanding and taking into account the cultures, histories, and contexts of First Nation, Métis, and
Inuit students and parents and their previous experiences with the school;
providing alternative assignments or tests/exams where, in the teacher’s professional judgement, it is
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reasonable and appropriate to do so;
deducting marks for late assignments, up to and including the full value of the assignment.

Late and missed assignments for evaluation will be noted on the report card as part of the evaluation of the
student’s development of the learning skills and work habits. When appropriate, a student’s tendency to be
late in submitting, or to fail to submit, other assignments (including homework) may also be noted on the
report card as part of the evaluation of the student’s development of the learning skills and work habits. In
some circumstances the teacher reserves the right to deduct marks for late work as follows:
● 5% each day for 5 days (25% total)
● after 5 days 10% per day for 5 days (total of 75%)
● following this if the work is submitted after 10 late days a grade of 0 will be given and documented on
the report card.
If this is the case the student will be aware of the situation, as well as the parents.
Individual Learning Plans and Modified Plans
MSK has devised 2 specific learning plans for those individuals that require a specialized plan or a
modified plan to ensure successful completion of the curriculum. If a student requires a plan the
student’s teacher(s) will contact the parent to set up a meeting. The school may require additional
information from the parent which may include:
● doctor’s physical evaluation
● occupational therapy
● throat, ears, nose specialist

● eye doctor
● physiological evaluation
● psycho-educational evaluation
Once any or all evaluations have been completed and discussed with MSK, the teacher(s) will put
together the appropriate plan of action. A modified plan may include minor changes to the curriculum
to ensure student success. This plan is usually 1-2 pages in length outlining specific learning goals and
accommodations for the particular subject area(s). In an Individual Learning Plan (ILP) an extensive
document is created outlining specific goals, accommodations and programming for the student.
For both plans teacher(s), parent(s) and Administration, along with the Support Team will meet as
necessary to make changes or accommodations in order to the meet the child’s specific learning goals.
Homework Policy:
What is homework?
At MSK, we believe that homework is a means of supporting the important links between students,
parents and school. We believe that a homework program enables all students to develop a work ethic
that will serve them well in the future.
Homework assigned most often consists of the review and consolidation of skills and concepts that
have already been discussed and taught in the classroom. Students will be required to finish work not
completed in class during allocated work cycles.
Specialty classes may also assign homework if not finished during class. Homework for these classes
will be due at the discretion of the teacher.
How long should homework take?
The following times are intended as guidelines only for students and parents. There may be
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occasions when homework takes longer or shorter periods to complete; depending on the child’s
abilities. If students are regularly spending longer or shorter periods of time to do
homework and you have a concern, it is recommended that parents contact the classroom teacher to
clarify homework expectations. If you find your child is struggling with a homework concept, send a
note to school and the teacher will work with your child.
As a general guideline, the daily average number of homework minutes is ten (10) minutes per grade as
follows:
Grades 1-3: 10 – 30 minutes
Grades 4-6: 40 – 60 minutes
Intermediate grades: 60-90 minutes
*Reading is expected to be done daily and is not factored into the homework time period.
*Specialty classes including Music Art, Drama or French, may also assign work and tests.
At the Upper Elementary/Intermediate levels how your child works in class will be an indicator of how much
homework goes home as there is no set nightly homework plan.
Student’s responsibility during homework:
To help students succeed with homework, we recommend that they:

● Have a quiet place to work with as little distraction as possible
● Speak to the teacher prior to class if there was difficulty with homework
● Manage time and materials appropriately (e.g., use school agenda or school planner
●
●
●
●

appropriately, submit homework and project work on time, organize necessary materials).
Ensure they understand and ask for clarification or assistance if the homework
assignments or expectations are not clear, prior to going home (e.g., assignments,
criteria, timelines).
Assume responsibility for the completion of all homework carefully and with pride to the best
of their ability. To take full advantage of in-class time offered for assignment completion to
help reduce what is left for homework.
To prepare and study appropriately for assessments. Review well in advance (at least three
days) for tests and quizzes
To communicate with the teacher in advance if they expect that they may not be able to
accomplish the required homework due to special circumstances.

Parent’s role during homework:
Parent support with homework can make a difference between good and excellent grades. Please
help by:
● Helping when you can see that there is minimal difficulty

●
●
●
●

Encouraging the habit of reading for enjoyment
Praising effort and diligence
Encourage self-directed and independent learning
Communicating with your children and asking them questions about what they have
learned

● Help review for tests and quizzes by testing them and giving them plenty of
encouragement
● To promote a positive attitude and outlook toward homework. To provide encouragement and
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support (e.g. clarify expectations, establish homework routines, provide guidance as necessary).

● To show an interest in their child’s schoolwork and progress.
● To provide a suitable environment for the completion of homework (e.g. work space,
regular scheduled block of time) and the needed supplies.
● To support a healthy balance between homework, co-curricular activities and family
commitments.
● Participate actively in the home and school partnership and communicate student needs /
frustrations to the teacher.
● Ensure the child receives adequate sleep whether homework is completed or not.
Teacher’s role for homework:
Teachers support students by ensuring that homework is relevant and appropriate. They can assist
by:
● Communicating with other teachers to ensure that the student workload is age
appropriate
● Informing parents when students have neglected to complete homework

● Teaching effective study skills
● Offering extra assistance
● To teach skills necessary for successful homework completion such as materials,
organization, time management, problem solving.
● To provide clear, purposeful, and developmentally appropriate homework respecting
individual learning needs
● To monitor homework and provide regular feedback.

● To summarize and report on homework completion in the Learning Skills and Work Habits
section of the Report Card.
Specialty and Extra-Curricular programs:
MSK’s programming includes French, Italian, Music, Art and Drama and Gym as part of the curriculum.
These programs follow the guidelines and expectations outlined in the Ministry of Education
curriculum documents.
MSK provides various extra-curricular activities for the Elementary students throughout the school
year. Some programs are free, some programs are offered at a nominal fee. Every year MSK assesses
the student body and offers programs that will best suit the needs of the children. Programs are
offered in all three terms. Parents will be notified via email when programs are being offered. Once a
child signs up for a program, the child is committed to the program for the duration of the time.
Examples of programs include, but are not limited to, are: cross country, track and field, tennis, karate,
STEM, coding, math and reading enhancement, library club, and TAC multisport.
First Holy Communion and Confirmation:
MSK is a non-denominational school. Please contact your local parish for details regarding your child’s
First Holy Communion, prior to your child commencing Grade 2. Also, please contact your parish for
your child’s confirmation which can be completed in grade 7 or 8. This is the sole responsibility of the
parents.
Graduating Grade 8 Students:
Any documentation required for students entering high school needs to be presented to the
office/teacher ONE MONTH prior to the deadline(s) so there is adequate time to complete any
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documentation. It is the sole responsibility to ensure any new school receives all proper documentation for
enrollment.
Graduating:
Students graduating from the Intermediate program will have to apply to other schools of their choice.
MSK strongly urges parents to visit various schools well before your child graduates. The application
process is the sole responsibility of the parent. Any forms that may be required for MSK to fill out must
be given to the teacher or Administration at least ONE MONTH prior to the due date. MSK can assist
you with possible suggestions for both local schools, as well as private schools. Ultimately, the final
choice will be up to the parents. Please discuss with the teacher well in advance to set up a suitable
time to meet if you require assistance in this area.
Playground Safety Policy
● MSK’s Playground Safety is overseen by our Playground Safety Committee.
● The playground is inspected daily, monthly, seasonally.
● The complete Playground Safety Policy is updated regularly and can be found on the MSK
Website/Parent Portal
● All injuries that occur during outdoor play are documented in our Playground Injury Binder and
records of these injuries are kept on file.
● Repairs to the playground structure are documented and records/dates of repair are kept on
file.
● The Playground Safety Policy and Procedures is posted on the MSK Parent Portal for your
reference.

911 PROTOCOL for MSK
WHEN PHONING 911 make sure you have the following information:

1.

Hello my name is

and

I am calling from The Montessori School of Kleinburg.

2.

We need assistance from

3.

Nature of this Call (as much detail as possible):

Number of people needing help

(EMS/Fire/Police/other)

and age

-level of consciousness
-breathing
-bleeding

4.

We are located at: 10515 Highway 27 and our phone number is 905-893-0560

- The nearest major intersections are Highway 27 and Nashville Road

5.

We have taken the following actions and any medications administered:

6.
7.

How long will it take for help to get here?
"A staff member will meet them at the front gate entrance." DO NOT HANG
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UP UNTIL TOLD TO BY OPERATOR
After 911 call is complete:
Call the parent/guardian/emergency contact

Emergency Management Policy and Procedures
Date Policy and Procedures Established: September, 2002 Date
Policy and Procedures Updated: April, 2018 (this date needs to be
changed)
Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to provide clear direction for staff and licensees to follow to deal with
emergency situations. The procedures set out steps for staff to follow to support the safety and wellbeing of everyone involved.
Clear policies and procedures will support all individuals to manage responses and
responsibilities during an emergency, resulting in the safest outcomes possible.
Definitions
All-Clear: A notification from an authority that a threat and/or disaster no longer pose a danger and it
is deemed safe to return to the child care premises and/or resume normal operations.
Authority: A person or entity responsible for providing direction during an emergency situation (e.g.
emergency services personnel, the licensee).
Emergency: An urgent or pressing situation where immediate action is required to ensure the safety
of children and adults in attendance. These include situations that may not affect the whole child
care centre (e.g. child-specific incidents) and where 911 is called.
Emergency Services Personnel: persons responsible for ensuring public safety and mitigating
activities in an emergency (e.g. law enforcement, fire departments, emergency medical services,
rescue services).
Evacuation Site: the designated off-site location where shelter is obtained during an emergency.
The evacuation site is used when it is deemed unsafe to be at or return to the child care centre.
Licensee: The individual or agency licensed by the Ministry of Education responsible for the operation
and management of each child care centre it operates (i.e. the operator).
Administration: individual(s) deemed as appropriate representative(s) when the Licensee is not
available.
Meeting Place: the designated safe place near the child care centre where everyone is to initially
gather before proceeding to the evacuation site, or returning to the child care centre if evacuation is
not necessary.
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Staff: Individual employed by the licensee (e.g. program staff, supervisor).
Unsafe to Return: A notification from an authority that a threat and/or disaster continue to pose a
danger and it is unsafe to return to the child care premises.

Policy
Staff will follow the emergency response procedures outlined in this document by following these
three phases:
1. Immediate Emergency Response;

2. Next Steps during an Emergency; and
3. Recovery.
Staff will ensure that children are kept safe, are accounted for and are supervised at all times during
an emergency situation.

For situations that require evacuation of Montessori School in Kleinburg, the meeting place to
gather immediately will be located at: Entrance of MSK Property; on the south side of the
property; on the grass area. Children will be placed in their classroom line.
If it is deemed ‘unsafe to return’ to the child care centre, the evacuation site to
proceed to is located at: Villaggio Restaurant; 110 Nashville Road, Kleinburg, Ontario, L0J
1C0,905-893-4888
Note: all directions given by emergency services personnel will be followed under all
circumstances, including directions to evacuate to locations different than those listed above.

For any emergency situations involving a child with an individualized plan in place, the
procedures in the child’s individualized plan will be followed.
If any emergency situations happen that are not described in this document, Montessori School in
Kleinburg will provide direction to staff for the immediate response and next steps. Staff will follow the
direction given.
If any emergency situations result in a serious occurrence, the serious occurrence policy and procedures will
also be followed.
All emergency situations will be documented in detail by Administration in the daily written record.
Additional Policy Statements
E.g. regular drills with staff for training/practice, emergency bag preparation, etc.

Staff and students will practice regular drills on a monthly basis.
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Procedures
Phase 1: Immediate Emergency Response
Emergency
Roles and Responsibilities
Situation
Lockdown When
a threat is on,
very near, or
inside MSK. e.g. a
suspicious
individual in the
building who is
posing a threat.

1) The staff member who becomes aware of the threat must inform Administration and
staff as quickly and safely as possible.

2) Staff members who are outdoors must ensure everyone who is outdoors proceeds to a safe
location.

3) Staff inside the child care centre must:
• remain calm;
• gather all children and move them away from doors and windows;
• take children’s attendance to confirm all children are accounted for;
• take shelter in closets and/or under furniture with the children, if appropriate;
• keep children calm;
• ensure children remain in the sheltered space;
• turn off/mute all cellular phones; and
• wait for further instructions.
4) If possible, staff inside the classrooms should also:
• close all window coverings and doors;
• barricade the room door;
• gather emergency medication; and
• join the rest of the group for shelter.
5) Montessori School in Kleinburg will immediately:
• close and lock all entrance/exit doors, if possible; and
• take shelter.
Note: only emergency service personnel are allowed to enter or exit the child care centre during a
lockdown.

Hold & Secure
When a threat is
in the general
vicinity of MSK,
but not on or
inside MSK
premises. E.g. a
shooting at a
nearby building.

1) The staff member who becomes aware of the external threat must inform all other staff
of the threat as quickly and safely as possible.

2) Staff members who are outdoors must ensure everyone returns to their classroom(s)
immediately.

3) Staff in the classroom must immediately:
• remain calm;
• take children’s attendance to confirm all children are accounted for;
• close all window coverings and windows in the program room;
• continue normal operations of the program; and
• wait for further instructions.
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4) Licensee/Administration must immediately:
• close and lock all entrances/exits of the child care centre;
• close all blinds and windows outside of the classrooms; and
• place a note on the external doors with instructions that no one may enter or exit the
child care centre.
Note: only emergency services personnel are allowed to enter or exit the centre during a hold
and secure.
Bomb
The code to convey the message that a bomb threat has been received is:
Threat
CODE BT (bomb threat)
A
threat
1) The staff member who becomes aware of the threat must:
to
• remain calm;
detona
te an
• call 911 if emergency services is not yet aware of the situation;
explosive
• follow the directions of emergency services personnel; and
device to
• take children’s attendance to confirm all children are accounted for.
cause
property
A. Where the threat is received by telephone, the person on the phone should try to keep the
damage,
suspect on the line as long as possible while another individual calls 911 and
death, or
communicates with emergency services personnel.
injuries E.g.
phone call
The individual who receives the call should obtain and record as much information as
bomb
possible including:
threat,
● -the time the call was received and on what telephone number
receipt of a
suspicious
● -the exact words of the individual making the call, including location of the bomb,
package.
description and time factor involved.
● -Male or Female voice and approximate age

●
●
●
●
●

-Accent
-Does caller sound or seem intoxicated or unbalanced?
-Background noises (ex. Traffic, music, voices)
-Is voice familiar?
-Time the call terminated

B. Where the threat is received in the form of a suspicious package, staff must ensure that no
one approaches or touches the package at any time.
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Disaster
1) The staff member who becomes aware of the disaster must inform all other staff of the
Requiring
incident and that MSK must be evacuated, as quickly and safely as possible. If the disaster is a
Evacuation
fire, the fire alarm pull station must be used and staff must follow the school’s fire evacuation
A serious incident procedures.
that affects the
physical building
2) Staff must immediately:
and requires
• remain calm;
everyone to leave
• gather all children, the attendance record, children’s emergency
MSK. E.g. fire, flood,
contact information any emergency medication;
power
• exit the building with the children using the nearest safe exit, bringing
failure.
children’s outdoor clothing (if possible) according to weather conditions;

•
•
•
•

escort children to the meeting place; and
take children’s attendance to confirm all children are accounted for;
keep children calm; and
wait for further instructions.

3) If possible, staff should also:
• take a first aid kit; and
• gather all non-emergency medications.
4) The Administration/Licensee will:
• help any individuals with medical and/or special needs who need assistance to go to

•
•
•

the meeting place (in accordance with the
procedure in a child’s individualized plan, if the individual is a child);
and
in doing so, follow the instructions posted on special needs equipment or
assistive devices during the evacuation.
If individuals cannot be safely assisted to exit the building, the designated staff will
assist them to reception area in the office and ensure their required medication is
accessible, if applicable; and
wait for further instructions.

5) If possible, the Administration/Licensee must conduct a walk-through of the school to verify
that everyone has exited the building and secure any windows or doors, unless otherwise
directed by emergency services personnel.
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Environmental Threat
An incident outside of the
building that may have
adverse effects on
persons in MSK.
E.g. gas leak, oil spill,
chemical release, forest
fire, nuclear emergency,
water and flooding.
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1) The staff member who becomes aware of the external environmental threat
must inform all other staff of the threat as quickly and safely as possible and,
according to directions from emergency services personnel, advise whether to
remain on site or evacuate the premises.
If remaining on site:

1) Staff members who are outdoors with children must ensure everyone who
is outdoors returns to their classroom immediately.

2) Staff must immediately:
• remain calm;
• take children’s attendance to confirm all children are accounted for;
• close all classroom windows and all doors that lead outside (where
•
•
•

applicable);
seal off external air entryways located in the program rooms (where
applicable);
continue with normal operations of the program; and
wait for further instructions.

3) Administration/Licensee must:
• seal off external air entryways not located in program rooms (where
•
•

applicable);
place a note on all external doors with instructions that no one may enter
or exit MSK until further notice; and
turn off all air handling equipment (i.e. heating, ventilation and/or air
conditioning, where applicable).

If emergency services personnel otherwise direct the Montessori School in
Kleinburg to evacuate, follow the procedures outlined in the “Disaster
Requiring Evacuation” section of this policy.
Natural Disaster: Tornado 1) The staff member who becomes aware of the tornado or tornado warning must
/ Tornado Warning
inform all other staff as quickly and safely as possible.

2) Staff members who are outdoors with children must ensure everyone who
is outdoors goes to the gym immediately.

3) Staff must immediately:
• remain calm;
• gather all children;
• go to the gym;
• take children’s attendance to confirm all children are accounted for;
• remain and keep children away from windows, doors and exterior
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walls;

•
•
•
Natural Disaster: Major
Earthquake

keep children calm;
conduct ongoing visual checks of the children; and
wait for further instructions.

1) Staff in the classroom must immediately:
• remain calm;
• instruct children to find shelter under a sturdy desk or table and away from
•
•
•
•
•
•

unstable structures;
ensure that everyone is away from windows and outer walls;
help children who require assistance to find shelter;
for individuals in wheelchairs, lock the wheels and instruct the individual to
duck as low as possible, and use a strong article (e.g. shelf, hard book, etc.) to
protect their head and neck;
find safe shelter for themselves;
visually assess the safety of all children.; and
wait for the shaking to stop.

2) Staff members who are outdoors with children must immediately ensure that
everyone go to open area at the bottom of the driveway, and wait for the earthquake
to stop.

3) Once the shaking stops, staff must:
• gather the children, their emergency cards and emergency medication;
•

and
exit the building through the nearest safe exit, where possible, in case of aftershock
or damage to the building and go to open area at the bottom of the driveway.

4) If possible, prior to exiting the building, staff should also:
• take their classroom emergency back pack which includes a first aid kit; and
• gather all non-emergency medications.
5) Individuals who have exited the building must gather at the open area at the bottom
of the driveway and wait for further instructions.

6) The Administration/Licensee will:
• help any individuals with medical and/or special needs who need assistance to go
•
•

to the open area at the bottom of the driveway (in accordance with the
procedure in a child’s individualized plan, if the individual is a child); and
in doing so, follow the instructions posted on special needs equipment
or assistive devices during the evacuation.
If individuals cannot be safely assisted to exit the building, the
Administration/Licensee staff will assist them to the office and ensure
their required medication is accessible, if applicable; and
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•

wait for further instructions.

7) The Administration/Licensee must conduct a walkthrough of the school building to
ensure all individuals have evacuated, where possible.

Unknown
Allergies
An allergy that is new
or has developed

a. Comfort and reassure student, staff or other person who is having the allergic
reaction

b. Locate and administer the epi-pen auto injector (in first-aid box in office). Do this
a.s.a.p.

c. Keep student warm and give time to recover from the attack
d. If practical, remove the student and bring him/her to the office where they can be
comfortable until help is on the way.

e. Inform 911 for further instruction (this should be after step b)
f. Inform the student's parents
g. Record all incidents using and Incident Form
TO use EPI-PEN
1. Pull off grey safety cap
2. Jab black tip into outer thigh until unit activates and click will be
heard. This may be done through the child’s clothing if necessary.
3. Hold epi-pen in place for 10 seconds. Record time epi-pen was given. (The used
epi-pen should be sent to the hospital with the child.) There is no risk to anyone
if the epi-pen is given accidentally.
4. If the ambulance has not arrived in 10 to 20 minutes and there are recurring, lifethreatening symptoms then administer another injection.
5. Always have the child go to the hospital even if symptoms go away as they may
redevelop later on.
6. If possible, have a staff member go to the hospital to accompany the child.

Extortion

1. The first action upon receipt of an Extortion threat is to alert the Licensee.
2. Consider the nature of the threat made and the demands of the extortionists.
3. Ensure the telephone line is kept free, in case the extortionist attempts additional
communications.

4. Call 911 and notify law enforcement authorities. Call the police and ensure that
everything is kept in confidentiality.

5. If available, attach a recording device to the telephone.
6. Indicate a willingness to cooperate, but do not offer a settlement. Be
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calm, be firm, and be cooperative.
7. No information should be released to the press by anyone except the media
spokesperson when applicable.
Harassment These are
remarks that are
deemed unacceptable in
a school community

The definition of harassment is a vexatious comment of conduct, verbal or written,
(remarks, slurs, references, jokes or displays of offensive or derogatory material),
that is known or ought reasonably to be known to be unwelcome in that it may
cause insecurity, discomfort, offence or humiliation to another. Examples of
harassment include but are not limited to:
1. Sexual Harassment

2. Racial Harassment-Should any person in Montessori School of Kleinburg be a
victim of racial harassment the following would occur:

1.
2.

Tell the harasser that the behaviour is not welcomed and must stop.
Keep detailed records of the incident(s)

Should the harassment not end, immediately contact the Licensee. Students are
encouraged to contact and inform any of the following, a parent/guardian, a
classroom teacher or principal. Teachers are encouraged to contact and inform
Administration or the Licensee. Both parties have a right to a fair and impartial
investigation. The primary intention of the procedure is to stop harassment as soon
as possible after an incident occurs.
Field
Trip
Incident
Any occurrence during
an out of school field
trip

1. Attend to victim
2. Call emergency services 911
3. Notify and speak to Licensee and inform of all circumstances and future intentions
4. Coordinate information gathering (Must fill out an Incident Report
and have parents’ sign. One copy to be kept in child’s file).

5. Assess and scale the range of the situation.
6. Ensure that MSK is informed.
7. Collect

any and
documentation.

Irate Parent/visitor
When there is a hostile
situation

all

written

information

1. Attempt to calm down the irate parent/visitor
2. Identify the problem
3. Contact Administration/Licensee.

and

supporting
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4. Attempt to arrive at a joint resolution.
5. If no resolution can be reached, MSK has the right to ask the irate parent to leave the
property. Tell them that their behaviour is disturbing the safety and welfare of the
school/student body.

6. If he/she refuses to leave, call 911
7. Do not react through aggressive behaviour. If the situation has the potential of
becoming violent, do not argue, just listen and agree with the individual and wait for
the police to arrive.

8. Document everything on a Parent Communication form.

Kidnapping/
Hostage/
Abduction/

1. Upon receipt of a kidnap threat alert the Licensee.
2. Consider the nature of the threat made and the demands of the kidnapper.
3. Ask for proof that the victim is alive, (refuse to negotiate until such proof of wellbeing is received).

4. Ensure the telephone line is kept free, in case the kidnapper attempts additional
communication.

5. Call 911 and notify law enforcement authorities. Parents or legal guardians
should also be notified.

6. If available, attach a recording device to the telephone.
7. Verify threat by commencing to search for student/staff member who has been
reported as being kidnapped.

8. Indicate a willingness to cooperate but do not offer a settlement.
9. A code word should be given to the kidnapper to assist in screening of hoax and
copycat calls.

10. No information should be released to the press.
Ensure that you introduce a delay to the person on the phone by saying that MSK cannot
raise such a large sum of money. Lack of authorization to make decisions by the child’s
parents must be negotiated by MSK. This will create time to coordinate a response
strategy. All threats should be treated as life or death. Upon contact with the “kidnapper”
insist upon speaking to the “victim” in person. Non-availability may be an indication of the
abduction being fictitious. When attempting to verify a kidnap threat it must never be
assumed that it is a hoax.
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Lost Student

1. Report lost student to Licensee or Administration. DO NOT INFORM THE
CHILDREN THAT A CHILD IS LOST. PERHAPS SUGGEST THAT CHILD IS MISSING
AND THAT WE MUST FIND HIM. ASK WHO SAW HIM LAST, AND WHO MIGHT
KNOW WHERE HE MIGHT BE.
2. Conduct a search of all internal areas within MSK.

3. Conduct a search of all external areas of MSK.

4. Ascertain when and where the student was last seen.
5. Contact Police if unsuccessful.
6. Contact Parents.
Personal Injury

In the event of a medical emergency:

1. Reassure victim and a certified trained employee attends to the victim.
2. Commence appropriate first aid (if required).
3. Call 911
4. Inform Licensee or Administration
5. A staff member must fill out the appropriate incident or accident form.
Staff/Student
Accidental Death

The Licensee/Administration will be required to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Inform the police immediately. Contact next of kin immediately.
Maintain a cordon around the incident site.
Take the names and addresses of all witnesses of the incident.
Preserve the integrity of all evidence.
Ensure the phone is close by.
Prepare a media release.
Fill out a serious occurrence form.
Contact the Ministry of Family, Children and Community Services for further
instruction.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No unauthorized staff member is to talk to the press.
Analyze how vulnerable MSK is to the situation.
Confirm MSK findings regarding the complaint.
Decide on a course of action: Respond or ignore.
If required, prepare a written statement indicating: background of
complaint, position of MSK, MSK’s response.

It may also be necessary to develop a media plan to deal with the complaint/ rumour/
allegation.
Robbery Armed or
Unarmed

1. Cooperate with the suspect and make eye contact. Do not delay them.
2. Speak slowly. Tell the suspect what you are doing. Do not make any sudden
movement or any verbal statements that would cause the suspect to retaliate with
force.
3. Let the suspect leave the school as quickly as possible. Do not delay him. Do not
argue.
4. If you feel an assault or worse is imminent, consider your options.

5. Attempt to memorize the robber’s appearance, face, skin colour, possible weight,
height, dress, method of escape and direction of travel.

6. Remain still until the suspect has left the school and is out of sight.
After the robbery:

1. Set off school alarm.
2. Remain calm and contact police at 911 immediately after the incident. Let
Licensee or Administration know. Do not clean
anything up as it may be potential evidence for the police.
3. Write down everything you saw.

4. Alert the entire staff
5. Wait for police instructions.
Public Relations
Incident

1. No unauthorized staff member is to talk to the press.
2.An outline of your media statement should be prepared. This statement should
include information about MSK, its history, philosophy overview of crisis
information as well as information concerning the continued safe operation of
MSK.
3. Designate a spokesperson. Usually Licensee or Administration.
4. The spokesperson is the only person to talk to the media. He/she should seek legal
counselling before communicating to the media.
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5. The spokesperson will provide some of the following information such as why the
name cannot be released, student is a minor and or next of kin has not been notified.
Withholding the names of the victim pending notification of next of kin is
appropriate and will be respected by the press. However, do not deny that the
incident has occurred.
6.

Make sure all media and reporters have the same access to the information.

Always be brief, factual and honest. Don’t engage in suppositions or assign blame. Ensure
that a log is kept where all media coverage associated with the incident is recorded. No
one, including the spokesperson, will release any information that identifies responsibility
for an accident without first consulting Legal Services. Problems arise when:
● Names of victims are released prior to notification of next of kin

● Information regarding nature of the injury or illness is released prior to diagnosis
by a licensed physician
● Assessment of fault or criticism of conduct, policy or equipment is made public
without a full explanation of the circumstances of the accident developed
through the complete MSK investigation process.

Suicide

Upon receipt of the call:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Threatening
Phone Call

Contact Emergency Services
MSK will have a coroner on the scene.
Keep all students, staff, visitors and other onlookers away from the scene;
maintain a perimeter around the scene.
MSK Licensee will fill out a serious occurrence and inform the
Ministry of Community, Family and Children’s Services.

1. Keep the caller talking to obtain as much information as possible.
2. Obtain a communication form or any sheet of paper and fill out as much
information as possible.
3. Try to remain calm.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Write down the caller's exact words.
Do not have the caller sense that he/she has alarmed you.
As soon as the call terminates, contact the Licensee or Administration.
(what about suggesting that the person put the phone on ‘speaker’ mode for
another staff to listen to, if nearby??)

*If at any time you can get another staff member to call 911 on cell phone please do so.
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Trespassers

1. Inform a staff member ASAP.
2. Ask the person whether or not they have checked into the office.
3. Notify Licensee or Administration immediately.
4. Check to see if all children and staff are accounted for and that
trespasser has not taken any school valuables.

Unauthorized
student pick-up

1. ALWAYS CONFIRM ALL STUDENT PICK-UPS WITH PICTURES IN
THEIR FILES.
2.IF UNSURE DO NOT ASSUME AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
RELEASE A CHILD TO THE PERSON. YOU WILL BE LIABLE.
3. Notify Licensee or Administration immediately.
4. If in doubt, call police.

5. Inform parents.
6. Document all details.
Vandalism

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Violence

Phone 911
If possible, document all or anything you notice that is missing.
If a vehicle is involved, try and get license plate number.
At no time should you put yourself at risk.
Ensure that the area is free of damaging items.

1. Phone 911
2. If possible, move away and observe activity noting descriptions of
vandals (size, clothing, color, numbers involved).
3. If a vehicle is seen to be involved, attempt to get a plate number.

4. At no time should you put yourself at risk.

Visitors/Guests

Any visitor/guest must be provided with the following information to MSK:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Time/location to arrive
Reason for visit/itinerary
Name of person meeting visitor
Any relevant contact telephone numbers
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Determine nature of accident and the extent of the injuries.
Call 911- if required
Ensure proper assistance is provided to the injured parties.
Inform next of kin (if required).
Written statements should be taken by all witnesses.
Staff member should accompany student to hospital if required.
Ensure an accident report is filled out and signed by all involved
members.

The most effective intervention to stop a pandemic is through immunization with
an effective vaccine against the virus or the use of antiviral drugs, however, there
are other ways to prevent the spread of illness as listed below.

● For the purposes of the prevention of widespread illness in
schools/child care settings, we are to treat influenza-like-illness (ILI)
and symptoms as if it is the actual pandemic (H1N1) influenza virus or
other respiratory outbreaks
● ILI is defined as the acute onset of respiratory symptoms (fever,
cough, plus one of the following: sore throat, muscle aches, joint pain,
weakness. Gastrointestinal symptoms may also be present, and fever
may not be prominent
● It spreads from person to person through coughing, sneezing or indirectly
through touching surfaces and objects contaminated with the virus from
infected persons.
● Children with underlying illnesses, pregnant mothers, and immunecompromised persons are more vulnerable
INCUBATION PERIOD

● Up to 4 days & the period of communicability up to 7 days from
onset of symptoms.
● This may be longer in children- transmission of influenza virus to
others is most likely in the initial days of infection.
At this time, the most important factors in the control of the spread of any
respiratory outbreak in schools and child care programs are:
1. Early identification of ill students, staff & children exhibiting
symptoms
2. Exclusion from the setting of anyone ill with symptoms

3. Practicing cough/sneeze etiquette & frequent hand cleansing
4. Please see below table regarding listing of illnesses and
precautions as a guideline

Phase 2: Next Steps During the Emergency

1) Where emergency services personnel are not already aware of the situation, Montessori School
in Kleinburg must notify emergency services personnel (911) of the emergency as soon as
possible.
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2) Where Montessori School in Kleinburg has been evacuated, emergency services must be
notified of individuals remaining inside the building, where applicable.

3) If the Licensee is not already on site, the site designate must contact the Licensee to inform them
of the emergency situation and the current status, once it is possible and safe to do so.

List of Emergency Contact Persons:
Local Police Department: 905-773-1221
OPP - 1-888-310-1122
Ambulance: Station 7-9: 905-832-2281
Local Fire Services: Station 7-9; 905-832-2281
Licensee Contact(s): Vincenza Marzano-Kooner- 647400-7683
Montessori School in Kleinburg Site Designate: Mary Addante- 905-893-0560
Poison Control: 1-800-268-9017
Children’s Aid Society (York Region): 1-800-718-3850
Children’s Help Line: 1-800-668-6888
Assaulted Women’s Hotline: 1-888-364-1210
Telehealth Ontario: 1-866-797-0000
York Region Public Health - 905-895-4511
Reporting Infectious Diseases: 1-877-464-9675 ext.73588 or After Hours: 905-953-6478
Animal Services (Vaughan): 905-832-2281
Power Outages, Hazard or Electrical Emergency (Alectra Utilities): 1-877-963-6900 press 1
Enbridge Gas Emergency Line: 1-866-763-5427
Crime Stoppers including impaired drivers: 1-800-222-8477
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Community Crisis Response Service: 1-855-310-2673
Marine/Air Search and Rescue: 1-800-267-7270
Environment Canada weather alerts: https://weather.gc.ca/city/pages/on64_metric_e.html Astro Taxi Service: 905-850-8855

4) Where any staff, students and/or volunteers are not on site, administration must notify these
individuals of the situation and instruct them to proceed directly to the evacuation site if it is
not safe or practical for them to return to Montessori School in Kleinburg.

5) Administration/Licensee must wait for further instructions from emergency services personnel.
Once instructions are received, they must communicate the instructions to staff and ensure they
are followed.

6) Throughout the emergency, staff will:
• help keep children calm;
• take attendance to ensure that all children are accounted for;
• conduct ongoing visual checks and head counts of children;
• maintain constant supervision of the children; and
• engage children in activities, where possible.
7) In situations where injuries have been sustained, staff with first aid training will assist with
administering first aid. Staff must inform emergency personnel of severe injuries requiring
immediate attention and assistance.
8a) Procedures to Follow When “All-Clear” Notification is Given
Procedures
1) The individual who receives the ‘all-clear’ from an authority must
inform all staff that the ‘all-clear’ has been given and that it is safe to
return to Montessori School in Kleinburg.

2) Designated staff who have assisted individuals with medical and/or
special needs with exiting the building will assist and accompany these
individuals with returning to Montessori School in Kleinburg.

3) Staff must:
•

take attendance to ensure all children are accounted for;
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•
•
•

escort children back to their classroom(s), where applicable;
take attendance upon returning to the classroom(s) to ensure that all
children are accounted for; where applicable; and
re-open closed/sealed blinds, windows and doors.

4) Licensee/Administration will determine if operations will resume and
communicate this decision to staff.
Communication
with parents/
guardians

1) As soon as possible, Licensee/Administration must notify parents/guardians
of the emergency situation and that the all-clear has been given.

2) Where disasters have occurred that did not require evacuation of
Montessori School in Kleinburg, Licensee/Administration must provide a
notice of the incident to parents/guardians by email.

3) If normal operations do not resume the same day that an emergency situation
has taken place, Licensee/Administration must provide parents/guardians with
information as to when and how normal operations will resume as soon as this
is determined.
8b) Procedures to Follow When “Unsafe to Return” Notification is Given
Procedures
1) The individual who receives the ‘unsafe to return’ notification from an
authority must inform all staff of this direction and instruct them to proceed
from the meeting place to the evacuation site, or the site determined by
emergency services personnel.

2) Staff must take attendance to confirm that all children are
accounted for, and escort children to the evacuation site.

3) Designated staff who have assisted individuals with medical and/or special
needs with exiting the building will assist and accompany these individuals to
the evacuation site.

4) Licensee/Administration will post a note for parents/guardians on
Montessori School in Kleinburg's entrance with information on the
evacuation site, where it is possible and safe to do so.

5) Upon arrival at the evacuation site, staff must:
• remain calm;
• take attendance to ensure all children are accounted for;
• help keep children calm;
• engage children in activities, where possible;
• conduct ongoing visual checks and head counts of children;
• maintain constant supervision of the children;
• keep attendance as children are picked up by their parents,
•

guardians or authorized pick-up persons; and
remain at the evacuation site until all children have been picked up.
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1) Upon arrival at the emergency evacuation site, Licensee/Administration will
notify parents/guardians of the emergency situation, evacuation and the location
to pick up their children.

2) Where possible, Licensee/Administration will update Montessori School in
Kleinburg's voicemail box as soon as possible to inform parents/guardians that
MSK has been evacuated, and include the details of the evacuation site location
and contact information in the message.
Additional Procedures for Next Steps During an Emergency
E.g. documenting children’s accidents/injuries, providing water and/or snacks, etc.

If any injuries occur to staff or students during an evacuation; staff with first aid training will
assist injured person accordingly; in compliance with their training.

Phase 3: Recovery (After an Emergency Situation has Ended)
Procedures for Resuming
If there are no concerns to staff or children, Licensee/Administration will provide
direction to staff:
Normal Operations
E.g. where, applicable,
● safe to return to classroom
reopening MSK,
● ensuring all students are transported safely to school and;
contacting the Ministry of
● all children are accounted for
Education Program
Advisor, responding to
The Licensee or Administration will follow up with:
media and community
● Ministry Program Advisor
inquiries, contacting the
● respond to Media and community inquiries
insurance company,
informing the caterer,
● contact insurance company
temporarily
● contact caterers of any changes
relocating, etc.
Procedures for
Providing Support to
Children and Staff who
Experience Distress

Crisis counselors will be made available to any staff or students following an
emergency situation.

Procedures for Debriefing
Staff, Children and
Parents/ Guardians
Include, where,
applicable, details about
when and how the
debrief(s) will take place,
etc.

MSK Licensee/Administration must debrief staff, children and parents/guardians
after the emergency.
Following an Emergency situation:1) Licensee/Administration will follow up and
debrief with the Emergency Response team 2) Will debrief with staff next steps
3) Will gather all children together in gym and debrief accordingly 4) Will send
out an email to parents outlining what was discussed with Emergency Response
team, next steps. If there are no further discrepancies following an emergency
staff and children will resume normal duties. If there are further discrepancies
following an emergency situation staff and children will follow
procedures outlined by the Emergency Response team.
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MSK Allergy and Medical Awareness Policies and Procedures:
What is the definition of “Anaphylaxis?” Anaphylaxis means a severe systemic allergic reaction
which can be fatal, resulting in circulatory collapse or shock. Anaphylaxis is a serious allergic
reaction and can be life-threatening. The allergy may be related to food, insect stings, medicine, latex, etc. The
anaphylaxis policy is intended to help support the needs of children with severe allergies and provide relevant
and important information on anaphylaxis to parents, staff, students and visitors at the child care centre.
The requirement for review by all MSK employees, volunteers and students ensures that all individuals
who may be providing care for a child, staff member or volunteer with a severe allergy are aware of
the anaphylactic causative agents, symptoms of a reaction and emergency procedures should a
reaction occur. Prior to any care of such children, training on procedures and review of each individual
plan must be completed. Reading, reviewing and signing of all documents located in the MSK
Anaphylaxis binder are a requirement to validate that such has been completed.
This provision is intended to align with Sabrina’s Law, 2005, which requires all district school boards
and school authorities in Ontario to develop an anaphylactic policy.
Please see a copy of the MSK Allergy and Medical Conditions Awareness Plan form. A separate copy
will be available on the parent portal and each family must read, sign and return copy to MSK before a
child begins school. We also have an MSK Allergy and Medical Conditions
committee that meets regularly throughout the year. This committee’s members include both staff
and parents. The committee meets periodically throughout the year, and immediately when a child or
staff member enrolls in the MSK program having an allergy.
As per CCEYA requirements regarding anaphylaxis, MSK ensures the following for each child
or 88staff or volunteer member:
1. A strategy to reduce the risk of exposure to anaphylactic causative agents.
2. A communication plan for the dissemination of information on life-threatening allergies,
including anaphylactic allergies.
3. Development of an individual plan, with input from a parent of the child and the child’s
physician, for each child with an anaphylactic allergy that includes emergency procedures in
respect of the child.
4. Training on procedures to be followed in the event of a child having an anaphylactic reaction.
The anaphylactic policy, the individual plan for a child or staff or volunteer with anaphylaxis
and the emergency procedures in respect of the child shall be reviewed as follows:
1. By all employees, before they begin their employment.

2. By volunteers and students who will be providing temporary care for or supervision of
children at MSK before they begin, providing that care or supervision.
3. Location of all postings will be shown (classroom, Anaphylaxis and Medical Awareness Binder and
kitchen)
Advising of the foods/causative agents not to be used in food prepared for the child care centre and
appropriate food substitutes to be provided. Any substitutions will be emailed to the parent and tracking will
be kept in the food log binder. All classrooms will post the foods that are not permitted outside their
individual classrooms, and will inform all parents via classroom newsletter or memo. To ensure that the
parents have read the provided documentation, their signing is required.
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Individual plans and emergency procedures: The parent/guardian and physician of an enrolled
child with an anaphylactic allergy must be invited to provide input on the child’s individual plan,
including the emergency procedures. MSK encourages parents to advise the licensee as soon as
possible if their child develops an allergy and requires medication, if there are any changes to the
child’s individual plan (e.g., new symptoms of a reaction) or if their child has outgrown an allergy and
no longer requires medication. Individual plans should include:

•
•
•
•
•

a description of the child’s allergy;
monitoring and avoidance strategies;
signs and symptoms of an anaphylactic reaction;
action to be taken by child care centre staff in the event the child has an anaphylactic reaction;
whether parent/guardian consent for the child to self-administer allergy medication has been
granted;
• whether parent/guardian consent for child care centre staff to administer the allergy
medication has been granted; and emergency contact information (parent/alternate
emergency contact/emergency services).
• Licensees must review individual plans, including the emergency procedures, with child care
centre staff, students and volunteers.
Training:
Where a child has an anaphylactic allergy, child care centre staff, students and volunteers must be
provided with training on the procedures to be followed in the event of a child having an anaphylactic
reaction, including how to recognize the signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis and administer
medication. A “train the trainer” model can be used to satisfy this requirement. A parent may train the
licensee, supervisor or a program staff, and this individual can then train the remaining staff, students
and volunteers at MSK.
Every year, MSK provides all staff, volunteers and parents an opportunity to take the First Aid, CPR and
Epi-Pen Course provided by VO2 Health.
MSK Indicator:

1. There is a written anaphylactic policy that includes all the above items.
2. Each child with an anaphylactic allergy has an individual plan developed with input from the child's
parent and physician that includes emergency procedures. Each plan is posted in the child’s
classroom, MSK Anaphylaxis binder and kitchen.

3. There is a written record of training for staff, students and volunteers on procedures to be
followed for each child who has an anaphylactic allergy.

4. There is evidence that information on life threatening allergies (including anaphylactic allergies) has
been communicated according to the communication plan outlined in the policy.

5. The strategy to reduce the risk of exposure to anaphylactic causative agents is being followed.
Or Staff confirm that the strategy to reduce the risk of exposure to anaphylactic causative agents
is being followed.
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6. Employee, student and volunteer files confirm the anaphylactic policy and children's
individual plans, including the emergency procedures, have been reviewed with:

• all employees, prior to employment and annually afterwards and when substantive changes are
made to the policy, plan or procedure. And • students and volunteers, before they begin providing
temporary care for or supervision of children and at least annually afterwards and when substantive
changes are made to the policy, plan or procedure.

7. The supervisor is able to identify enrolled children with anaphylactic allergies, as well as their
allergies, and is able to correctly explain the emergency procedure to be followed if the child has an
anaphylactic reaction.

8. Employees, volunteers and students are able to identify enrolled children with anaphylactic
allergies as well as allergies, and are able to correctly explain the emergency procedure to be
followed if the child has an anaphylactic reaction.
MSK keeps ALL medication in a locked box inaccessible to children. However, MSK allows elementary age children to carry their own asthma medication or emergency allergy medication in a fanny pack that
is carried by the child. For younger children, the classroom teacher will take on this responsibility. With
parent permission for the child to self-administer allergy
medication kept on file. This includes all medication that must be administered quickly in an emergency, such
as antihistamines, epinephrine and puffers.
MSK staff will confirm that children who carry their own asthma or allergy medication have the required
medication in their possession prior to leaving the child care centre (e.g., transition to school, leaving on
a field trip).
If children do not self-administer asthma or allergy medication, staff must ensure it is easily
accessible at all times, but kept out of children’s reach. Emergency allergy and asthma medication
should not be locked up with other medication.
MSK Staff must also ensure that emergency asthma and allergy medication is in the staff’s possession
when leaving the child care centre (e.g., walking children to school, going on a field trip).
Each term, classrooms will do a thorough review with all children of the classroom to learn about
allergies and foods/causative agents that are not permitted on the premises. Since March is Nutrition
and Physical Activity month, we use the opportunity to invite special visitors in (Dietitians, Nutritionists,
Physical Activity Instructors) and teach the children about the importance of proper nutrition and
physical activity. Staff is also responsible to review expiry dates and notify the parents of the child. It is
the policy of MSK that a child will not be able to attend school without the medication needed.
Additional information on anaphylaxis can be obtained through Health Canada’s, “It’s Your Health –
Severe Allergic Reactions.” Our MSK Anaphylaxis and Medical Awareness Committee ensure to keep
all staff and volunteers abreast of all new information when required. Updates are discussed at
monthly staff meetings.
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MSK Administration of Drugs and Medication FORMS:
MSK staff agree to the administration of drugs or medications when presented appropriately.
(a) All parents must completely fill out a written procedure using MSK’s Medication forms for
the distribution of the medication.
(b) The provided drugs and medications must have the child’s name on it with proof of
pharmacy and doctors or naturopath’s name
(c) storage instructions:
Such medication will be inaccessible at all times to children and kept in a locked container. There
will be a container that will be labelled and kept in the refrigerator should storage instructions
require.
The Head of each Department oversees the provision of all drugs and medications and that all drugs
and medications are dealt with by that person in accordance with the procedures established.
(d) a drug or medication is administered to a child only where a parent of the child gives written
authorization for the administration of the drug or medication and that included with the authorization
is a schedule that sets out the times the drug or medication is to be given and amounts to be
administered; and
(e) a drug or medication is administered to a child only from the original container as supplied by a
pharmacist or the original package and that the container or package is clearly labelled with the
child’s name, the name of the drug or medication, the dosage of the drug or
medication, the date of purchase and expiration, if applicable, and instructions for storage and administration.
(f) There is written authorization from the child's parent(s) that includes a schedule that sets out
when the drug or medication is to be given, which includes either specific times of the day or specific
symptoms that must be observed, as well as the dosage to be given.

AT MSK, all children that have an allergy are permitted to carry his or her own asthma medication or
emergency allergy medication in a fanny pack, at all times at the elementary levels. For younger
students the teacher will take on this responsibility. Certain medications, like puffers and
epinephrine, must be administered quickly in an emergency to be fully effective. Allowing children to
carry their own emergency allergy and asthma medications ensures that these medications can be
administered quickly when needed. MSK requests that we have on hand 2 EPI-PENS.
MSK will check that the parent’s written instructions match any instructions printed on the original
container and that the medication is not expired. Confirming that the two sets of instructions match
will prevent any confusion as to which instructions should be followed and ensure that the medication
is administered correctly.
If medication is to be administered on an “as needed” basis, the written instructions must clearly
indicate the situations under which the medication should be given. This could include the physical
symptoms that must be present, the behaviour the child must be exhibiting or the child’s
temperature. Simply indicating “as needed” or “as required” is not sufficient.
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For each child receiving medication, an entry should be made on a medication administration form or
in a classroom log book. Staff giving the medication should list each dose administered and the time. If
a dose is omitted or late, reasons should be listed.
The requirements for the administration of drugs and medication apply to more than prescription
medications. All products containing Drug Identification Numbers require a schedule of
administration and applicable record keeping. The requirements apply to a wide variety of items,
including vitamins, medicated ointments, prescription medication and over- the-counter
medication.
All drugs or medications are kept in a locked container with the exception of asthma or
emergency allergy medication.
MSK reserves the right to refuse administration of any drugs or medication if any or all of the above
mandatory steps are not provided. This may result in absenteeism of your child, or for the parent to
come to the school when required to administer the said drugs or medication. Please understand
that the safety of your child while in our care is our number one priority.
Whenever possible, we encourage that medication is administered by the caregiver at home, if this can
be done without affecting the treatment schedule. If medication must be administered while at MSK, a
clear schedule should be established and if possible, administration coordinated so that children in a
given group can receive their medication at the same time.
We will ensure that medication will be dispensed in a well-lit area where possible. The child will be
removed and brought to a quiet area.
Leftover medication or surplus of medication will be returned in the original container to the parent
of the child or discarded with parental permission.

MONTESSORI SCHOOL IN KLEINBURG
ALLERGY and Medical Conditions AWARENESS PLAN
School staff and parents are responsible for creating safe and healthy environments for students
within the limits created by legislation, school configuration, number of students with allergies or any
medical conditions and available school staff. The Ontario Allergy Society tells us that “it is impractical
to achieve complete avoidance of all allergenic foods as there can be hidden or accidentally introduced
sources.” However, “it is definitely possible to reduce
children’s exposure to allergenic foods or triggers within the school setting.”
To this end, the following steps will be taken in order to attempt to establish and maintain an
“allergy safe” environment, which recognizes the need for safety with regard to life threatening
allergies or other medical conditions. Please note that your child may develop sensitivity to a food or
develop a medical condition. Please inform MSK as soon as you note any changes to your child's health.

1.
-

Letter sent home to all families which:
Requests that lunches and snacks not contain nuts, nut products, ‘May
Contain…’ warnings or other ingredients as indicated on students’
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emergency forms
Lists products / foods to avoid
Advises MSK community of “Allergy Safe” environment and of “no food sharing” rules

2.

Staff and volunteers will:

- Be trained to recognize signs of an anaphylactic reaction and how to take
appropriate action
- Know how to administer the Epi-pen or other medical device (asthma puffers)
-

Each term or when needed, the Medical and Anaphylaxis committee will review with all
staff and volunteers:
- Become familiar with the specifics of the child’s allergy/health issues

-

Inform parents of the allergies that exist in the class
Review information of allergies in the school regularly ( by Term)

3. Teachers, volunteers and Students will:
- Discuss anaphylaxis and medical conditions with the class in age appropriate
terms

-

Outline the allergen or medical condition in the class, describe symptoms of an
anaphylactic or asthma attack and procedures to follow should an attack occur

-

Regularly remind students to help minimize risk by not bringing food allergens to

-

Establish a “no food sharing” rule

school

4. Food in the school:
(a) Lunches will be:
-Eaten indoors. Sharing is strictly prohibited
-Nuts or nut bi-products are to be strictly avoided throughout the school
-Children in this classroom will be asked to be vigilant about what they bring
-When nut products are brought to school or products that have been listed as allergens for a particular class:
the food will be removed from the child, and parents will be notified
(b) Snacks for all grades will be:
Eaten indoors. No food is allowed outdoors. Sharing is strictly prohibited monitored by
classroom teacher for potential allergens

5. Classroom Celebrations
(examples: Thanksgiving, Halloween, Valentine’s day, etc...) (We do not do this anymore)
- Food to be shared would be made up of allergy safe products, which would be brought in
by the students, as directed by the teacher. (i.e. using a sign-up form).
- Food to be shared at these gatherings will be pre-approved by the classroom
teacher/ administration
- A letter would go to parents who participate indicating that the food made/bought is
fresh and peanut/nut free. Letter is signed and dated by parent and returned to the school.

6. School Functions or Fundraisers:
- Products used or sold will be Allergy Safe
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- Parents will be made aware to take precaution when hosting events such as BBQ’s and
other community building events. We will do our best to advise and ensure that these foods are not
available on the premises.
7.
-

Day Excursions
Epi-pens will be taken on trips or other medical devices (puffers for example)
Parents of severely allergic children may attend or transport their child by car

8.

Responsibility of Parents/Guardian and of the Student with an Anaphylactic
Allergy or Asthma:
- advise school immediately of anaphylactic allergy or asthma and complete required
forms

-

provide school with 2 up to date applications of the EpiPen (one for the classroom
and the other to be carried by the student) clearly marked with the student’s name and
known allergen(s)
- provide school with 1 up to date puffer to be kept with student at all times (it is up to
parents' discretion to
give school a second puffer for added safety)

- Student to use best efforts to avoid allergens and recognize symptoms of an
anaphylactic reaction. If child
eats peanut butter or Nutella, or any nut product -- it is the responsibility of every
parent/guardian to ensure that the child brushes their teeth and washes their face and hands prior
to bringing them to school.
Let’s work collaboratively; staff, parents and children at MSK to keep all our students safe and
allergy aware.
Please detach and return to school
MONTESSORI SCHOOL IN KLEINBURG
ALLERGY and MEDICAL AWARENESS PLAN
Name of Family:

Date:

I have read and understand and will abide by the above note on ANAPHYLAXIS and OTHER
ALLERGY AWARENESS OR MEDICAL CONDITIONS policies at MSK. I understand the importance to
only pack products that follow the above criteria and or be made aware of throughout the school
year. I also am aware of ensuring that my child eats peanut butter or Nutella at home to properly
brush teeth and wash the child's hands and face prior to coming to school.
Signature of Parent:

Date:

Student Water Bottles:
Proper hydration is important for children, particularly during hot summer months, and water suitable
for drinking must be available at all times, including between snacks and mealtimes.
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Each child is required to bring a labeled water bottle to school each day. The water bottle must be filled
with fresh water and will be replenished when required throughout the day by an MSK staff member.
Parents are to discard and clean the water bottles daily. Please label your child’s water bottle.
If the water bottle is accidently left at MSK, staff will empty out the water bottle and rinse it for the
child. It is the parent’s responsibility to provide another clean and filled water bottle when the child
returns to MSK.UPDATED FOR SEPTEMBER 2021- For MSK PARENT HANDBOOK
Playground Safety MEASURES- Constructed Playground Area- West
facing Play area which was constructed in
November 2017- Montessori School in Kleinburg
Playground Safety Rules for MSK Students and Staff
In August of 2012- The Montessori School in Kleinburg installed a new outdoor playground structure. As
of November 2017, an additional and updated Nature-scape playground in the west facing, fenced-in
play area was constructed and completed. The following guidelines will serve as procedures to ensure
proper use and safety of the playground apparatuses when used by students of MSK.
Teachers, Students and Parents enter through the new gate, located in front of the paved patio stones
when using the play area for outdoor recess. The double gates are NOT TO BE USED.

A. Safety Inspections
The staff and/or administration of MSK will ensure that the following safety inspection forms are
completed regularly:
· Teachers complete a daily playground safety inspection form each day, prior to the children
entering the play area. Prior to any time spent in a play area the Teacher will perform a
secondary check to ensure a safe play environment. The Playground Committee &
Administration ensures that a monthly playground safety/maintenance inspection and a
written plan of action to address hazards and defects, is completed where required;
· The Playground Committee also completes a seasonal maintenance inspection report;

·
·
·

Administration completes an annual comprehensive inspection report that includes a
plan of action with timeframes to address each specific issue;
a log outlining repairs, removal or installation of equipment is kept on file;
an injury log and/or playground injury reports are kept on file.

B. Safety Rules
The play area has several new play zones, with nature and natural materials as its focus.
●
These domains consist of:

○
○
○
○
○
○

The Play Structure/Climber with Slides
The natural Amphitheatre with Log seating area at base of hill
Patio area with patio stones and benches
An art area with Chalkboard
Tree-trunk structure, teepee
Instruments Wall
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Logs on ground for walking, balancing, etc.

●

Safety when maneuvering around these new play zones is the utmost focus
during outdoor play times. Staff supervise student activity at all times.
●
Supervising teacher/staff members are posted at each play zone/or between 2 zones when
possible.
●
Supervising teachers/staff rotate sections/zones for consistent supervision of students
MSK ensures the safety of all children in the playground area and in using the playground structure
by:
●
Ensuring that all students will learn about the rules of the new play area including what
is acceptable and unacceptable play, how to play safe and what the purpose is of each of the
new areas.
●
Ensuring that all volunteers as well as parents will be made aware of the new play space
area and information will be shared accordingly.
· Standing at spots around the playground structure and play zones where each
staff can have the ideal vantage point enabling them to watch all areas of the
playground including the gate, the hill and tree, the far area and the structure;
· 1 Teacher minimum must stand where they can supervise the slides and
climbing apparatuses of the playground structure; and play zones
· Allowing only one Casa class group to use the structure at a time;

·
·

Completing the daily safety inspection chart and being mindful of the
condition of the playground structure and surrounding play zones
Pylons are used to close off the area and alert all that there are no vehicles
permitted beyond the pylons.

MSK implements and enforces the following safety rules for children’s use of the playground
structure and play zones:

·

No pushing, pulling on other children’s clothing, hitting, kicking, or shoving while
playing on the structure/any play zones;

·
·

Only one child is permitted to go down the slides, steps and stool-steps at a time;
The child must go down the slide feet-first and on his bottom- no sliding down
backwards, head-first or walking up the slides;
No child is permitted to push another child down the slides nor on any of the logs,
nor around the log areas;
No running on the structure, nor up/down the slides and steps, nor on the logs;
No throwing or picking up the wood chips;

·
·
·
·
·
o
o

o

If the structure is icy or wet due to weather, children will not be permitted to use the
structure/zones until the structure is dried or until the ice is removed;
The structure will not be in use if the wood chip ground covering is icy or
slippery;
No running into or pushing others into the Tree trunks/teepee area
No climbing, jumping on, running on the amphitheatre seating logs- students may sit
on the amphitheatre steps; the students may not climb or go beyond the steps or up
to the tree without direct teacher supervision
No removing “instruments” from their play zone
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All staff members actively survey for the following when outdoors:
Sightings of wild animals eg. fox, deer, turkey, snakes, toads, etc.
Strangers approaching the school, playground area, or round-about
Vehicles approaching, driving up driveway into round-about
Dangerous weather

MSK STAFF MEMBERS Follow the SMART Recess Approach:
Be aware and remember
S - Seasonal Changes
M- Monitor Equipment
A - Accident Prevention
R - Rotate in Zones
T - Teach rules
Staff members carry a walkie-talkie and or cell phone and a whistle at all times.
The 3- whistle signal is used for the Emergency Line up Procedure to ensure that students, upon hearing
the signal--- will safely exit the playground premises and proceed indoors to the nearest school entrance
door.
Please refer to the MSK COVID19 Handbook for Protocol & Safety practices for the use of the Play structure & Play
Areas when mandated
Lunch and lunch supervision:
Toddler and Casa
Lunch will be catered daily by “Wholesome Kids Catering”. All meals are peanut and nut free. Specialty
meals can be prepared should there be allergies, preference or religious belief restrictions. The meals
will be approved by a certified dietitian and will follow the Canada Food Guide. Menus rotate on a 4week cycle and will be posted on the vestibule parent board. Each family will be provided a copy of the
weekly menu, and informed of specialty meals in the event that there is a need (e.g. egg free menu).
Elementary
Children are to bring their own lunch, adhering to MSK’s food policies. Hot lunch will be
available throughout the year at a nominal fee.
If you require information regarding food allergies, please speak with the principal, who has a food
and nutrition background, or direct your inquiries directly to Wholesome Kids Catering. Please contact
the school office for their phone number. We require a meeting with all parents of children with a
food allergy prior to the beginning of the school year.
*Any parent of a child with food related allergies or sensitivities must fill out an allergy form
that will be posted in applicable areas within the school.
Healthy Eating and Physical Education at MSK:
Promoting Good Eating Habits and modeling an active lifestyle are paramount to what we try and
model at MSK for our students.
Our food caterer is Wholesome Kids Catering. A copy of the lunch menu and snacks will be provided to
each family. Each classroom will also record the snacks on the snack list located outside of each
classroom. Portions and amounts will be made available to all Toddler families. Whenever there is
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concern about your child not eating, the staff will alert the families and provide a healthy substitute.
MSK carefully works with the catering company to choose a wide variety of nutritious and delicious
foods that our students will enjoy. When students do not enjoy certain foods, substitutions are made
and parents are informed of such substitutions via email from the school administrator.
Posting of planned menus in a clearly visible/noticeable place promotes transparency for parents and
allows parents to take into account what the child has been served during the day when planning
meals at home. At MSK, we post this on the parent board in the vestibule.
Parents also receive a hard copy and we encourage them to place it on their refrigerators at
home.
Enjoying food and meal times depends (to a great extent) on the way food is offered and the models
provided by adults. There is a variety of ways in which childcare providers can impact children’s health
and well-being with regards to eating and nutrition, such as by:

• providing nutritious food and beverages that incorporate family and cultural preferences;
• creating positive eating environments with foods and portion sizes that are responsive to
children’s cues of hunger and fullness;

• using a bright, attractive, well-ventilated and comfortable room for serving meals;
• providing suitable child-sized tables and chairs;
• supplying dishes and eating utensils that are attractive, durable and of suitable size and shape
for small hands;

• ensuring that dishes and utensils match the children's capabilities so that they can graduate
from bowls and spoons to forks and plates;

• providing a quiet time just before meals so that the atmosphere can be friendly and relaxed
at meal time;

• avoiding delays in food services so that the children will not have to sit and wait;
• serving foods family style, where possible, with small groups of children and at least one adult sit
around a table and serve themselves. The adult should sit about half way down the long side of a
rectangular table rather than at the end so that he/she can respond to individual children (and
supervise) while eating;

• program staff eating with the children whenever possible and always eating the same meal as
the children;

• providing an opportunity for children to leave the table if they become restless before the meal is
over (e.g., let them take their plates to the counter and bring their dessert back to the table);

• encouraging children to practice self-care skills (e.g., feeding themselves) and help with food
preparation, distribution etc. (e.g., filling their own glasses or cups, arranging crackers and fruit on plates
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etc.);

• setting a good example by having a positive approach to new foods and pleasant table
manners;

• being prepared for spills and calmly cleaning up and offering reassurance when they happen;
• encouraging interesting conversation and modeling language related to food, drink and eating
to support communication development; and

• avoiding the use of mealtimes as a time to criticize or to air unpleasant occurrences.
At MSK we never force a child to eat. Should it be noted that a child’s appetite is varying, the staff will
take note and notify the parents. It will be recommended that you consult with your physician or
nutritionist.
Physical Activity is paramount for each child at MSK. We follow the recommended 1 hour of outdoor
play and more when required and when permitted. We also complete Daily Physical Activities when
possible in the classrooms, as well as out of the classroom. Daily physical activity must become part of
each child’s routine and way of life. The health and physical education program at MSK includes
physical activity for all learners throughout the year helping children become fit, independent
learners; to develop interpersonal skills by interacting with others; and to relate fitness activities to
healthy, productive lives.
We enjoy offering a variety of before/during/after school physical fun in each term. We select a variety
of specialists to come to MSK and teach such fun physical activities such as Yoga, Karate, Meditation,
Pilates, Hockey, Tennis, Track and Field, Cross Country to name a few. Having a 2000 square foot gym, a
forest and 13 acres of outdoor space helps encourage fun activity. We also encourage our morning and
after school friends to enjoy lots of time outdoors.

Snacks:
Snacks will be provided twice daily for children. Snacks will also be provided in the Before and After
School Care by MSK. The before school morning snack will be served at 7:30a.m. and, the afterschool
snack will be provided between 4:15 & 4:30p.m.
Canada’s Food Guide to healthy eating recommends a daily healthy eating pattern for all Canadians
age 4 and over. Snacks are often as important as daily meals in providing essential nutrients. For this
reason, the best snacks are made from foods within the four food groups.
For more information on healthy snack ideas, visit: http://www.lambtonhealth.on.ca/nutrition
Montessori School in Kleinburg is a strictly enforced PEANUT & NUT AWARE environment.
Please ensure that all foods that are brought on the premises are peanut aware, as per the items
listed on the label.
The Elementary students are to provide their own healthy snacks. MSK reserves the right to not allow
students to eat sugary, high calorie snacks. Please check the Canadian Food Guide for healthy choices.
Also, if there is a student with an allergy, as a class we will respect the allergy and NOT bring in food
that may harm that student. Every classroom teacher will inform you of any allergies in their class. ALL
snacks must be nut-free.
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If a label reads "may contain traces of peanut" the child will not be able to eat the food at
school and it will be sent home. Remember, if you are unsure about the snack and whether it may or
may not contain peanuts, please consider something else that you are sure about.
Please ensure that your child brings water to school on a daily basis. Please label your child’s
water bottle with their name. It will be refilled during the day when necessary.
Snacks at MSK are served at times that will not interfere with the children's appetite for the main
meal. And thus, morning snacks at MSK are served between 9:30 and 10:30 am whereas afternoon
snacks are served from 1:15 to 2:15 pm.
When a child is hungry, they are encouraged to eat and are monitored by their teacher at the snack
table, set up in each classroom. Portions are taken into consideration; however, a fresh variety of
snacks are always made available.
Children are encouraged to make healthy choices and as such:

• serving buffet style so that children can choose amongst offered snacks (e.g., three or four
raw vegetables or fruits); and

We have ensured that the foods selected for snacks align with the recommendations from
Canada’s Food Guide and each snack should include at least two food groups.
We do not under any circumstances permit sweet snacks such as candy, cookies or drinks with sugar
since they offer little nutritional value and promote tooth decay.
Should there be a delay or an event where our food company is unable to service MSK for the day for
whatever reason, we do have frozen and/or canned food that we can use for the children.
Elementary Bagged Lunches
We encourage that all elementary lunches follow the below set guidelines:
• guidelines for the content of bagged lunches and examples of bagged lunches which meet
Canada's Food Guide requirements;

• allergy awareness procedures (including any prohibited foods);
• when a child forgets lunch, MSK will gladly provide catered lunch for a fee if parents are
unable to provide a lunch

• back up procedures due to the presence of allergen containing foods or foods of low nutritional
value (e.g., available replacements or snacks) will also be provided by MSK for a fee if parents are
unable to provide another lunch
When children bring bagged lunches, hot foods should stay “hot” and cold foods should stay “cold.”
We recommend an ice pack. If lunches require to be placed in the refrigerator, we can do so,
however there is limited space.
Any parent lunch drop offs must be done prior to elementary lunch being served, which is promptly at
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11:30 am
Program staff will monitor the contents of bagged lunches and discuss with parents when there are
concerns regarding the nutritional adequacy of snacks and meals.
When a food allergy is presented in the child’s classroom, parents will be notified via email. All
parents must refrain from bringing any food or snacks into the classroom and school.
An accurate record of any food substitutions also helps with meal planning at home and allows
parents to track children’s food intake. Tracking of food intake is particularly important during the
early years when children may show the first signs of a food allergy.
Menus must be retained to examine the variety of foods offered from week-to-week.
Adequate and appropriate nutrition is vital to children’s health, growth, development, and well- being.
Meals should be served at regular meal times and provide nutrients necessary for growth and
development. Educators can create contexts to support children’s health and well-being by providing
healthy meals and snacks and establishing positive eating environments that are responsive to
children’s cues of hunger and fullness.
Snacks should provide nutritional value as well as refreshment in a child’s busy day. These foods
should be easy for the child to handle and not detrimental to dental health.
Children attending a full day program may be very active throughout the day and therefore, depend
heavily on the food served to provide the necessary energy to sustain their activity. These children may
also spend many of their waking hours at childcare, and it is important that they receive a sufficient
portion of their daily nutrient intake.

Birthday lunches at MSK:
Research has found that the incidents of anaphylaxis triggered by food are on the rise for children.
Consequently, Montessori School in Kleinburg has decided to cancel all shared food birthday lunches
brought into the school (restaurant/homemade) so all children are safe while in their learning
environment. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the food brought into the school for birthday
celebrations is safe for all children with food sensitivities or allergies.
Ultimately, our goal is to prevent any unfortunate event from occurring at MSK. We would rather
celebrate by highlighting your child’s timeline of life with photos and singing happy birthday to
recognize his/her special day. Thank you for your cooperation and understanding!

Prohibited Practices at MSK:
The following provision is in place at MSK and replaces the past Behaviour Monitoring for all staff.
This provision forbids corporal punishment and other harmful disciplinary practices to protect the
emotional and physical well-being of children. These practices are never permitted or observed in our
child care setting.
Ensure that the following list of prohibited practices are not committed and update the program
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statement implementation policy and parent handbook to include the list:
● corporal punishment of the child;

● physical restraint of the child, such as confining the child to a high chair, car seat, stroller or
other device for the purposes of discipline or in lieu of supervision, unless the physical restraint
is for the purpose of preventing a child from hurting himself, herself or someone else, and is
used only as a last resort and only until the risk of injury is no longer imminent;
● locking the exits of the child care centre or home child care premises for the purpose of
confining the child, or confining the child in an area or room without adult supervision, unless
such confinement occurs during an emergency and is required as part of the
licensee’s emergency management policies and procedures;

● use of harsh or degrading measures or threats or use of derogatory language directed at or
used in the presence of a child that would humiliate, shame or frighten the child or undermine
his or her self-respect, dignity or self-worth;
● depriving the child of basic needs including food, drink, shelter, sleep, toilet use,
clothing or bedding; or
● inflicting any bodily harm on children including making children eat or drink against their will.
This provision forbids corporal punishment and other harmful disciplinary practices to protect the
emotional and physical well-being of children. These practices are never permitted in a child care
centre.
These practices are reviewed upon beginning, during and at the end of each year with each staff,
volunteer and student teacher and when deemed necessary. Staff will confirm with signing this
provision each term.
Should staff not follow the above provision the following steps will be taken to provide additional
support and mentoring.

1. A meeting will be set up to review and set forth a plan of action. This will include observations and
self-evaluation to help the staff member.
2. A meeting will be set up to follow up with and see if the plan of action has been executed with the
Head of Department in attendance. Review of observations and self-evaluation will occur within a
week of the first meeting and then a month after or when deemed necessary.
3. If prohibited practice continues and is repeated and not followed, immediate dismissal will occur.
The above provision will be reviewed with:

1.
2.
3.

All employees before they begin their employment.

With volunteers or students who will be interacting with children at MSK before they begin.
With each person interacting with the children and at any other time when substantive
changes are made to the policies and procedures.
4.
A record will be kept with signatures of the above and who conducted the review
(Administration).
Young children benefit from an affirming approach that encourages positive interactions with other
children and with adults, rather than from a negative or punitive approach to managing unwanted
behaviour.
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Montessori School in Kleinburg Criminal Reference Checks:
“Obtaining a vulnerable sector check is a precautionary measure that is used to help determine
whether individuals who are involved in the provision of child care are fit and suitable to hold these
positions of trust.”
Considering a person’s relevant criminal history helps to ensure the safety and well-being of children
in our care.

A criminal reference vulnerable sector screening is a precautionary measure at Montessori
School in Kleinburg designed to ascertain whether employees, student teachers or volunteers
providing direct service to children have a criminal history which could potentially make them
unsuitable for certain positions of trust.
A positive response may or may not preclude employment or volunteering with Montessori
School in Kleinburg.

1. MSK’s process of request for all employees, volunteers, student teachers and parents to
obtain a vulnerable sector check:
At MSK, an employee, volunteer or student teacher cannot begin work or cannot spend any time with
children if they have not provided a Vulnerable Sector Check. At MSK, safety is paramount and we
take this very seriously. Please note that we also require the parents to obtain a vulnerable sector
check prior to any and all interaction with children that may involve but not limited to (volunteering,
School trips) while at MSK. Please see Administration for further information on how to obtain a
vulnerable sector check. This information will be made available within the parent handbook and via
memo throughout the academic year.
Next Steps to help the employees, student teachers and volunteers will include the following:
●

They apply to obtain a vulnerable sector check as soon as possible; We will provide a letter if needed
and we are already part of many police departments including The Toronto Police Department.

●

We will inform the above that it may take 4 to 6 weeks prior to receiving a vulnerable sector check.

A new Vulnerable Sector Check is required every year for all staff, volunteers and student teachers. In
the years for which a Vulnerable Sector Check is not required, individuals must sign an offence
declaration. This will include parents.
No person under the age of 18 is required to obtain a Vulnerable Sector Check. However, within one
month after the person turns 18 years old, they are required to provide a statement that discloses every
previous finding of guilt under the Youth Criminal Justice Act (Canada), if the person received an adult
sentence.
A Vulnerable Sector Check is then required within one month after the individual turns 19.
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Montessori School in Kleinburg requires that all staff members, supervisors, teachers, assistants,
parents, caregivers, and volunteers, who will have direct contact with the children, must have a
Criminal Reference vulnerable sector screening through the applicant’s local Police
Department/Service before beginning work or volunteer service.
The cost of the reference check is the responsibility of the person obtaining the criminal reference
check. Montessori School in Kleinburg will pay each staff member yearly to obtain their
Vulnerable Sector Check yearly with proof of receipt.
The Criminal Reference Check will be mandatory for the following staff, student, and volunteer
positions:
All new teachers hired by the school
All substitute teachers
All new students, who attend at the school as part of their training, or others who
attend to do community service work.
All new approved duty day substitutes
All new volunteer parents
All new employees.
All student teachers
A new vulnerable sector check needs to be obtained, on or before every year after the date of
the most recent vulnerable check has been issued.
Steps to obtain a vulnerable sector check:
1. The applicant, when a resident of the City of Vaughan, must attend the Police Service to
complete the application for the Police Records Check form. Any payment required will be the
responsibility of the applicant. MSK will repay teachers only.
2. The police will conduct a record search through the Canadian Police Information Computer system
based on the information provided on the consent form.
3. The applicant will be contacted by the City of Vaughan Services when the Records Check is
complete and asked to arrange a time when it can be picked up. The applicant will then submit a
copy of the Police Records Check to the Principal.
4. If there is a delay in the Police Records Check report coming back from the police, and if for some
reason the applicant must start work before it is received, this individual’s hiring is conditional on
the receipt of the report, and subject to current policies regarding acceptance and exclusion of
staff.
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The process for submitting an offence declaration;
“Offence declaration” means a written declaration signed by an individual that lists all of the individual’s
convictions for offences under the Criminal Code of Canada, if any, during the period specified in the
declaration. This will help Montessori School in Kleinburg determine whether individuals who are involved
in the provision of child care are fit and suitable to hold these positions of trust. Considering a person’s
relevant criminal history helps to ensure the safety and well-being of the children in our care.
An offence declaration will be obtained, and signed off in every calendar year in which a vulnerable sector
check is obtained. Any staff, student, and volunteer positions that is required to obtain a vulnerable sector
check is required to provide the centre with an offence declaration, as soon as reasonably possible, any time
he or she is convicted of an offence under the Criminal Code (Canada).

Montessori School in Kleinburg may terminate a person’s employment or volunteer position after
receiving the vulnerable sector check if the vulnerable sector check identifies past convictions that
cause the licensee to believe the individual is unfit to work with children, including convictions for any
offence set out in Section 9 of the CCEYA.
For Employees.” (Childcare Centre Licensing Manual).
Additional measures such as never leaving a child alone at any time until a person has obtained their
vulnerable sector check, specifically no earlier than six months before the day it is obtained by the
licensee will be implemented at MSK at all times. Once we receive the vulnerable sector check, the
child can be left alone with the individual. If the vulnerable sector check was performed more than six
months but less than five years have passed since the day the vulnerable sector check was performed
the volunteer or student must also provide an offence declaration that addresses the period since that
day and the licensee may not accept a copy of a vulnerable sector check if five or more years have
passed since the day it was performed and in this case, the volunteer or student must provide a new
vulnerable sector check or copy. The same will apply whereas the volunteer or student cannot be left
alone with the student.
Additional Information
A vulnerable sector check is required from every employee, volunteer and student. In determining
whether an individual requires a vulnerable sector check, licensees should consider the nature of their
interaction with children in the licensed program, whether they will be
directly involved in children’s supervision, whether they will be left unsupervised with children, and
whether they will interact with children in the licensed program on a recurring (versus a one-time)
basis.
Any individual who comes into the program on a recurring basis and interacts with children will require
a vulnerable sector check; this includes individuals who teach music or other activities at the centre on
a recurring basis and who may supervise children. An individual who assumes the role of an employee
to assist with the supervision of children would require a vulnerable sector check.
All employees, students and volunteers, including all board members/directors of a corporation, should
apply for a vulnerable sector check; however, the local police force will ultimately determine whether a
criminal reference check or vulnerable sector check is provided in the given circumstance.
For any and all other disputed exemptions please see the principal.
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How Montessori School in Kleinburg will protect the confidentiality of information in a vulnerable
sector check, attestation, or offence declaration;
Criminal reference checks, vulnerable sector checks, offence declarations and attestations are not to
be uploaded to the CCLS. A Freedom of Information (FOI) will be completed for each employee,
volunteer, student teacher at the beginning of their work at MSK. The protection of this information
will remain in a locked binder in the office of the principal.
To guard the confidentiality of personal information, the following policies will apply:

1. A copy of the Criminal Reference Check will be kept in the individual’s personnel file in a locked
cabinet for the duration of the applicant’s employment with Montessori School in
Kleinburg and only accessible by the Administration. Information from this check will only be used
in the process of determining if an applicant is suitable for a specific position and to meet
requirements of CCEYA. Confidential information is shared with Board members only if it is
necessary to the performance of the individual's essential duties.
2. All copies of Police Record Checks of unsuccessful applicants will be immediately destroyed.

3. All copies of Police Record Checks for staff no longer employed or students/volunteers whose
placement has ceased will be destroyed upon termination.
How Montessori School in Kleinburg will consider/use the information in a vulnerable sector check,
attestation or offence declaration;
Montessori School in Kleinburg will consider/use the information in a vulnerable sector check,
attestation or offence declaration to determine the scope of work that the individual will do when at
Montessori School in Kleinburg. Thus, whether they will be directly involved with the children,
supervising them in any capacity, or interacting with them. Also, if they will be left unsupervised.
Any individuals that will come into MSK on a recurring basis and interact with the children will also
require a vulnerable sector check, this includes individuals who teach specialties or other activities
during or after school such as yoga, tennis, pilates etc. or helping to supervise class trips.
Also, any individual who assumes the role of an employee to assist with the supervision of children
would require a vulnerable sector check.
All employees of MSK, students and volunteers as well as parents will be required to provide a
vulnerable sector check prior to any interaction with the children.
All the additional measures that Montessori School in Kleinburg will put in place to protect the
children who interact with the person until the vulnerable sector check is obtained.

1. All employee files contain a vulnerable sector check that was conducted by a police force and
obtained and reviewed by the licensee before the person began employment; or Employee files contain
an attestation signed by the licensee that indicates that a vulnerable sector check was conducted by a
police force and obtained and reviewed by the licensee before the person began employment; And The
vulnerable sector check was conducted no earlier than six months before the day it was obtained by
the licensee; or The attestation indicates that the vulnerable sector check was conducted no earlier
than six months before the day it was obtained by the licensee.
For volunteers and students
2. All volunteer and student files contain a vulnerable sector check, or a copy thereof, that was
conducted by a police force and obtained and reviewed by the licensee before the person began
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interacting with children at the child care centre; or All volunteer and student files contain an
attestation signed by the licensee that indicates that a vulnerable sector check, or a copy thereof, was
conducted by a police force and obtained and reviewed by the licensee before the person began
interacting with children at the child care centre. And Where more than six months but less than five
years have passed since the day the vulnerable sector check was performed, there is also an offence
declaration or a copy thereof, that addresses the period since the day the vulnerable sector check, or
copy thereof, was obtained. And All vulnerable sector checks on file for volunteers and students are
less than 5 years old; or the attestation on file for volunteers and students indicates that the
vulnerable sector check is less than 5 years old.
For employees, volunteers and students
4. Where a vulnerable sector check is not yet on file, compliance is demonstrated with subsection
61 (1) or section 64.
If there is a break in employment, where the person obtained a vulnerable sector check terminates
and then subsequently resumes, the Montessori School in Kleinburg will enforce that person to obtain
a new vulnerable sector check or offence declaration as follow:
1. If the relationship was terminated for six or more months, the licensee shall obtain a new
vulnerable sector check from the person before the relationship resumes.
2. If the relationship was terminated for less than six months and, but for the termination, the
person would have provided a vulnerable sector check or offence declaration during the period
of termination, the licensee shall obtain for the person such vulnerable sector check or offence
declaration before the relationship resumes.
There may be other situations that come up that will require Montessori School in Kleinburg to request
guidance and support from CCEYA. The above only shares the measures that will be taken in the event
of the shared scenarios.
Police Record Checks Reform Act, 2015 (PRCRA)
Since November 2018, this regulation has provided schools and child care providers with a temporary
exception from the information disclosure restrictions in the act which expired on July 1, 2021.
For schools and child care providers, the regulatory amendments replace the temporary exemption
with a permanent exemption that will continue to permit additional information to be included in
police record checks:
● This exemption will also apply to the roles where the person will have direct, in person access to
children or other vulnerable people within the context of their duties.
● Disclosure of street check, mental health contact and victim of crime information is prohibited.
● Additional information listed below which may be in the possession of a police service can be
disclosed in police record checks, subject to the rules in the regulation respecting disclosure:
A. Outstanding restraining orders, including family court restraining orders, under the Child Youth and
Family Services Act, 2017 (CYFSA);
B. Provincial charges and convictions under the CYFSA;
C. Provincial charges and convictions under the Child Care and Early Years Act, 2014; and
D. Provincial charges and convictions under the Highway Traffic Act 1990.
The updated regulatory amendments are available on e-Laws and came into effect on July 1,2021
The Chief of Police or designate may disclose the information required to indicate a public safety concern and
the Chief or designate reasonably believes the information:
A. Raises clear public safety concerns
B. Is recentor has occured with enough frequency to raise ongoing public safety concerns;
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C. Is directly relevant to the position that the individual in being screened for;and
D. Is based on reliable sources

Health & Well Being at MSK
When your child is sick and signs and symptoms of Illness:
Each day as children arrive at school, MSK Staff will conduct a visual scan/observation of each child
before they come into contact with other children in the school. Staff members are looking for a
change in appearance or behaviour, or for some sign that may indicate illness- a flushed face,
lethargy, a cough, or a runny nose. Common illnesses are their symptoms are listed below. If any of
these signs are observed anytime during the school day, a parent or emergency contact will be called
to pick up the child as soon as possible. This is to ensure that any illness brought to the school be kept
to a minimum. *Please note- A FEVER IS NOT THE ONLY INDICATOR OF ILLNESS IN A CHILD.
Fever
Having a fever means having a body temperature that is higher than normal. It is defined as a reading
abov( 37.8 °C). If your child has an elevated temperature, we ask that you please keep your child at
home. If your child comes down with a fever while at school, we will contact you or an emergency
contact to please pick-up the child as soon as possible. Children must be fever and symptom free for at
least 24 hours before coming back to school.
Diarrhea/Vomiting
Germs causing infectious diarrhea or vomiting spread easily by direct and indirect contact in any group
setting and especially among children in diapers. Infectious diarrhea can strike rapidly in child care
settings/school settings and needs careful management. Please inform the school immediately if your
child has had a very soft or watery bowel movement or has been vomiting. You will be notified right
away if your child is having many episodes of diarrhea or vomiting and we will ask for an early pick-up
especially if they also have a fever. If diarrhea is severe, persists for longer than a week, seems to
contain blood, or if vomiting persists over a period of 4 to 6 hours, parents are advised to seek medical
advice.
Common Cold
Cold viruses are found in the ears, nose and throat. These germs spread easily because children often
touch their nose, ears, eyes and mouth and put objects in their mouths. They have frequent contact
with furniture and objects without washing their hands. Cold viruses can live on toys and other objects
for several hours and can be picked up by other children as well as their caregivers. The spread of
viruses also occurs through: holding hands, coughing, sneezing, blowing noses, and picking up materials
or toys. Droplets from a cough or sneeze can reach a child’s nose or mouth from as far as 3ft (1m) away.
Please note that your child does not have to have a fever to be ill. If your child has any of the above
symptoms, please do not bring them to school because this will only make the child uncomfortable
during the day and will also cause the spread of germs if not properly treated. *Please note- cold
symptoms accompanied by pain and yellow or green coloured mucus may indicate infection- which
may require medical attention.
Croup/Bronchitis/Pneumonia
Certain viruses that cause colds may also cause croup, bronchitis and pneumonia.
● Croup often begins like a cold. It is a viral infection of the throat and larynx, it can be
caused by several different types of viruses.
● Bronchitis is swelling of the lining of the smaller airways. Children experience difficulty
moving air in or out of the lungs.
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●

Pneumonia is an infection in the lung tissue that prevents oxygen from moving the air spaces
to the bloodstream
As all three of these infections may be caused by the same virus as the common cold please keep your
child at home until they are symptom free and feeling better to come to school.
*Please note that if your child is not well enough to participate in some or all of our daily
activities such as gym or going outside for recess then they are not well enough to be at school.
Conjunctivitis (Pinkeye)
Conjunctivitis--- more commonly known as pinkeye is spread easily through direct and indirect contact.
Direct contact occurs when tears or discharge from an infected child’s eyes are touched and
transferred by fingers to the eyes of another child. Indirect contact occurs when an object
contaminated with eye fluid (e.g., used tissue) is touched, or touches another child’s eye. When
pinkeye is associated with the common cold, it can spread via droplets in a cough or sneeze. A child
with pinkeye should be kept at home until he/she has been seen by a doctor, and antibiotics have been
administered for at least 24 hours. We do require a doctor’s note stating that the child is free of
infection and is well enough to attend school.

Strep Throat
Strep is more common in children than adults. Children with Strep Throat usually have a very sore
throat, fever, and swollen glands. Strep Throat is spread through direct contact with secretions of the
mouth or nose or direct contact with a skin lesion. It may also be spread by large respiratory droplets.
Children with Strep Throat should return to school only when they have at least one full day (24 hours)
of antibiotic treatment and are well enough to participate comfortably in all program activities,
including going outside.
Any child with a Communicable Disease such as chicken pox, scarlet fever, fifth disease,
measles, etc., will be asked to remain home until the disease is free of its contagion stage. York
Region Public Health has provided us with guidelines and expectations on how to handle
communicable diseases.
If you should suspect that your child has a disease/illness we ask that you report it to the school as
soon as possible, so we can ensure that all parents are aware of the illness being present at our
school and their child’s exposure to it. As soon as we are informed that a child is contagious, we will
forward literature and awareness to the MSK parent population so that everyone can look out for
similar signs. Please review the copy of Guidelines for Common Communicable Diseases included with
the parent Information Package. Please note that your child will only be allowed back to school with
an official signed doctor’s note stating that they are no longer contagious and are well enough to
attend school.
If a child is prescribed medication from a medical doctor, it can be administered by staff to the child
during school hours, so long as the parent fills out a “MSK Medication Chart” form. The medication
must be received by the teacher and not left in the child’s possession or personal bag/backpack. It
must be in the original pharmacy bottle, with an official prescription label stipulating the child’s name,
doctor’s name, drug name, dosage, expiry date and frequency to be given. There will be locked boxes
for medications kept in each classroom cupboard above the sink and one in the kitchen refrigerator
for medications with cool storage requirements.
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Weather Conditions & School
Severe Weather – School Closures - Winter and Summer Outdoor Playtime:
In the event of severe weather parents are asked to please contact the school. Our school’s answering
message will be changed by 6:30 a.m. on telephone number (905) 893-0560 and will reflect whether,
or not school will be open or closed. Please listen or view online at 680 News
(http://www.680news.com) and CP24 News (http://www.cp24.com) who will also have our school
closure listed. We may also contact families via a phone call to alert them that school is closed for the
day. We kindly ask that you check your phone answering machine for a message should we not have
contacted you in person. If you do not have an answering machine, then we advise you to call the
school.
All MSK families will be notified via email and/or REMIND app by their classroom teachers.
In the event that severe weather occurs during the school day, we will advise parents via a phone call,
email, HiMama (for Toddler only) or Remind App to pick up their child(ren) as soon as possible in order
for all staff to make it home safely as well.
If a workshop or other school event is scheduled on an evening that severe weather is predicted, we
will cancel and may reschedule the evening and alert all parents of such on our answering machine
and also via a memo posted on our main door.
We have established, as our guidelines, from a safety point of view, that ALL children will generally go
out for recess, unless the temperature drops below -12ºC. We occasionally opt for a shortened time
span outside if it is bright and sunny with little or no breeze, and the temperature is close to our
guidelines. Temperature and wind chill are determined by checking the Weather Network web site
which has updates available hourly. The same will occur for summer weather should it be advised that
children stay indoors due to smog or extreme heat.
We always ensure that in the winter, children are dressed warmly in the winter months and in the
summer time remain cool. We have plenty of shaded areas and ensure that the children are well
hydrated prior to and after recess time. We ensure that children apply sunscreen and bug repellant on
days that such is required during the summer time (if they have it).
MSK reserves the right to use discretion, in the best interest of the students, on extreme
heat/cold days as to the amount of time children will spend outdoors. When we are alerted by Public
Health to keep children indoors due to weather conditions such as “Smog Advisory” or “Extreme
Heat”, we will follow protocol.
Sunglass Policy:
MSK recognizes the importance of preventative and protective measures for eye care safety in our
students. In accordance with the recommendations by the Skin Cancer Foundation students are
allowed to wear sunglasses during outdoor activities that meet the following criteria:
● Provide 99-100 % UVA & UVB protection
● Contain impact-resistant lenses
● Large, close-fitting frame to help keep dust & debris out
● Unbreakable frame material
● Spring hinges that extend beyond 90° to prevent injury or damage during sports and other
play
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● Have a snug-fitting elastic band attached to the frame ends to prevent loss or damage of the
sunglasses. Cords or loose-fitting bands are not permitted.
For personal safety of students, sunglasses that do not meet the above criteria will not be
permitted to be worn by the student and the parents will be informed of safety concerns
associated with their child’s sunglasses.
Sunglasses will be stored in the student’s backpack and MSK will not assume responsibility for
any lost or broken sunglasses.

Visitors & Guests to MSK
Library and Librarian Visits:
At MSK, we are proud to house a library. The library contains a variety of research books, picture
books, early readers, magazines, encyclopedias, videos, newspapers and other educational material
which may be lent out to both parents and students. Books can be taken out of the library for a 1week loan period. Books will be supplied in every classroom on a bookrack for students to browse and
read through and will be changed weekly to suit learning needs and cater to monthly themes.
Please Note: We enjoy our school library books and so in the event that a book is lost, stolen or damaged
while in your care, you will have to replace that book. Cost will be determined on the value of the book.
If you would like to donate any new or used books, we would be happy to receive them for our school
library.
We are happy to invite the local librarian to MSK each year to read to the children of MSK. Stay tuned
for dates as mentioned in our school calendars.
Lost and Found:
Please encourage your child to be responsible for his/her own belongings. Please ensure that your child
has every item brought to school with his/her name written in permanent ink, so that there are no
items lost. Anything misplaced will be kept in the vestibule until the end of the term and then discarded
or donated. MSK cannot assume responsibility for loss or damage to any valuables that students choose
to bring with them.
Please ensure that all uniform items are clearly labelled. If your child has mistakenly taken another
child’s piece of clothing home, please return it to MSK and alert your child’s teacher(s). We also
recommend labelling of indoor and outdoor shoes.

Trips, Outings, and Visitors:

All outings will be announced a minimum of 2 weeks prior to their occurrence. Each class will
require parent volunteers. These volunteers must have an updated annual police clearance in order
to participate in any outings (forms can be requested at the office). Volunteers will be picked via
lottery draw. In efforts to allow all those wishing an opportunity to participate, parents may be
permitted to volunteer once or twice per year. Volunteers are never counted in the staff ratio and
are never left alone with children other than their own child.
Fees will apply to certain trips. Fees will depend upon location and number of students
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participating. Volunteers may also have to pay a fee.
We recommend that parents wishing to volunteer on school trips have their First Aid Certification.
MSK offers yearly First Aid certification. For further information, please look for information inside the
Welcome Package.
All visitors visiting MSK will be escorted when in the company of the children and supervised at all
times.
Methods of Communication
Classroom Newsletter, Monthly School Calendar, Memos and Emails:
At MSK, we believe that communication is essential and thus, we are committed to keeping you
informed about our monthly scheduled events and happenings. The monthly school calendar will be
given to all students at the beginning of each month outlining important dates in all the classrooms.
Please post this calendar on your fridge at home. or on other visible areas and make note of important
dates and times. Also, the monthly classroom newsletter will be sent via email at the beginning of each
month.
School/Teacher Memos will be distributed at the school’s discretion. If you have something
valuable to share relating to children, please pass it along so that we can share with other families.
On July 1, 2014, the AntiSpam Law (CASL) came into effect. We require your permission in writing to
allow us to email you school correspondence. Please take a moment and alert the school
administrator that you are verifying consent. Thank you.

Uniform Policy:
“Uniform Basics” is our uniform supplier. MSK students are to wear the school uniform daily. Please
refer to the detailed uniform chart provided in your welcome package.
Please Note:

●

medium to long hair must be tied back

●

no jewelry

●

no nail polish

●

no make up

MSK welcomes uniform donations. We sell both new and gently used uniform items at a reduced cost.
Please enquire with Administration.
ALL STUDENTS:
All students are expected to dress appropriately for the weather conditions.
Summer- sun-block, insect repellant, sun-hat, sweater or long sleeve shirt (sun-block must be applied
20 minutes before exposure and reapplied every 2 hours when playing outdoors as per York Region
Public Health.) Please note that closed shoes are MANDATORY. Open toe shoes and sandals are NOT
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PERMITTED and unsafe for children to wear especially when outdoors.
Sunscreen with an SPF of 15 or more containing UVA as well as UVB protection is recommended to
prevent sunburn and skin cancer. It is your responsibility to apply sunscreen on your child for the day,
and allow a staff member permission to reapply after every two hours when necessary. Please provide
the school with a labeled sunblock bottle for your child.
Please note that MSK cannot apply sun block on children without parent’s permission. Please refer to the
Sunscreen Policy Form to provide consent for the application of Sunscreen by a staff member
Insect Repellant is advised for children over two years of age as directed on the package. Consider
using a repellent that has no greater than a 10% DEET product. Please note that MSK will only apply
insect repellant to children who have a bug spray with their name on it provided by their parents. MSK
will not use another student’s product on other children for safety reasons.
Autumn nylon splash pants, sweater, jacket, rain boots, and cap
Winter hat, waterproof gloves, scarves, snow pants, warm boots and jacket
Spring nylon pants, nylon jacket, cap & rain boots
Please purchase waterproof items to ensure your child remains dry.

✓

One pair of white soled or non-marking comfortable running shoes to be kept in school. Shoes
will be sent home during Christmas and March break for washing.
*Please ensure that the child's name is labeled with a permanent marker on all items: shoes, backpacks,
outdoor garments, mittens, hats, bedding, etc.

Pizza Days and Other School Fundraising Events:
MSK will be offering a Pizza Lunch to all the children once a month. Half day children are welcomed to
participate in this program and should be brought to school or picked up by caregivers, early drop off
at 11:30a.m. or late pick up at 12:30p.m. A Pizza Lunch includes two slices of pizza, a drink and a fruit
and vegetable for each child. If your child would like an extra pizza slice, we ask that you please give an
extra $1.00 per slice. Please note the 1 slice pizza lunch is only for Toddlers.

Fundraising:
If you are interested in fundraising for the school or donating items, please contact the MSK Parent
Fundraising Committee (T.E.A.M.). MSK will undergo fun and creative fundraising initiatives
throughout the year. If you are interested in being a T.E.A.M. member, please contact Principal Enza.
The V School, in Africa est. 2014
(Mbarali District, Mbeya in the region of Tanzania)

The official grand opening of The V School took place on August 2, 2014. We could not have built this
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wonderful school without the support of our
family and friends. Thank you. The school
can accommodate hundreds of children.
There are 67 children currently enrolled. We
pride ourselves in continuing to support the
school yearly. Mrs. Deborah McCrackenNangareke oversees the school in Tanzania,
Africa. We continue to support the school
yearly with fundraising initiatives to help
supply classroom essentials for the students
and teachers.
Donations of $25.00 or more receive a tax
receipt. Pictures and a video of the school can be found on the MSK website. Throughout the year there
will be many opportunities to help The V, M, K Schools. “V” for victory, the sign of peace and my name,
Vincenza (named after my Paternal Grandmother) in honour of my father who helped me build MSK.

V,M,K Montessori Schools Update, Summer 2021
MSK is proud of its continued global outreach to The Olive Branch For Children who in partnership with,
has built 3 Montessori Kindergarten schools. The V-School has been providing quality Montessori
education to hundreds of children since 2013. It continues to be a thriving learning environment in which
the children are using a well-supplied and maintained classroom of learning tools. Both classrooms are
now being utilized during the work cycle and the children move freely from one room to another, taking
the materials they need with them. Patricia and Farida remain the teachers and they now have an assistant
who is helping work with the children. Graduating students continue to perform strongly in the Primary
classrooms of the Government school, to which many transition too. This school currently has 67 children
enrolled and has provided the gift of early childhood education to 100’s of children since it opened.
The M School in the village of Mwashota opened in Jan. 2018 and is now a fully functioning classroom.
There are currently 130 students enrolled and the teachers, Gerrard and Stephano, are working tirelessly
to guide the children in using the growing inventory of Montessori materials. The children now have childsized tables and chairs and they are able to work in a clean and safe environment. It has been painted and
a water catchment system has been put in place. 2 new classrooms and teacher housing are currently
under construction. Since the closest Government Primary school is 18 km away, this will be the only
education that many of the children ever receive. The journey to the Primary school is just too far and
dangerous. The M school is truly a beacon of hope for a community that is very remote and faces many
challenges.
The K school in the village of Lyangunda provides a similar beacon of hope to an equally remote community.
Both children and parents are eagerly looking forward to the finishing touches being completed on their
new school building, in the coming months. The school is located in a picturesque setting and will be a
dramatic improvement from the building previously used. The teachers received additional Montessori
training & materials this past summer and are eager to continue supporting the development and learning
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of the 119 students enrolled in the school. The teachers and community are very grateful for the generosity
MSK in providing such a beautiful learning space.

Late Arrivals, Pick Ups, Absences and Irregular Charges:

All children must arrive prior to 8:30a.m. As a safety precaution, all entrances of the school
will be locked at 8:50 a.m. Please proceed to the office for entry if arriving after 8:50 a.m. and you
will be asked to assist your child into their classroom. Teachers will record all late arrivals in the
classroom attendance. All reported lates and absences will be noted on your child’s report card.
Please note that when your child(ren) are here on time, he/she will reap the full benefit of
participating in the morning or afternoon circle.
Parents have a 20-minute grace time at pick up and drop off times:
All Children: arrive at school between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. pick
up between 3:30 p.m. to 3:50 p.m.
Casa Half day MORNING program: pick up 11:30 a.m.
Casa Half day AFTERNOON program: drop off 12:30 p.m.
Toddler Half day MORNING program: pick up 11:30 a.m.
Full-day- Students that are not picked up by 5:45 p.m., adults will be charged $1.00 per minute,
payable upon pick up to the faculty member in charge. After 6:00pm. $5.00 will be charged per
minute.
A log of all drop offs and pick ups is used to record any additional monthly charges. All irregular charges
will be notified in a before or after school payment letter, and will be distributed to you and we ask that
you kindly remit payment to the office. All unpaid receipts will be kept track of and must be paid no later
than on or before the last day of school.
Please notify the school each day that your child is sick, will be late and/or will not be attending school.
Unverified absences will be followed-up by a phone call to the parent. We will do our best to contact
you, however, please REMEMBER that it is the primary responsibility of the parents/guardians to let the
school know if your child is going to be late or absent from school. Upon the return to the school, the
absent student is asked to bring a note signed by the parent/guardian indicating the reason for the
absence. The note should be given to the teacher only if we have not spoken to you.
Should you be planning a vacation during the school year, it is your responsibility to notify your
absence with a letter or email stating when your child will be expected to return. The letter must also
be signed and dated.

Visitors, Prospective Parents Tours and Open Houses:
All visitors (including parents/guardians) must buzz the office before being allowed on the
premises. Also, visitors must sign in at the office where they will be given a visitor’s badge
which they must keep visible at all times while in the school. Visitors must sign out and return
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the badge when exiting the school. While in the school, visitors are always escorted by administration
or a staff member.
School policy for Prospective Parent Tours is given by appointment only. All prospective parents who
drop in will be asked to schedule an appointment. Open Houses are conducted in the evening or on a
Saturday during non-school hours. Elementary students and former graduates of MSK will be invited
to participate to help out and conduct tours.
Accident Reports and Serious Occurrence:
Any child that should have an accident at school (scraped knee, cut on finger, bump on head,
etc.); will have an “Accident Report” filled out by the staff immediately. The staff will report the accident
to the Principal who will make a decision to call the parent or other emergency service that may be
required. The parent will be asked to sign the report at the time of pick up. The
report will be kept with the child’s personal file and a copy will be provided to the parent.
Should the unfortunate incident of a serious injury occur while your child is under the care of
Montessori School in Kleinburg, we have requested in the application of enrolment for a “Release,
Indemnity Agreement and Declaration” to be signed. This allows Montessori School in Kleinburg the
authorization:
“to secure proper treatment, order injections, or provide any treatment prescribed by the
physician caring for your child, as well as arrange transportation to the Emergency Department of
the nearest hospital, with no liability on the part of the drivers or of Montessori School in
Kleinburg Inc. and its employees.”
In the event that a parent is unable to be contacted, the above contract will allow us
permission to provide the recommended care to your child to best fulfill his/her needs. In the event of
your child needing to go to the hospital, the Principal of the school will stay with him/her until one
parent arrives.
If a serious injury has occurred, or is suspected, Montessori School in Kleinburg Inc. will ensure that
the Ministry Regional or Corporate Office (as applicable) will be informed within 24 hours and a
Serious Occurrence Inquiry Report completed. Parents/Guardians will be immediately notified based
on the occurrence.
MSK ensures that a plan is followed for any serious incident that may affect the health, safety and wellbeing of children and staff and that these serious incidents are reported, tracked and followed up on.
An occurrence is serious if it falls within the CCEYA guidelines listed below and has important or
possibly dangerous consequences:
1. Death
2. Serious Injury requiring immediate medical attention

3.
4.
5.
6.

Any alleged abuse or mistreatment
Missing Persons
Disaster on the premises (e.g. fire, flood, power outage, etc.)
Any complaint about the operational, physical or safety standards of the service that is
considered serious

7. Any complaint made by or about the client, or any other serious occurrence involving a client
that is considered by the service provider to be of a serious nature (e.g., police involvement,
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assault, hospitalization, inappropriate disciplinary techniques, or complaints arising from
sexual contact)
We are required to notify our program advisor under the CCLS (child care licensing system). If we are not
able to contact CCLS we must still notify our program advisor via telephone or email within 24 hours of
the incident and complete a Serious Occurrence report in the CCLS as soon as the system becomes
available.
An annual summary and analysis report is also completed yearly by MSK to identify any issues or trends
and actions taken. The said report is kept on file and reviewed annually.

MSK School's Bullying Prevention and Intervention Policy:
Montessori School in Kleinburg takes great pride in celebrating The Virtues Program. The Virtues program
can be described as an International Character Education Program that seeks to honour and respect every
child. We actively teach and promote school wide virtues that illuminate and promote positive, universal
character traits in an all inclusive school environment. MSK community including staff, students, parents
and others have the responsibility to act in a manner that promotes Grace and Courtesy at all times. We
base our discipline system and Code of Conduct on the following virtues:

1. RESPECT: Students and staff will treat others as they would like to be treated. They will use
courtesy and kindness to communicate with one another. They will respect the rights, feelings,
property and safety of all persons. They will respect all materials in the classroom and school.
They will respect the property outside of the school, playgrounds, play structures etc.
2. RESPONSIBILITY: Students will make dependable choices and be accountable for their actions.
Strive for your best in all areas; academics, arts, athletics and citizenship.
3. COOPERATION AND PEACEFULNESS: Students will cooperate with others and help to create a
safe, peaceful and enjoyable school environment for everyone.
At MSK, all students and staff are expected to understand and follow these ideals. Parents are asked to
encourage their children to live by them and model them regularly. Each member of the MSK community
commits to creating a supportive and caring environment in and out of school.
Our beliefs as a school are:
-it is our responsibility to provide a safe, orderly and caring learning environment for all MSK students.
-that parents and school staff work together to promote and model respect, responsibility, cooperation
and peacefulness.
-MSK students and staff help others to make the school a positive and inviting place for all by: greeting
everyone with a smile and kind word, including everyone, looking for the best in each person, looking
after their own possessions and the school’s possessions with care and attention.
-that our behaviour expectations and strategies must be progressive, fair, tempered with good judgment,
and instructive in a way that assists children to monitor their own actions.
-in behavioural strategies that are both restorative and educative.
-that the manner in which we respond to unacceptable behaviour is key to supporting a young person in
making the positive changes required; we believe in an approach that encourages children to “grow their
virtues”
-that “discipline” is not something that happens to “bad students”, but rather that it is based on clear and
compassionate guidelines that assist and support students who are making mistakes/poor choices
-that our students are both individuals, and members of families. As a result, in cases where significant
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behaviour intervention is required, we will work closely with parents to develop common understanding
to support each other at school, and at home
-that students who are unable to respond appropriately to the proactive measures embedded in our
culture, will be subject to other disciplinary processes which may include loss of privileges, in school and
out-of-school suspensions.
How we encourage children to have a voice:
We encourage children to have a voice by helping them develop personal problem solving skills from a
young age. We will encourage children to always tell them to STOP, WALK away from the problem and
TELL a teacher.
This helps the student understand that they are in a safe, nurturing environment and that everyone
knows what is expected of them.
PREVENTION OF TEASING AND BULLYING AT MSK:
There are several definitions of bullying. MSK has adopted the following definition of bullying: The
definition of bullying means repeated or ongoing, conscious, willful and deliberate hostile activity with
intention to harm, and/or induce fear through threat of further aggression which substantially interferes
with another student’s educational or social rights, benefits or opportunities. The three hallmarks of
bullying are intention, imbalance or balance, and threat of further aggression. Bullying is characterized
by contempt without empathy, compassion or shame for another who is treated as worthless, inferior,
and undeserving. It may be verbal or physical.
Teasing could be based on fun, reciprocal, not intended to hurt, maintains basic dignity, pokes
benign fun, innocent in motive, discontinued to target if upset….
Bullying could be based in contempt, attack with imbalance of power, one sided, intended to harm,
humiliating, cruel bigotry disguised as a joke, laughter at target, target not intended to laugh, intended
to decrease self-worth of target, continues especially if target is upset.
MSK protocol when incidents occur:
When an incident occurs, the faculty member(s) involved will meet with the principal to discuss.
Investigations will be made and all sides of the stories will be heard.
The teacher(s) and principal will meet with the victim to learn about the bullying that he/she has
experienced.
The teacher and principal will also meet with the student(s) who is/are suspected of bullying and any
bystanders or witnesses.
It will always be made clear to all students in a calm fashion that bullying is against school rules and will
not be tolerated.
The teacher or academic head will contact the parents of all children with whom they have spoken to
ensure clear communication and elicit parental support to make MSK a safe environment for all.
A thorough assessment of the situation will be made before any decisions are made. The time frame of a
week will be given.
The incident is commented on (both verbally and written) and all families of the students involved will be
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made aware.
A meeting may be arranged to work on next steps. Suspension
may occur, please see School CODE OF CONDUCT
MSK places great emphasis on respect for everyone. From the time the children enter our Toddler
program, they learn to value each other’s work, persons and feelings. Conflict resolution is an integral
part of life in the classroom, and verbal communication skills are modelled to the children to enable
them to resolve difficulties in an appropriate way. If a child is displaying ongoing behaviour problems,
MSK will work directly with the parents in an effort to re-shape the behaviour. Additional professional
help may also be recommended. MSK reserves the right to share a list of professional contacts should the
need arise. If the behaviour escalates and is in violation of our schools CODE OF CONDUCT, MSK reserves
the right to terminate enrolment immediately depending on the severity of the bullying that has taken
place.
In addition, MSK teachers and parents will be careful not to “blame the victim” Bullying is never the “fault”
of the student who is bullied, and he or she shouldn’t be made to feel responsible for being bullied.
However, if the student is impulsive or lacks social skills it is possible bullying is a reaction out of
annoyance. This doesn’t make the bullying right, but it may help to explain why your child is being bullied
and provide some insight on how to assist the victimized student to avoid being the recipient of bullying
behaviour in the future.
We believe the following factors contribute to the children absorbing good standards of
behaviour:
-Modelling by adults: The adults of MSK must consistently model the type of behaviour they wish to instill
in the children.
-Classroom environment: Children who are challenged by an exciting and creative environment are
stimulated to create their own inner discipline. Our program encourages intellectual, emotional, social
and behavioural growth. Characteristics of such an environment include setting clear limits, consistent
warm and open communication, freedom of choice, support and encouragement or positive behaviour,
and fair application of rules and consequences.
-Self-esteem: The staff must be firm in setting limits but respectful of each child.
-Discipline: Children will challenge authority and group rules from time to time. If behaviour, through
redirection, and/or verbal warning is not effective, as scheduled observation with the Principal will be
necessary. If the problem is not resolved after informal procedures, discussion with the parents to plan
strategies will be necessary. If the problem persists, parents will be notified that professional outside help
must be sought for the child. The Principal, parents and outside professionals working together as a team
can then approach the child’s situation in an effective way.
Please refer to school Behaviour Management Policy.
Toddler Biting (or injurious behaviours) policy. Toddlers can exhibit bullying behaviours as
young as 18 months.
Toddlers can exhibit biting behaviours as young as 18 months to three years of age. We
understand that children biting other children is one of the most common and difficult behaviours to deal
within group child care settings because of its effects on everyone involved, which is magnified due to
severity of the injury that can occur. A bite can occur without warning, can be difficult to defend against,
and understandably so, provokes strong emotional responses to the biter, the victim, the families, and
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the caregivers involved. We do not assign punishments or shame children exhibiting biting behaviour.
We also know with all our knowledge and efforts in child development, many triggers can contribute to
this behaviour and we may not be able to prevent all occurrences.
For many toddlers, the biting stage is a passing phase; toddlers may try this out as a form of communication.
They are in the process of learning appropriate social behaviour. For some students, biting may be persistent
and a chronic problem. This and other challenging behaviours may occur for a variety of reasons: teething,
frustration, boredom, developing language skills, stress or change in the environment, a need for emotional
release, feeling threatened, or to feel a sense of power.
We use the following steps in order to prevent biting and other aggressive behaviour and to keep all of the
children in the classroom and ensure that everyone’s needs are met consistently:
1. Action Plan before biting:
● Create an environment which meets the developmental needs of the children. Monitor and supervise
all children while working and/or playing. Observe and document behaviour and development of all
children in our care.
● Redirect child(ren) in situation where any physically aggressive behaviour may occur (ie. pushing).
Closely monitor and observe the children in question to determine possible causes, make changes in
response.
● Maintain an environment that promotes calm, thoughtful behaviour.
1.
If a child is bitten:
● The biter is calmly removed from the area, using simple words such as “biting hurts,” and taken under
direct supervision by a staff member for the remainder of the day.
● A second staff member immediately attends to the child who was bitten, comforting him/her and
applying first aid as needed. The parents of both children will be notified by telephone or in person to
inform and explain.
● An accident report is completed for the child who was bit, and incident report is completed for the
child who bit. Parents will have to sign off on the reports. For confidentiality, the children’s names will
not be disclosed to either parties involved.
● The biter will be shadowed by a staff member and any other attempts at biting or any other harmful
behaviour will be stopped as they occur. The child will be spoken to on a level which they can
understand. The child will be redirected to other work/play and staff will closely monitor, supervise
and observe the child to observe possible causes of the behaviour. Notes will be documented in
anecdote binder.
● Classroom staff will report all incidents to the Principal on the day of the incident to review the context
of the biting incident, whether adequate supervision was present and whether the environment
contributed to the biting incident. Classroom staff will meet with administration to determine the
cause and discuss preventative measures to be implemented immediately.
1.
If biting continues:
● If a second incident occurs OR if the parents are extremely concerned about the behaviour there will
be a meeting with the Principal, parents and teacher(s) to discuss observations, recommendations and
possible solutions. MSK and parents should work together as a team to assist the child and support
each other.
● Action plan for the child is created and implemented, effective immediately.
● If parents are not receptive in finding a solution together with the school, then the school will inform
the parents that the environment is not suitable for their child at this time and an environment with a
smaller ratio may be recommended.
● Expulsion/withdrawal of a child from our program will only take place if it is deemed in the best
interest of the child exhibiting biting behaviour, the integrity of the school, and other children
enrolled. If the teachers have exhausted all efforts and parents are uncooperative with the action plan
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or show lack of support or effort for their child or the school’s efforts, the Montessori School in
Kleinburg maintains the right to withdraw the child from the program. If the behaviour is consistent
and all parties are unable to come up with the needed support and solution for the problem, the child
may be withdrawn from the program.

MSK School's Bullying Prevention and Intervention Policy:
Montessori School in Kleinburg takes great pride in celebrating The Virtues Program. The Virtues program
can be described as an International Character Education Program that seeks to honour and respect every
child. We actively teach and promote school wide virtues that illuminate and promote positive, universal
character traits in an all inclusive school environment. MSK community including staff, students, parents
and others have the responsibility to act in a manner that promotes Grace and Courtesy at all times. We
base our discipline system and Code of Conduct on the following virtues:

1. RESPECT: Students and staff will treat others as they would like to be treated. They will use
courtesy and kindness to communicate with one another. They will respect the rights, feelings,
property and safety of all persons. They will respect all materials in the classroom and school.
They will respect the property outside of the school, playgrounds, play structures etc.
2. RESPONSIBILITY: Students will make dependable choices and be accountable for their words and
for their actions. Strive for your best in all areas; academics, arts, athletics and citizenship.
3. COOPERATION AND PEACEFULNESS: Students will cooperate with others and help to create a
safe, peaceful and enjoyable school environment for everyone.
At MSK, all students and staff are expected to understand and follow these ideals. Parents are asked to
encourage their children to live by them and model them regularly. Each member of the MSK community
commits to creating a supportive and caring environment in and out of school.
Our beliefs as a school are:
-it is our responsibility to provide a safe, orderly and caring learning environment for all MSK students.
-that parents and school staff work together to promote and model respect, responsibility, cooperation
and peacefulness.
-MSK students and staff help others to make the school a positive and inviting place for all by: greeting
everyone with a smile and kind word, including everyone, looking for the best in each person, looking
after their own possessions and the school’s possessions with care and attention.
-that our behaviour expectations and strategies must be progressive, fair, tempered with good judgment,
and instructive in a way that assists children to monitor their own actions.
-in behavioural strategies that are both restorative and educative.
-that the manner in which we respond to unacceptable behaviour is key to supporting a young person in
making the positive changes required; we believe in an approach that encourages children to “grow their
virtues”
-that “discipline” is not something that happens to “bad students”, but rather that it is based on clear and
compassionate guidelines that assist and support students who are making mistakes/poor choices
-that our students are both individuals, and members of families. As a result, in cases where significant
behaviour intervention is required, we will work closely with parents to develop common understanding
to support each other at school, and at home
-that students who are unable to respond appropriately to the proactive measures embedded in our
culture, will be subject to other disciplinary processes which may include loss of privileges, in school and
out-of-school suspensions.
How we encourage children to have a voice:
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We encourage children to have a voice by helping them develop personal problem solving skills from a
young age. We will encourage children to always tell them to STOP, WALK away from the problem and
TELL a teacher.
This helps the student understand that they are in a safe, nurturing environment and that everyone
knows what is expected of them.
PREVENTION OF TEASING AND BULLYING AT MSK:
There are several definitions of bullying. MSK has adopted the following definition of bullying: The
definition of bullying means repeated or ongoing, conscious, willful and deliberate hostile activity with
intention to harm, and/or induce fear through threat of further aggression which substantially interferes
with another student’s educational or social rights, benefits or opportunities. The three hallmarks of
bullying are intention, imbalance or balance, and threat of further aggression. Bullying is characterized
by contempt without empathy, compassion or shame for another who is treated as worthless, inferior,
and undeserving. It may be verbal or physical.
Teasing could be based on fun, reciprocal, not intended to hurt, maintains basic dignity, pokes
benign fun, innocent in motive, discontinued to target if upset….
Bullying could be based in contempt, attack with imbalance of person, one sided, intended to harm,
humiliating, cruel bigotry disguised as a joke, laughter at target, target not intended to laugh, intended
to decrease self-worth of target, continues especially if target is upset.
MSK protocol when incidents occur:
When an incident occurs, the faculty member(s) involved will meet with the principal to discuss.
Investigations will be made and all sides of the stories will be heard.
The teacher(s) and principal will meet with the victim to learn about the bullying that he/she has
experienced.
The teacher and principal will also meet with the student(s) who is/are suspected of bullying and any
bystanders or witnesses.
It will always be made clear to all students in a calm fashion that bullying is against school rules and will
not be tolerated.
The teacher or academic head will contact the parents of all children with whom they have spoken to
ensure clear communication and elicit parental support to make MSK a safe environment for all.
A thorough assessment of the situation will be made before any decisions are made. The time frame of a
week will be given.
The incident is commented on (both verbally and written) and all families of the students involved will
be made aware.
A meeting may be arranged to work on next steps. Suspension
may occur, please see School CODE OF CONDUCT
MSK places great emphasis on respect for everyone. From the time the children enter our Toddler program, they
learn to value each other’s work, persons and feelings. Conflict resolution is an integral part of the life in the
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classroom, and verbal communication skills are offered to the children to enable them to resolve difficulties in
an appropriate way. If a child is displaying ongoing behaviour problems, MSK will work directly with the parents
in an effort to re-shape the behaviour. Additional professional help may also be recommended. MSK reserves
the right to share a list of professional contact should the need arise. If the behaviour escalates and is in anyway
shape or form in violation of our schools CODE OF CONDUCT, MSK reserves the right to terminate enrolment
immediately depending on the severity of the bullying that has taken place.
In addition, MSK teacher and parents will be careful not to “blame the victim” Bullying is never the “fault”
of the student who is bullied, and he or she shouldn’t be made to feel responsible for being bullied.
However, if the student is impulsive or lacks social skills it is possible bullying is a reaction out of
annoyance. This doesn’t make the bullying right, but it may help to explain why your child is being bullied
and provide some insight on how to assist the victimized student to avoid being the recipient of bullying
behaviour in the future.
We believe the following factors contribute to the children absorbing good standards of
behaviour:
-Modelling by adults: The adults of MSK must consistently model the type of behaviour they wish to instill
in the children.
-Classroom environment: Children who are challenged by an exciting and creative environment are
stimulated to create their own inner discipline. Our program encourages intellectual, emotional, social
and behavioural growth. Characteristics of such an environment include setting clear limits, consistent
warm and open communication, freedom of choice, support and encouragement or positive behaviour,
and fair application of rules and consequences.
-Self-esteem: The staff must be firm in setting limits but respectful of each child.
-Discipline: Children will challenge authority and group rules from time to time. If behaviour, through
redirection, and/or verbal warning is not effective, as scheduled observation with the Principal will be
necessary. If the problem is not resolved after informal procedures, discussion with the parents to plan
strategies will be necessary. If the problem persists, parents will be notified that professional outside help
must be sought for the child. The Principal, parents and outside professionals working together as a team
can then approach the child’s situation in an effective way.
CODE OF CONDUCT
INTRODUCTION
A school is a place that promotes responsibility, respect, civility and academic excellence in a safe
learning and teaching environment.
All students, parents, teachers and staff have the right to be safe, and feel safe, in their school
community. With this right comes the responsibility to be law abiding citizens and to be accountable
for actions that put at risk the safety of others or oneself.
The Ontario Code of Conduct sets clear provincial standards of behaviour. It specifies the mandatory
consequences for student actions that do not comply with these standards. The Provincial standards of
behaviour apply not only to students, but also to all individuals involved at MSK– parents or guardians,
volunteers, teachers and other staff members – whether they are on school property, on school buses
or at school-authorized events or activities.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
All participants involved at MSK – students, parents or guardians, volunteers, teachers and other
staff members – are included in this Code of Conduct whether they are on school property, on
school buses or at school-authorized events or activities.
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• All members of the school community are to be treated with respect and dignity, especially
persons in positions of authority.
• Responsible citizenship involves appropriate participation in the civic life of the school
community. Active and engaged citizens are aware of their rights, but more importantly, they
accept responsibility for protecting their rights and the rights of others.
• Members of the school community are expected to use non-violent means to resolve conflict.
Physically aggressive behaviour is not a responsible way to interact with others.
• • The possession, use or threatened use of any object to injure another person endangers the
safety of oneself and others. Alcohol and illegal drugs are addictive and present a health hazard.
MSK will work cooperatively with police, drug and alcohol agencies to promote prevention
strategies and, where necessary, respond to school members who are in possession of, or under
the influence of, alcohol or illegal drugs.
• Insults, disrespect, and other hurtful acts disrupt learning and teaching in a school
community. Members of the school community have a responsibility to maintain an
environment where conflict and difference can be addressed in a manner characterized by
respect and civility.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Principal takes a leadership role in the daily operation of a school. The principal will provide this
leadership by:

• demonstrating care and commitment to academic excellence and a safe teaching and learning
environment;
• holding everyone, under their authority, accountable for their behaviour and actions;
• communicating regularly and meaningfully with all members of their school community.
Teachers and school staff, under the leadership of their principal, maintain order in the school and are
expected to hold everyone to the highest standard of respectful and responsible behaviour. As role
models, staff uphold these high standards when they:
• help students work to their full potential and develop their self-worth;
• communicate regularly and meaningfully with parents;
• maintain consistent standards of behaviour for all students;
• demonstrate respect for all students, staff and parents;
• prepare students for the full responsibilities of citizenship.
Students are to be treated with respect and dignity. In return, they must demonstrate respect for
themselves, for others and for the responsibilities of citizenship through acceptable behaviour.
Respect and responsibility are demonstrated when a student:
• comes to school prepared, on time and ready to learn;
• shows respect for themselves, for others and for those in authority;
• refrains from bringing anything to school that may compromise the safety of others;
• follows the established rules and takes responsibility for his or her own action.
Parents play an important role in the education of their children and have a responsibility to support
the efforts of school staff in maintaining a safe and respectful learning environment for all students.
Parents fulfill this responsibility when they:
• show an active interest in their child’s school work and progress;
● communicate regularly with the school;
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• help their child be neat, appropriately dressed and prepared for school;
• ensure that their child attends school regularly and on time;
• promptly report to the school their child’s absence or late arrival;
• become familiar with and follow the Code of Conduct and school rules;
• encourage and assist their child in following the rules of behaviour;
• assist school staff in dealing with disciplinary issues.
Police and community members are essential partners in making MSK safer. Community
members need to support and respect the rules of MSK. Police investigate incidents in
accordance with the protocol developed with MSK.
Standards of Behaviour
Respect, civility and responsible citizenship
All MSK members must:

• respect and comply with all applicable federal, provincial and municipal laws;
• demonstrate honesty and integrity;
• respect differences in people, their ideas and opinions;
• treat one another with dignity and respect at all times, and especially when there is
disagreement;
• respect and treat others fairly, regardless of their race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic
origin, citizenship, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age or disability;
• respect the rights of others;
• show proper care and regard for school property and the property of others;
• take appropriate measures to help those in need;
• respect persons who are in a position of authority;
• respect the need of others to work in an environment of learning and teaching.
Physical safety
Weapons
All MSK members must:
• not be in possession of any weapon, including but not limited to firearms;
• not use any object to threaten or intimidate another person;
• not cause injury to any person with an object.
Alcohol and Drugs
All MSK members must:

• not be in possession of, or under the influence of, or provide others with, alcohol or illegal
drugs.
Physical Aggression
All MSK members must:

• not inflict or encourage others to inflict bodily harm on another person;
• seek staff assistance, if necessary, to resolve conflict peacefully.
Mandatory Consequences
Police will be involved, as indicated by the police/school protocol, and the student will be
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immediately suspended and proceed to an expulsion hearing for the following:
• possession of a weapon, including, but not limited to firearms;

• trafficking in drugs or weapons;
• robbery;
• use of a weapon to cause bodily harm, or to threaten serious harm;
• physical assault causing bodily harm requiring professional medical treatment;
• sexual assault;
• providing alcohol to minors.
Immediate Suspension will be the minimum penalty faced by a student for:

• uttering a threat to inflict serious bodily harm;
• possession of illegal drugs;
• acts of vandalism causing extensive damage to school property or property located on school
premises. In these instances, police will be involved, as required, and conditions to return to
school will be specified in accordance with MSK policies.
A student will be immediately suspended for:
• swearing at a teacher, or other person in authority;
• being in possession of alcohol, cannabis or any illegal drugs;
• being under the influence of alcohol.
This Code of Conduct has been created in accordance with:
http://www.ontla.on.ca/library/repository/mon/ont/ed/2000/conduct.pdf

Police and community members are essential partners in making our school and communities
safer. Community members need to support and respect the rules of their local schools.
Police investigate incidents in accordance with the protocol developed with the local school board.
These protocols are based on a provincial model developed by the Ministry of the Solicitor General
and the Ministry of Education.
As stipulated on the application form, MSK has created a Dismissal Policy that reads: Montessori
School in Kleinburg reserves the right to:
1. Have a child withdraw from the school if the behavior of the child is extremely
disruptive to the well being of the class, staff, and school at large.
2. Dismiss a child from the school for tardiness where the parents will not cooperate with our
policy of punctuality.
3. Dismiss a child from the school in a situation where the parents of the child refuse to accept the
administrative and pedagogical policies of the school or parents being a threat to the school, to
other children, staff or volunteers as a result of verbal or physical abuse.
4. Dismiss a child under extraordinary circumstances where the emotional and
psychological welfare of any of the children and/or staff is jeopardized.
5. Dismiss a child from the school for non-payment of tuition fees owing.
The Montessori School in Kleinburg has also adopted the Code of Conduct from the Ministry of
Education outline for Ontario Schools and the York Catholic District School Board which reads and is
stated below:
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“A school is a place that promotes responsibility, respect, civility and academic excellence in a safe
learning and teaching environment. All students, parents, teachers and staff have the right to be safe,
and feel safe, in their school community. With this right comes the
responsibility to be law-abiding citizens and to be accountable for actions that put at risk the safety
of others or oneself. The Ontario Code of Conduct sets clear provincial standards of behavior. It
specifies the mandatory consequences for student actions that do not comply with these standards.
The provincial standards of behavior apply not only to students, but also to all individuals involved in
the publicly funded school system-parents or guardians, volunteers, teachers and other staff
members-whether they are on school property, on school buses or at school-authorized events or
activities.”
“A safe, positive environment is a prerequisite to learning. We believe that all members of our
community of learners have the right to a safe learning environment and have the responsibility to
help create that environment. It is important that all members of the MSK community share a
common understanding of the standards of behavior, and be responsible in demonstrating those
behaviors that exemplify consideration, accountability, respect and integrity. The Montessori School
of in Kleinburg’s Code of Conduct governs the behavior of all persons in the school and in its daily
operations including students, staff, parents/guardians, volunteers, student teachers and community
members, whether they are on school property, on school buses or at any school-authorized event or
activity.”
MSK has adopted the policy to support a preventative, proactive approach to managing the
behavior of its students. This approach includes the provision of alternatives to discipline, strategies
for progressive discipline and opportunities for alternative education programs. The YCDSB also
provides mandatory consequences in cases of its behavior by a student.
Mandatory suspension with the possibility of expulsion could apply in the most serious instances of
a standard being contravened.
All school members are responsible for upholding the standards of behavior in elementary schools.
School administration and teachers are also responsible for disciplining students for breaches of the
code in a fair and consistent manner in accordance with Board suspensions and expulsion guidelines
and procedures.
The guiding principles of the Ontario Schools Code of Conduct offer:
● All participants involved in the publicly funded school system (students, parents or guardians,
volunteers, teachers and other staff members) are included in this Code of Conduct whether
they are on school property, on school buses or at school-authorized events or activities.
● All members of the school community are to be treated with respect and dignity,
especially persons in positions of authority.
● Members of the school community are expected to use non-violent means to resolve conflict.
Physically aggressive behavior is not a responsible way to interact with others.
● The possession, use or threatened use of any object to injure another person endangers the
safety of oneself and others.
●

Alcohol and illegal drugs are addictive and present a health hazard. Ontario schools will work
cooperatively with police, drug and alcohol agencies to promote prevention strategies and,
where necessary, respond to school members who are in possession of, or under the influence
of, alcohol or illegal drugs.
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Insults, disrespect, and other hurtful acts disrupt learning and teaching in a school community.
Members of the school community have a responsibility to maintain an environment where
conflict and difference can be addressed in a manner characterized by respect and civility.

Student Discipline:
Discretionary Suspensions-up to 20 days
The Principal of MSK may suspend a student for:
● Committing an infraction, for which a mandatory suspension is required, in the
community, inside or outside of the school day that negatively impacts the school.
● Conduct injurious to the moral tone of the school or the physical or emotional well being of self
or others in the school, including but not limited to the following inappropriate behaviors:
tobacco act violations, dress code violations, forgery, theft.
Mandatory Suspensions-up to 20 days
The Principal of MSK will suspend for:
● Uttering a threat to inflict serious bodily harm on another person
● Committing physical assault
● Possessing alcohol, cannabis or illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia
● Being under the influence of alcohol, cannabis or illegal drugs
● Swearing at a teacher or at another person in a position of authority
● Committing an act of vandalism
● Possession or threatening to use an incendiary device
● Committing harassment (sexual/racial)
● Bullying
● Hate/Bias motivated incident
● Frivolous/vexatious harassment complaint
Please note that Police will be involved, as indicated by the police/school protocol, and the
student will be immediately suspended.
Discretionary Expulsions
The principal of MSK may expel a student (limited) or may recommend a full expulsion for:
● Committing an infraction, for which a mandatory expulsion is required, in the community, inside
or outside of the school day, that negatively impacts the school.
● The student’s conduct is so unacceptable refractory that his/her presence in school would
be injurious to other pupils or persons.
Mandatory Expulsions;
The principal of MSK will expel (limited) or recommend a full expulsion for:
● Possession of a weapon including a firearm
● Using a weapon to cause or to threaten bodily harm to another person
● Committing physical assault that causes bodily harm requiring treatment by a medical
practitioner
● Committing sexual assault
● Trafficking weapons or illegal drugs
● Committing robbery
● Giving alcohol to a minor
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Criminal harassment
Gang related incidents
Extortion

In these instances, police will be involved, as required, and conditions to return to school will be
specified in accordance with school board policies.
Note: Students under limited expulsion are not entitled to engage in school related activities for 21
days up to one year.
Exceptions to Suspensions/Expulsions
Some exceptions exist for students with special needs and in situations where there is no threat to
the safety of others within a school.
Students under suspension are not entitled to engage in any school-related activity during the course
of the suspension.
MSK Code of Behaviour:
At MSK, we believe in a triangular partnership involving the parents, students and school teachers. We
believe that teachers work best where learning and teaching reflect the Montessori Pedagogy. We
believe that students learn best in a place which is safe and nurturing. We believe that parents are
partners in the education of all students. At MSK we believe in an inclusive and equitable environment
embracing all aspects of the Montessori pedagogy and have adopted it as being our way of life and a
part of our lifestyle.
Students of Montessori School of Kleinburg show RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY and
RESOURCEFULNESS in many different ways.
As a student of MSK, I promise to show respect and be responsible at all times. In the school yard I
will:
● Play fair with others
● Ask for assistance from teachers and students when applicable when I need it
●
●
●
●
●

Not tease, use put downs, or bully my friends and teachers
Line up promptly and sensibly when recess is over and my teachers ask me to
Avoid playing aggressive games
Will not throw snowballs or any other harmful material
Will not use inappropriate language

In the school, I will:
● Remove my hat when entering the school
● Wear my complete uniform with pride
● Walk and never run in the school
● Listen attentively to my teachers and friends
● Never shout or scream but use my quiet indoor voice
● Leave my electronic devices, video games and/or IPod at home
● Leave my toys or any other valuable material at home
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Be responsible for my friend’s belongings
Take care and be responsible for my belongings
Arrive on time and not disrupt the class or show disrespect to my friends

In the Classroom, I will:
● Be prepared for all my classes
● Respect all my teachers
● Respect the right of my friends that want to learn
● Complete all my reading and assignments
● Respect the classroom learning materials
● Ask for help when I need it
● Try my hardest and do my best
● Use my Montessori materials with pride and care
● Respect nature
● Clean up after myself
● Be responsible for my belongings and take home my work
● Use quiet voices and never shout or scream
MSK Resource Support Policy:
Mission
MSK is an inclusive school that supports the sense of belonging and well-being of children with special
needs so that each child can be fully engaged in all aspects of their learning environment. This is
achieved by providing each child at any level, appropriate support tools, resources and opportunities to
allow the full expression of their personality and achieve their highest potential for development in all
areas of growth: social, emotional and academic. The MSK Resource Support Department assists
teachers and parents in achieving a child’s highest potential using a variety of tools, learning strategies,
resources and professional consultants. This may also include After School individual support either inperson or via ZOOM Meeting, facilitated by a member of the Resource Support Department. an
Individualized Support Plan is created and delivered in a warm, nurturing, supportive and inclusive
classroom environment. The Plan follows the Montessori philosophy of ‘help me to do it by myself”:
giving each child what they need to become independent, engaged and self-actualized learners.
Policy
Montessori School in Kleinburg is an inclusive school that supports the sense of belonging, well- being
of children with special needs so that each child can be fully engaged in all aspects of their learning
environment. This is achieved by giving each child, at Toddler, Casa, and Elementary levels, appropriate
support tools, resources and opportunities to allow the full expression of their personality and achieve
their highest potential of development in all areas of growth: social, emotional, and academic.
Identification of such children is made by the
following team: the MSK Resource Consultant, classroom teachers, and the child’s parents. The
following steps are the MSK protocol for support.

1.

When identified, the Resource Consultant (RC) develops an Individualized Support Plan (ISP)
that states: the nature of the special need, all support resources and tools to allow the child’s full
engagement and expression in the Casa classroom, and recommendations of other professional
agencies to further assist the child, if necessary.
2.
The ISP is developed in partnership with the RC, teacher(s), Department Head, and
parents. Each member of the team must sign the ISP. A copy of the ISP is given to each member
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of the team and one placed in the child’s OSR, located in the office.
3.
If necessary, all staff involved with the child will receive training on the use of specialized
equipment or resources. This will be done by one of the following: the RC, the child’s parents, or
a Specialist.
4.
Regular follow-up classroom visits are conducted by the RC to support implementation of the
ISP and do on-going assessment of the effectiveness of the ISP. Regular updates are provided to the
parents by the RC and classroom teacher(s).
5.
The ISP is reviewed and updated each term by the child’s team. If necessary, new or
additional support tools, programming or Specialists are recommended and implemented. A revised
ISP is written and copies given to each team member, as well as a copy placed in the child’s OSR.
The Inclusive Program Plan follows the Montessori philosophy of “help me to do it by myself”; giving
each child what they need to become independent, engaged, and self-actualized learners.
Montessori School in Kleinburg is fully committed to the Montessori philosophy ‘parents as partners’.
When a child has been identified as having a special need, in any area of
development’, his/her parents will be fully informed by the classroom teachers, Resource Consultant,
the Principal, and/or a Specialist. Parental support is a vital part of helping a child reach his/her
potential. Parent-Teacher meetings will be requested with the child’s parents as necessary. Parents
are expected to attend requested meetings with an intent to have open communication with all
persons at the meeting. At these meetings, ‘Recommendations’ and
‘Next Steps’ will be outlined for school and home. This may include referring to a Specialist which
MSK will provide contact information for, if the parents request it. MSK expects parent(s) to:
● Follow up on Recommendations and Next Steps in the timeline given in the meeting.
● Parents are encouraged to provide follow-up information to MSK. This can include: feedback
from the Recommendations and Next Steps taken by them, reports or information shared by
Specialists or other Resource Consultants, things done at home, or any other information that
is important to helping the child in the area(s) of concern.
● If no parental follow-up done, MSK will request another meeting to discuss the reasons why
and establish new Recommendations and Next Steps with a new timeline set.
● If there is no parental follow-up again, and the MSK feels that they cannot further assist or
meet the needs of the child, without the additional support suggested in previous meetings, a
3rd meeting will be requested at which time MSK may inform the parents
that the environment is not suitable for their child, at this time, and suggest other
programs/schools that may better meet the needs of the child.

Monthly Observations:
On a monthly basis, you have the opportunity to observe your child interact and work in his/her
classroom. Please contact your child’s classroom teachers to inquire about availability to observe.
Classroom observations usually begin in October and are offered up until the first week of June. All new
parents must ask their children’s teachers regarding observation, and it is as per the discretion of your
child's teacher and their readiness. All parents MUST SUBMIT a valid police clearance prior to
observing.

Montessori School in Kleinburg does not allow:

1.
2.

Toys brought to school
Clothing that does not allow the children to dress independently
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Expensive jewelry, video game devices, PC’s
Cell phone, smartphone,or any other electronic devices

Montessori School in Kleinburg Waiting List Policy
The waiting list policy is available in a manner that maintains the privacy and confidentiality of the
child that is on the waiting list, including all information provided (phone number, name, email
address, phone numbers, etc. The family will be asked to provide personal information that will not be
shared with anyone, but kept in a confidential binder).
At present, families who visit our school for a tour or for enrolment information will be informed that a
waiting list exists. If interested, the family will be asked to provide the above- mentioned information.
Parents will be asked to complete a form which will be kept on record.
Waiting List- Fees- No fees apply
Procedure:

● After a tour of the school and the principal has met the family and the child (this is
mandatory), the family will decide whether or not to be added to the waiting list. Once a family
has determined their intention and interest in our school, their child will be placed on our
waiting list, with the condition that there is no room for the child to enrol in the program at the
preferred time.
● Names are placed on the Waiting List on a “first come first served basis.” Names on our
waiting list are kept confidential- we do not share waiting list names or status with our staff,
current families/clients or with new or potential families/clients.

● MSK Administration will not accept a phone call as your intention to place your child on our
waiting list unless you have attended an open house or tour with a staff member of MSK.
Families interested in waiting list placement must attend the school in person, with the
intended child/student to meet with our principal and/or administrator.
● MSK will do its best to accommodate all children and families on the condition that there
is enough space within our classrooms.
● PLEASE NOTE* MSK offers first priority to our current families/siblings during the
Admissions/Enrolment period. Only thereafter, will MSK offer admission to a waitlisted
family/child.
Admission of Waiting List Candidates will be as follows:

● A spot becomes available.
● Administration will contact the family of the child to determine if they are still interested in
enrolling at our school. It is imperative that information shared is legible.A phone call will be
made- a message will be left on voicemail (if provided) or an email will be sent (if provided).
● MSK will await a response for up to 48 hours. (If Administration has not received a response
within the 48 hour period, we will dismiss our offer for admission and the next name on the
waiting list will be contacted).
● If contact has been made and the answer to join at the said agreed time is “yes”, the
enrolment forms and admission cheque must be presented to MSK within three days.
● If the contacted family wishes not to accept the opening (offer for admission), then the next
family on the waiting list will be contacted. The family that refused admission will then be
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removed from the waiting list and only be added back to the list if they choose to be at a later
time and at the discretion of Administration.
● Waiting list families will remain on the list for up to ONE YEAR from the date of
placement (on the waiting list).
● It is the sole responsibility of the family on the waitlist to check in with MSK if they do not
hear from MSK during the year.
● Expiration of date will not be notified to the families. It is up to the families on the waitlist to
keep in contact with MSK and investigate the progression of status as to whether their child has
a spot to proceed with enrolment.

MSK Enrolment Process

1.

Inquiry and the Visit to the School: Thank you for the opportunity to show you our school
and allowing us to share with you a complete information package. We now invite you to take the
next step toward learning about our school and prior to enrolling your child which includes observing
a class.

2.

Application Form and Fees: Once the above pre-requirements are completed, fully complete
the Application Form that is updated yearly and must be completed yearly by all returning and new
families as per Child Care and Early Years Act and Ministry of Education and submit all relevant child
information including a copy of your child’s birth certificate and all pertinent medical and family
information to MSK. A current dated non-refundable cheque of
$4,200.00 must be submitted along with the application. This fee includes an annual
Administration Fee which is required with all new and renewal applications. And also, a nonrefundable new family fee of $1,000.00 is also required. This fee will be deducted from your child’s
tuition as specified in choice of payment plans which is clearly outlined on the fee schedule provided
within this package.

3.

Acceptance to MSK: Upon the application process being completed, the Montessori School in
Kleinburg will then review the application to determine acceptance which is based on several factors.
The most important one is the congruency of the family’s and the school’s educational goals for the
child. Please note that returning students and siblings of present students already enrolled at MSK are
given priority and children from other Montessori schools are considered next along with children who
wish to enroll in the 5-full day program. New applicants are selected with the objective of maintaining
a balance of gender, age and needs within the classrooms. Administration and management reviews
each application and then contacts families to arrange for an interview with the family and their child.
Should the child attend another private school, an assessment is completed with the Head of
Elementary or Casa Teacher of MSK (An assessment is also completed for all children ages 4 and up
regardless of previous school experience).

4.
5.

Waiting List: Please see our school’s Waiting List Policy provided in the enrollment package.

Placement and Acceptance: Families will be notified of acceptance with a letter or email
stating important information. Class placement will be made available in the July/August welcome
package. Also, included in the package, parents will receive a School Calendar, and other pertinent
information regarding the school year as part of the package. The Parent Handbook will be available to
parents on our website via a Parent Portal.
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6.

Children applying to our Elementary Program must complete an entrance test.
Arrangements will be made prior to admission into our Elementary Program.
Thank you for taking the time to further learn about the Montessori Method of education and what
we offer at Montessori School in Kleinburg. We hope to welcome you aboard.
Pax Bonum!

“The child has one intuitive aim: self-development. He desperately wants to develop his
resources, his ability to cope with a strange complex world. He wants to do and see and learn for

himself, through his senses and not through the eyes of an adult. The child who accomplishes
this moves into harmony with his world as he becomes a full person. He is educated.”
Maria Montessori
MSK Parent Teacher Interviews
Montessori School in Kleinburg is an Accredited Montessori school in which we take pride. We strive to
promote a positive, inclusive and strong academic experience for your child and his/her family. Open
and positive communication with parents allows us as educators to come together with you, the
parent, to celebrate your child’s education, needs and achievements.
MSK offers Parent Teacher Interviews in Term 1 and Term 2. Meeting with the teacher(s)
provides an opportunity to sit and chat, in a private, uninterrupted setting, one-on-one to discuss
your child’s learning.
Teachers are the experts in teaching, and parents are the experts on their child.
What are Parent Teacher Interviews?
● A great opportunity to communicate with your child’s teacher
● An opportunity to learn how your child is growing academically and socially
● An opportunity to discuss any concerns or questions regarding your child
● Building parent– teacher relations
● Value in school involvement
Parent Benefits:
● Involvement in child’s education by sharing ideas with teachers to help and support
your child’s personal, developmental and educational needs
● Learn about the school’s academic program
● Become more confident about your value in school involvement
● Develop a greater appreciation for the current stage in your child’s education and
development which can facilitate conversation at home with your child
● Learn about and discuss next steps and goals for your child
Teacher Benefits:
● Time with parents to further develop the parent-teacher relationship
● Teachers learn more about their student’s needs and apply them
● Improved teacher morale
● Discuss and develop strategies, in partnership with parents, to target and address
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specific concerns
Student Benefits:
● Parent involvement benefits a child’s academic achievement
●

When parents become involved, children gain:
o Motivation to learn
o Improved behaviour
o A positive attitude towards school
o Confidence and comfort in knowing that their parent is aware of what they are
learning at school

Montessori School in Kleinburg Parent Issues and Concerns Policy and Procedures
●
●
●

Name of Home Child Care Agency: Montessori School in Kleinburg
Date Policy and Procedures Established: May 1, 2021
Date Policy and Procedures Updated: May 1, 2021
Purpose

The purpose of this policy is to provide a transparent process for parents/guardians, the home child
care agency licensee and staff to use when parents/guardians bring forward issues/concerns.
Regulatory Requirements: Ontario Regulation 137/15
Parent issues and concerns
45.1 Every licensee shall ensure that there are written policies and procedures that set out how
parents’ issues and concerns will be addressed, including details regarding,
(a) the steps for parents to follow when they have an issue or concern to bring forward to the licensee;
(b) the steps to be followed by a licensee and its employees in responding to an issue or
concern brought forward by a parent; and
(c) when an initial response to the issue or concern will be provided. O. Reg. 126/16, s.

31. Parent handbook
45. (1) Every licensee shall have a parent handbook for each child care centre or home child care

agency it operates which shall include,
(a.2) a copy of the licensee’s policies and procedures required under section 45.1 regarding how
parents’ issues and concerns will be addressed;

Intent
This provision is intended to provide licensees and parents with a clear and transparent procedure to
follow when a parent has brought forward an issue or concern they wish to have addressed by the
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licensee.
Definitions
Licensee: The individual or agency licensed by the Ministry of Education responsible for the operation
and management of each home child care agency it operates (i.e. the operator).

Home Child Care Provider: The individual with which the home child care agency has established an
agreement for the provision of child care in their home premises.

Staff: Individual employed by the licensee (e.g. home visitor).

Policy
General
Parents/guardians are encouraged to take an active role in our school and regularly discuss what their
child(ren) are experiencing with our staff. As supported by our program statement, we support positive
and responsive interactions among the children, parents/guardians, child care providers and staff, and
foster the engagement of/and ongoing communication with parents/guardians about the program and
their child(ren). We as a staff are available to engage parents/guardians in conversations and support a
positive experience during every interaction.
All issues and concerns raised by parents/guardians are taken seriously by Montessori School of in
*Kleinburg and will be addressed. Every effort will be made to address and resolve issues and concerns
to the satisfaction of all parties and as quickly as possible.
Issues/concerns may be brought forward verbally or in writing. Responses and outcomes will be provided
verbally, or in writing upon request. The level of detail provided to the parent/guardian will respect and
maintain the confidentiality of all parties involved.
An initial response to an issue or concern will be provided to parents/guardians within 5 business day(s).
The person who raised the issue/concern will be kept informed throughout the resolution process.
Investigations of issues and concerns will be fair, impartial and respectful to parties involved.
Confidentiality
Every issue and concern will be treated confidentially and every effort will be made to protect the privacy
of parents/guardians, child(ren), home child care providers, other persons in the school premises, staff,
students and volunteers, except when information must be disclosed for legal reasons (e.g. to the
Ministry of Education, College of Early Childhood Educators, law enforcement authorities or a Children’s
Aid Society).
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Conduct
Montessori School in Kleinburg maintains high standards for positive interaction, communication and
role- modeling for children. Harassment and discrimination will therefore not be tolerated from any
party.
If at any point a parent/guardian, or staff feels uncomfortable, threatened, abused or belittled, they
may immediately end the conversation and report the situation to the principal.
Concerns about the Suspected Abuse or Neglect of a child
Everyone, including members of the public and professionals who work closely with children, is
required by law to report suspected cases of child abuse or neglect.
If a parent/guardian expresses concerns that a child is being abused or neglected, the parent will be
advised to contact the local Children’s Aid Society (CAS) directly.
Persons who become aware of such concerns are also responsible for reporting this information to CAS as per
the
“Duty to Report” requirement under the Child and Family Services Act.

For more information, visit
http://www.children.gov.on.ca/htdocs/English/childrensaid/reportingabuse/index.aspx
Procedures
Nature of Issue or
Concern

Steps for Parent and/or Guardian to
Report Issue/Concern:

Program-Related

Raise the issue or concern to
the staff involved directly
or
the principal.

For e.g.: schedule,
toilet training, sleep
arrangements,
indoor/outdoor
program activities,
menus, etc.

Steps for Provider, Staff and/or Licensee in responding
to issue/concern:

-

Address the issue/concern at the time it is
raised; or

-

Arrange for a meeting with the
parent/guardian within 5 business days.

Document the issues/concerns in detail.
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General, Agency- or Raise the issue or concern to:
Operations- Related
- the staff involved or principal.
E.g: fees,
placement, hours of
operation, staffing,
wait lists, etc.

Documentation should include:
the date and time the issue/concern
was received;
-

the name of the person who received
the issue/concern;
-

the name of the person reporting the
issue/concern;
the details of the issue/concern; and
-

Provider-, Staff- and/or Raise the issue or concern to
Licensee- Related
the individual directly
E.g: conduct of
or
provider, head office
staff, etc.
the principal.

All issues or concerns about the
conduct of the provider or staff that
puts a child’s health, safety and wellbeing at risk should be reported to
the agency head office as soon as
parents/guardians become aware of
the situation.

Related
to
Other Raise the issue or concern to
Persons at the school
the staff involved directly
Premises
or
-

any steps taken to resolve the
issue/concern and/or information given to
the parent/guardian regarding next steps or
referral.
-

Provide contact information for the
appropriate person if the person being
notified is unable to address the matter.

Ensure the investigation of the issue/concern is
initiated by the appropriate party within 5
business days or as soon as reasonably possible
thereafter. Document reasons for delays in
writing.

the principal/or licensee

Provide a resolution or outcome to the
All issues or concerns about the parent(s)/guardian(s)
who
raised
the
conduct of other persons in the issue/concern.
premises that puts a child’s health,
safety and well- being at risk should
be reported to the principal as soon
as parents/guardians become aware
of the situation.
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Raise the issue or concern to
-

the person responsible
for supervising the volunteer
or student

-

the principal and/or licensee.

or

Note: All issues or concerns about the
conduct of students/volunteers that
puts a child’s health, safety and wellbeing at risk should be reported to
the agency head office as soon as
parents/guardians become aware of
the situation.

Escalation of Issues or Concerns: Where parents/guardians are not satisfied with the response or
outcome of an issue or concern, they may escalate the issue or concern verbally or in writing to the
principal.
Issues/concerns related to compliance with requirements set out in the Child Care and Early Years Act.,
2014 and Ontario Regulation 137/15 must be reported to the Ministry of Education’s Child Care Quality
Assurance and Licensing Branch.
Issues/concerns may also be reported to other relevant regulatory bodies (e.g. local public health
department, police department, Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Labour, fire department, College of
Early Childhood Educators, Ontario College of Teachers, College of Social Workers etc.) where
appropriate.
Contacts:

Ministry

of

Education,

Licensed

Child

Care

Help

Desk:

1-877-510-5333

childcare_ontario@ontario.ca

Regulatory Requirements: Ontario Regulation 137/15
Parent issues and concerns

45.1 Every licensee shall ensure that there are written policies and procedures that set out
how parents’ issues and concerns will be addressed, including details regarding,

(a) the steps for parents to follow when they have an issue or concern to bring forward to the

or
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licensee;

(b) the steps to be followed by a licensee and its employees in responding to an issue or
concern brought forward by a parent; and
(c) when an initial response to the issue or concern will be provided. O. Reg. 126/16, s. 31.
Parent handbook
45. (1) Every licensee shall have a parent handbook for each child care centre or home child care agency
it operates which shall include,
(a.2) a copy of the licensee’s policies and procedures required under section 45.1 regarding how
parents’ issues and concerns will be addressed;

Intent
This provision is intended to provide licensees and parents with a clear and transparent procedure to
follow when a parent has brought forward an issue or concern they wish to have addressed by the
licensee.
Procedures
Nature of Issue or Steps for Parent and/or Guardian to
Concern
Report Issue/Concern:
Program-Related Raise the issue or concern to
- the staff involved
For E.g:
directly or
schedule, toilet
the principal.
training, sleep
arrangements,
indoor/outdoor
program
activities,
menus, etc.
General, Agency- Raise the issue or concern to:
- the staff involved or principal.
or OperationsRelated
E.g: fees,
placement, hours
of operation,
staffing, wait
lists,
etc.

Steps for Provider, Staff and/or Licensee
in
responding to issue/concern:
- Address the issue/concern at the
time it is raised; or
- arrange for a meeting with the
parent/guardian within 5 business
days.
Document the issues/concerns in detail.
Documentation should include:
- the date and time the
issue/concern was received;
- the name of the person who
received the issue/concern;
- the name of the person reporting
the issue/concern;
- the details of the issue/concern; and
- any steps taken to resolve the
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Raise the issue or concern to
- the individual
directly or
- the principal.
All issues or concerns about the conduct
of the provider or staff that puts a
child’s health, safety and well-being at
risk should be reported to the agency
head office as
soon as parents/guardians become
aware of the situation.
Raise the issue or concern to
- the staff involved
directly or
- the principal/or licensee
All issues or concerns about the
conduct of other persons in the
premises that puts a
child’s health, safety and well-being at
risk should be reported to the principal
as soon as parents/guardians become
aware of the situation.

Student- /
VolunteerRelated

issue/concern and/or information
given to the parent/guardian
regarding next steps or referral.
Provide contact information for the
appropriate person if the person being
notified is unable to address the matter.
Ensure the investigation of the
issue/concern is initiated by the
appropriate party within 5 business
days or as soon as reasonably possible
thereafter. Document reasons for
delays in writing.
Provide a resolution or outcome to the
parent(s)/guardian(s) who raised the
issue/concern.

Raise the issue or concern to
- the person responsible for
supervising the volunteer or
student
or
- the principal and/or licensee.
Note: All issues or concerns about the
conduct of students/volunteers that
puts a child’s health, safety and wellbeing at risk should be reported to the
agency head office as soon as
parents/guardians
become aware of the situation.

Escalation of Issues or Concerns: Where parents/guardians are not satisfied with the response or
outcome of an issue or concern, they may escalate the issue or concern verbally or in writing to the
principal.
Issues/concerns related to compliance with requirements set out in the Child Care and Early Years Act.,
2014 and Ontario Regulation 137/15 must be reported to the Ministry of Education’s Child Care Quality
Assurance and Licensing Branch.
Issues/concerns may also be reported to other relevant regulatory bodies (e.g. local public health
department, police department, Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Labour, fire department, College of
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Early Childhood Educators, Ontario College of Teachers, College of Social Workers etc.) where
appropriate.

Contacts: Ministry of Education, Licensed Child Care Help Desk: 1-877-510-5333 or
childcare_ontario@ontario.ca
Principal: Mrs. Vincenza Marzano-Kooner 905-893-0560

2021-2022 MSK FAMILY FUND-Parents helping to continue to make a
difference in the lives of all students of MSK.
MSK parents are invited to provide the school with the New Family Fund. This contribution will carry the spirit
of giving forward and continue to strengthen MSK during your children’s time as a student and for many
years to come.
The MSK family fund has been established to provide a variety of needs that have been directed across
various areas of the school such as:
●
●
●

Resources for students and faculty
Academic and co-curricular programs such as robotics and drama
Classroom enhancements and building restoration

WIth the help of past, present and future MSK families we can continue to achieve these goals and many
others. From all of us at MSK, we thank you!
Marzano/Kooner Bursary Program
(Monetary Award based on Financial Need) - Further information will be provided
Paul Kooner Scholarship Program
(Monetary Award based on Academic Achievement)-Further information will be provided

MSK is a Member of the following organizations:
MSK is affiliated with and members of the CCMA - an Accredited member of Canadian Council for
Montessori Administrators, OFIS (Ontario Federation of Independent Schools), OCT (Ontario College of
Teachers), CAMT (Canadian Association of Montessori Teachers) and NAMTA (North American
Montessori Teachers Association).
Let’s make this year better than our last! “True professional growth is the acquiring of both
professional attitudes and skills, and moving to new levels of performance not experienced before.”
(Robert L. BeBruyn).
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Keeping Students Safe: Policy Framework for MSK’s Anti-Sex Trafficking
Protocols
● THIS FRAMEWORK HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION: KEEPING
STUDENTS SAFE POLICY
The Keeping Students Safe policy – the first of its kind for an education sector in Canada – sets a strong
foundation for Ontario schools to build upon to create local anti-sex trafficking protocols. This new
policy will ensure every school has a plan with core components in place to protect students and
empower school communities to play a key role in fighting sex trafficking and keeping children and
youth safe from sexual exploitation.
The Ministry of Education's policy framework builds on the updated Health and Physical Education (HPE) curriculum
for Grades 1 to 8 announced by Minister Lecce in 2019. That updated curriculum positioned Ontario as a leader by
including mandatory learning beginning in Grades 1 to 3 as students start to learn skills to identify, develop and
maintain healthy relationships, to identify and respond to exploitative and coercive behaviour, and how to seek help
as needed. These skills help protect students from sex trafficking by teaching them to identify when they are in an
unsafe situation. The curriculum is designed to be developmentally-appropriate, and in Grades 4 to 8 students
continue to develop the skills they need to stay safe (in person and online), and how to help themselves and others.
Students also learn about the impacts of sexually explicit media, including pornography. In every grade, students
learn about consent, healthy relationships, and online safety, building foundational skills that support safe, healthy
relationships throughout their lives.

Setting the context
The Ministry of Education is making active changes to the education system to help break down barriers for Black,
Indigenous and racialized students and to provide all students with an equal opportunity to succeed. MSK is
following these steps as well. Work continues to strengthen human rights and equity in the education system, which
are important steps in the effort to ensure that MSK is a safe space intended to be for all students.

The urgency to act
Human trafficking is one of the fastest growing and most lucrative crimes worldwide. It is predatory and
devastatingly damaging to victims, survivors, their families and communities. Human trafficking can include
recruiting, harbouring or controlling a person's movements using force, physical or psychological coercion or
deception.
With the average age of recruitment into sex trafficking in Canada being 13 years old, school-aged children and
youth are prime targets for traffickers for the purposes of sexual exploitation. Students face a multitude of diverse
and intersecting factors that increase their vulnerability to violence and harm. They may have difficulty identifying
warning signs of sex trafficking, recognizing when they may be in danger and knowing how to seek help.
Given the high rates and destructive impacts of sex trafficking in Ontario, there is an urgent need to establish an
active, province-wide role for education, in collaboration with other sectors and partners. While strong policies and
programming are protective against these threats, teachers and school staff play a vital role in building student
awareness, supporting student mental health and being a frontline contact for students in crisis. 3
The education sector can play a powerful role to safeguard the safety, mental health and well-being of school-aged
children and youth by helping to recognize, prevent and respond to sex trafficking. Education staff can spot the
warning signs and safely connect those who are, have been or are at risk of being trafficked to the appropriate
supports and culturally responsive community programs and services.
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Not all sex traffickers are adults. School-aged children and youth may also be involved in trafficking their peers.
According to Statistics Canada, between 2009 and 2018, there were approximately 1,400 victims of human
trafficking reported to police in Canada, and 6% of the accused persons identified were between the ages of 12 to
17.7
School-aged children and youth will benefit from early intervention to reduce their vulnerability to sex trafficking and
from connections to supports and help to rebuild their lives.

Increased risks and use of digital tools
Frequent use of mobile phones and computers can make it harder for caring adults to recognize the signs that a
student is being groomed and lured. This increases the importance of educating students about both the positive
and negative potentials of the internet, including the harmful impacts of violent depictions in sexually explicit
imagery. Traffickers and other sexual predators are increasingly using online social media platforms to lure, groom
and recruit young people into sexual acts or services. Social media can provide an easy point of access into
conversation and relationships with unsuspecting students.

Why are some students at higher risk?
●

While any student can be sex trafficked, some groups are at increased risk of being trafficked.

●

Systemic racism and discrimination have led to a disproportionate number of Indigenous and Black children
and youth in care, which can lead to a lack of consistent relationships with caring adults and peers in
schools.

●

Indigenous peoples are especially vulnerable to sex trafficking due to historic and ongoing systemic
discrimination, including intergenerational trauma resulting from residential schools and the “Sixties Scoop”. 8
First Nation youth transitioning from remote Northern communities to schools in urban centres can also face
increased safety risks.

●

Language barriers, isolation, economic disadvantage or a lack of community and social supports may leave
newcomer youth with increased vulnerability to trafficking.

●

Students with disabilities may experience bullying and isolation in addition to having difficulty understanding
the intentions of others.

●

Students who are 2SLGBTQQIA experience high rates of bullying, assaults and sexual abuse, and they may
face isolation or displacement if they experience rejection from their family or the community.

Tactics used by sex traffickers
Traffickers use tactics to identify and groom vulnerable children and youth by fulfilling their unmet needs – such as
love, affection, a sense of belonging and other basic needs like housing or food security – and/or by using threats,
physical violence and control. An unstable home life and past trauma, as well as other factors such as a history of
childhood abuse or involvement with the child welfare system, can leave students more susceptible to being
trafficked.
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Traffickers can use tactics such as befriending students on online platforms and pretending to be a love interest or
encouraging the student to leave their rural/remote community to come to the city for work. Isolating the victim
from family and friends is the ultimate goal, followed by normalization of abuse through a gradual grooming process.

Unique role of the education sector
Due to almost daily contact with students, teachers and other education staff are well placed to educate on
prevention and promote healthy relationships, notice troubling changes in behaviour, and connect with students as
caring adults. By training staff to recognize the signs of sex trafficking, they will be better equipped to identify the
cues and safely intervene if they suspect a student is being trafficked or involved in trafficking. Education can also
serve as a key factor in helping survivors of trafficking heal and rebuild their lives, helping to prevent revictimization and resetting students on a healing trajectory towards positive outcomes.
MSK will consider specific outreach and support to Indigenous parents and caregivers, as well as groups that are
disproportionately impacted by trafficking, to build their awareness and participation.

Definition of sex trafficking
Sex trafficking is a form of sexual exploitation and is a crime under the Criminal Code of Canada. It can include
recruiting, harbouring, transporting, obtaining or providing a person for the purpose of sex. It involves the use of
force, physical or psychological coercion or deception. Most individuals who are trafficked for the purpose of sexual
exploitation are women and girls, but all people may be targeted.

Statement of principles
Define a role for parents/guardians/caregivers
Care must be given when reaching out to parents, families and caregivers to ensure they are safe adults prior to
engaging with them on matters regarding the student/s. Outreach to Indigenous parents and guardians, as well as
outreach to Black and racialized parents and guardians, should be trauma-informed and recognize historic and
systemic barriers that may impact their participation. Every effort should also be made to reduce cultural and/or
linguistic barriers when reaching out to parents, guardians and caregivers about this work.

Foster student voices
Students are at the centre of this work and should be involved in efforts to develop actions against sex trafficking.
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Build multi-sectoral relationships with community organizations
Ongoing consultation and engagement with community groups/agencies that support members of the MSK
community are essential to supporting anti-sex trafficking approaches that are responsive to diverse students and
the needs of the MSK community.

Interventions must be safe
Caring adults and students within MSK can promote a sense of student belonging, increase protective factors, help
to reduce risk factors associated with sex trafficking, and support early intervention through identification and
appropriate response, including connecting impacted persons to supportive services.
MSK Staff Training must emphasize how to respond to immediate dangers and the need to avoid actions that will
make an individual's situation worse or more unsafe.

Build up school-based prevention at MSK
The development of the protocol will complement existing prevention efforts at MSK, including the teaching of
consent, healthy relationships and healthy sexuality. It is important for school staff to understand the historical and
social context of sex trafficking and implement prevention strategies that are responsive to the needs of students
and members of the MSK community.

Respect confidentiality, privacy and informed consent
The development of procedures must respect confidentiality and ensure that the student fully understands how their
information may be used or with whom it may be shared. It is key to develop referral relationships with community
service organizations while adhering to applicable legal requirements, including those under the Municipal Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act; the Ontario Human Rights Code; the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act, 2005; the Education Act; and the Child, Youth and Family Services Act, 2017.

Promote equitable and culturally safe responses
Protocols at MSK will demonstrate a human rights-based, non-judgemental, culturally responsive, survivor-centered
and trauma-informed approach to raising awareness, preventing, identifying and responding to sex trafficking.

The development of MSK protocol: essential
components and considerations
It is the policy direction of the Ministry of Education that each school board's anti-sex trafficking protocol should
have clearly articulated roles, responsibilities and accountability measures. It should also address threats associated
with digital technology and the internet. MSK will also adhere to the Ministry of Education’s protocol framework plan.
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The core and essential elements of the protocol are:
statement of principles
strategies to raise awareness and prevent sex trafficking
response procedures
training for school employees
measuring success: accountability and evaluation

Strategies to raise awareness and prevent sex trafficking
MSK protocol will include culturally safe strategies to raise awareness about sex trafficking with students, MSK
employees, parents, and caregivers. Strategies will include:
●

A plan to make the protocol and related procedures and resources publicly available and accessible on the
MSK website.

●

A process to raise awareness among parents and caregivers about:
○

cyber-safety

○

the signs that a student is being targeted, lured, groomed, trafficked or is trafficking another
student; how to get help safely (for example, community providers and/or support hotline)

○

how they can report concerns to MSK (including anonymous reporting) and MSK’s process for
responding to concerns

○

the process should include approaches to overcome barriers to participation that Indigenous, Black,
newcomer and other parents/guardians may face

●

A process to raise awareness among students on the signs a student is being targeted, lured, groomed,
trafficked or is trafficking another student, and how to bring concerns about luring, grooming, recruitment or
exiting sex trafficking to the school without fear of reprisal. The process should allow for concerns to be
brought forward anonymously.

●

A process to help prevent recruitment of students for sex trafficking, including through curriculum-based
learning about healthy relationships, consent, mental health and well-being, coping skills, personal safety
and online safety, as well as through work with local community-based organizations and survivors.

●

Consideration of the use of available technology and tools to identify and deter potential situations involving
students who could be at risk of sex trafficking and other online threats, while using school board-provided
technology.

Awareness strategies could involve sending letters or emails, providing information in a parent handbook, displaying
posters, hosting information sessions, posting on the school social media accounts, and/or posting information on
the MSK website. MSK may include the phone number for the Canadian Human Trafficking Hotline to raise
awareness about the supports and referrals it offers.
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Response procedures
MSK will establish procedures for MSK employees to respond in situations where a student:
●

may be at risk of or is being sex trafficked

●

may be targeting, luring, grooming or recruiting children and youth for the purpose of sex trafficking

●

is returning to school after they have been trafficked or involved in trafficking others

Response procedures will address the needs of, among others:
●

students with special education needs, mental health needs, social or emotional needs or language/cultural
barriers, and international students

●

students who are in care, receiving care or in customary care arrangements

●

students who are being trafficked and who may be involved in the recruiting of other victims, including
students who are returning to school after they have been involved in a trafficking situation

●

parents, including those who may live overseas and/or may not speak English or French

Response procedures must be trauma-informed and culturally responsive and, at minimum, include the following
elements or direction to MSK employees:
●

A designated contact person at MSK who is familiar with the MSK anti-sex trafficking protocol and can
support MSK employees with response procedures.

●

The process for responding to situations where a student may be at risk of or is being sex trafficked,
including steps for safely reporting concerns, responding to disclosures and supporting the student's
immediate physical and emotional safety.

●

The process for responding to situations where a student may be engaged in the trafficking of others,
including steps for safely reporting concerns, responding to disclosures and supporting students' immediate
physical and emotional safety.

●

The process for responding to and supporting students re-entering school after they have been involved in a
trafficking situation, including efforts to ensure that adequate safety and security needs are being met to
support re-integration into MSK.

●

Guidance on the requirements related to the duty to report a child in need of protection under Section
125(1) of the Child, Youth and Family Services Act, 2017 and under Policy/Program Memorandum 9: Duty to
Report Children in Need of Protection. (PDF, 315 Kb)

●

Clear information on legislated privacy and confidentiality requirements when responding to a suspected or
confirmed instance of sex trafficking.

●

The process of notifying appropriate contacts and parents/guardians, as applicable.
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The process for school administrators to communicate and collaborate with community-based service
providers, local police services, local Children's Aid Societies and Indigenous Child and Family Well-Being
Agencies, as applicable and/or required by law, in responding to situations of suspected or confirmed sex
trafficking of students.

●

Direction on the approach to referring all affected students (including those indirectly affected, as needed) to
support.

●

Direction on the approach to appropriately respond to and meet the needs of students who are victims and
survivors of sex trafficking, including access to education and facilitating school re-entry for those returning
to school.

●

Direction on monitoring and following-up on incidents reported (for example, check-ins with affected
students).

●

Direction on documenting suspected or reported sex trafficking situations and response procedures that
were implemented.

●

Information on culturally responsive and trauma-informed personal supports available to school board
employees responding to sex trafficking situations.

Training for MSK employees
MSK will outline a process for providing ongoing training for MSK employees, including teachers, administrators, and
other school staff. Training will include the following elements:
●

key definitions, common misconceptions and myths about sex trafficking, including tactics used for online
luring, grooming and recruitment

●

learning about human rights-based approaches to combatting sex trafficking, including the application of an
equity lens, anti-racism, a gender-based lens, trauma-informed approaches and Indigenous cultural
competencies

●

information on protective factors and prevention-focused supports and resources

●

information on risk factors and signs that a student is at risk, being lured, groomed or trafficked

●

signs that a student is or involved in luring, grooming or trafficking others

●

response procedures, including the duty to report, how to handle disclosures to support students' safety,
how to support students impacted by sex trafficking and how to share information to ensure privacy and
confidentiality

●

supports available to students and affected staff, including culturally responsive supports

●

additional training resources to support staff to understand and safely respond to sex trafficking

●

roles and responsibilities of school board employees in raising awareness, identifying and responding to sex
trafficking
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Measuring success: accountability and evaluation
During the first year of implementation, the Ministry of Education will provide support for the review of the school
board's anti-sex trafficking protocol and offer advice and suggestions, as requested by individual boards. MSK WILL
FOLLOW PROTOCOL AND SUGGESTIONS FROM THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AS RELATED TO MSK
POLICY AND PROCEDURES.

Appendix A: glossary of terms
2SLGBTQQIA: Refers to two-spirit, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, intersex and asexual.
Anti-racism: Anti-racism is a process, a systematic method of analysis, and a proactive course of action rooted in
the recognition of the existence of racism, including systemic racism. Anti-racism actively seeks to identify, remove,
prevent and mitigate racially inequitable outcomes and power imbalances between groups and change the structures
that sustain inequities.
Cultural responsiveness: “Extends beyond language to include a much larger set of professional attitudes,
knowledge, behaviours and practices, and organizational policies, standards and performance management
mechanisms to ensure responsiveness to the diversity of [students] who walk through [schools'] doors.”9
Cultural safety: Refers to “an environment that is spiritually, socially and emotionally safe, as well as physically
safe for people; where there is no assault challenge or denial of their identity, of who they are and what they need.
It is about shared respect, shared meaning, shared knowledge and experience of learning together.” 10
Equity lens: Involves “strategically, intentionally and holistically examining the impact of an issue, policy or
proposed solution on underserved and historically marginalized communities and population subgroups, with the
goal of leveraging research findings to inform policy.”11
Human rights-based approach: A “conceptual framework for the process of human development that is
normatively based on international human rights standards and operationally directed to promoting and protecting
human rights. It seeks to analyze inequalities which lie at the heart of development problems and redress
discriminatory practices and unjust distributions of power that impede development progress.”12
Survivor: Used to refer to an individual who has escaped a trafficking situation, whereas victim is used to refer to
an individual who is in the process of being recruited or is being trafficked. The term survivor may also be used to
refer to an adult with lived experience of being trafficking. This approach is used for clarity and not intended to label
or define an individual's experience. Individuals who have experienced sex trafficking may prefer one term over
another in order to describe their experiences. School board employees should confirm how an individual impacted
by trafficking prefers to be referenced.
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Tactics: Traffickers may use a range of tactics to target, recruit, manipulate and coerce victims. This can often
involve a process of targeting an individual's vulnerabilities then luring, grooming, isolating, manipulating,
controlling and exploiting a victim to then conduct sexual acts (for example, forcing a victim to have sex, to take
images of child sexual abuse). Often, a victim may not be aware that exploitation is happening, and victims may be
forced to recruit other victims.
Trauma-informed approaches: Are “policies and practices that recognize the connections between violence,
trauma, negative health outcomes and behaviours. These approaches increase safety, control and resilience for
people who are seeking services in relation to experiences of violence and/or have a history of experiencing
violence.”13
Victim: Used to refer to an individual who is in the process of being recruited or is being trafficked, whereas
survivor is used to refer to an individual who has escaped a trafficking situation. The term victim is often used to
refer to a child who has experienced sexual exploitation. This approach is used for clarity and not intended to label
or define an individual's experience. Individuals who have experienced sex trafficking may prefer one term over
another in order to describe their experiences. School board employees should confirm how an individual impacted
by trafficking prefers to be referenced.
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MSK Graduation Song
(written by E. Marzano, 2003)
Composed by former MSK student Albert Liu, 2015
Singer, former MSK student Cassandra Fuoco, 2015
Collaboration and thank to Mr. Rob Moratti, 2015

The first days of school aren’t easy.
there are feelings of uncertainty.
Where am I going?
Who am I to be?
We enter into this school
With open hearts and open minds
A home away from home.
With many symbols and many signs
We are thankful that you have chosen
MSK as our school.
A place where we are safe
And we have learned the golden rules.
And on this day of graduation
We say thanks to all who have come
To our teachers, parents and families
And MSK where we came from.
As I leave the MSK program
Where I have grown to learn so much
Things like respect, responsibility
And to have a gentle touch.
I look forward to my future
Where I know what I will be.
What will I learn now?
What shall I see?
Chorus:
In the hands of the children
You can find serenity.
Peace flows like a river,
A handshake from you to me.
In the hands of the children
You can see the face of God
For it’s the hands of the children
Where men and women are made of.

